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PREFACE. 

ie present translation of Dr Blass’ work on ancient Greek 

pronunciation represents the third and latest German 

edition, and the translator has throughout its production had 

the advantage of the advice and help of the author, who kindly 
undertook to read all the proof-sheets. 

A few words are necessary touching the system of trans- 

. literation adopted by the translator. As regards the consonants 

little difficulty presented itself. He was able here simply to 

adopt the transliteration used by the author, only making the 
necessary changes of y for 7, ch for tsch, 7 for dzh, and so on, 

according to the different values of the letters in German and 

English. With regard to the vowel sounds however his course 
was not so plain. As, in spite of the labours of Mr Sweet and 

Mr Ellis, no artificial system of phonetic representation has 

obtained sufficient acceptance to be really familiar to English 

scholars, he has resolved to retain the vowels with what may 

roughly be called their continental values. The alternative 

plan, namely to represent them by their approximate English 

equivalents, presented great difficulties. To take an instance: 

to represent the continental long © sound by ee, not to speak of 

its cumbrousness, labours under the additional disadvantage 

that the short sound must still be represented by 7, thus 
obscuring the identity of the two sounds, 

Again Dr Blass has in the case of the e and o sounds 

adopted diacritic marks to distinguish the open and closed 
sounds, and it therefore seemed especially desirable here to 
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retain simple symbols. In all cases therefore where the Greek 

vowels are represented by Roman letters, these must be under- 

stood to have their continental sound, that is to say roughly 

speaking :— 

d& must be pronounced as in father. 

a MR as in man. 

7 7 as in second syllable of quinine. 

i - as in first syllable of quinine. 

é a as in féte*. 

€ a as in ebb. 

6 ‘3 as in note*, 

6 as in not. 

Ü AR as in lute. 

a s as in put. 

The translator has already mentioned his indebtedness to 

the author for his kindness in reading the proof-sheets; he has 

also to express his gratitude to Mr R. A. Neil, Fellow of 
Pembroke College, for similar help. | 

* It ought to be remarked that these two sounds in English contain a 

diphthongic element which phoneticians call a glide—in the case of 2 an i-glide, 
in the case of 6 a u-glide—which gives them a decidedly different sound to that 
heard on the Continent. The nature of this difference may be suggested by 

saying that in the case of 6 the continental sound often tends in the direction 
of our aw in saw etc. 

June, 1890. 



ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS. 

P. 37, note 5. öwdpıa for Awdpra, 

P. 47 (text) 1. 12 after Aycroupyla add “ xXels for xAys’’ and substitute for end 
of sentence “in which cases even inscriptions shew e and the grammarians 

designate 7 as old Attic.” 

P. 52 (text) 1. 12, &wırnöeos for first érerjdecos. 

P. 72 (text) 1. 7, v for o. 

P. 77 (text) 1. 14, a-no-si-ya for a-no-si-ja. 

P. 118 (text) 1. 23 after Auramazda add Mafaios, Matdxys, Mazdai, Mazdak. 





SECTION 1. 

The theoretical and practical sides of the subject. 

THE investigation of the pronunciation of Ancient Greek 
may be considered from the point of view of theory and again 
from that of practice. In the former case its object is the 
phonetic value, which the Greek letters and combinations of 

letters had in the living ancient speech; in the latter the point 
under discussion is, what phonetic value are we to give to 
those letters and combinations in reading and teaching Ancient 
Greek ? The answer to the question of theory will influence the 
answer to the question of practice; not however exclusively, for 
in the case of the latter appropriateness and feasibility must be 
taken into consideration. I intend in the present work to enter 
but little into the practical question. For the Germans are 
not in need of reform either in the case of Greek or in that 
of Latin in the same degree as the English, and even if 
they were, the welfare of Greek and Latin instruction does 

not depend on the abolition of this misusage and this only. 
Our object is contact with the spirit of classical antiquity ; but 
for the purpose of such a contact it is by no means a hindrance 
to me, if I say something like Tsitserö, while the actual man 
called himself Atkérod. And there is according to my conviction 
nothing in our pronunciation of Greek so positively and 
stupidly wrong as the ordinary pronunciation of Latin c. If 
however anyone feels himself bound in the interest of what we 

may call a more workmanlike prosecution of classical studies to 
pay scrupulous regard to such things, and can in so doing guard 
against the reproach of straining at gnats and swallowing 

P. 1 
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print, relating to the diphthongs, n and v, and some con- 
sonants. A short treatise on the pronunciation of all the letters 
was furnished by Jacobus Ceratinus’, professor at Louvain, who 
died in 1530. But the most celebrated of these early com- 
batants was the renowned Desiderius Erasmus, in a dialogue 
de recta Latint Graecique sermonis pronunciatione”, which 
appeared first at Basel in 1528. Although the author was 
pleased to clothe his subject in the facetious, or more correctly 
the rather insipid, dress of a dialogue between a lion and a bear, 
nevertheless his treatment is so thorough and comprehensive, 
that there can be no doubt whatever of his scientific seriousness. 
The fact is not altered by our knowledge that Erasmus himself 
continued to use the traditional pronunciation®: a reformer he 
certainly was not. A greater stir was made by some English 
scholars at Cambridge, John Cheke and Thomas Smith, moving 
the condign wrath of Stephen Gardiner, bishop of Winchester, 

at that time Chancellor of the University, whom we know in 
Church History also as a fierce persecutor of heretics. In 1542 
he issued an edict for his University, in which e.g. it was 
categorically forbidden to distinguish as from e, eı and oz from ı 
in pronunciation, under penalty of expulsion from the Senate, 
exclusion from the attainment of a degree, rustication for 
students, and domestic chastisement for boys. Cheke’s corre- 
spondence with the Bishop on pronunciation appeared at Basel 

éxTw Tod Ad-you pepav by Const. Lascaris 

(as BR. Meister shews, 2. griech. 
Dialektologie, Progr. Nikolaigymn. 

Leipzig, 1883, p. 13), then repeated in 

the Cologne pirated reprint of the 

Erasmian Dialogue (1529), also in the 
Orthographiae ratio Aldi (published 
by his grandson, 1566). 

1 His proper name was Teyng, 

born at Hoorn in Holland, died 

1530. The treatise was printed at 

Antwerp 1527 (vid. E. Lohmeyer, Phon. 
Stud. 1. 183), reprinted in the above- 

mentioned Cologne piracy of Erasmus, 

also in Sylloge scriptorum, qui de 

linguae Graecae vera et recta pronunci- 

atione commentarios reliquerunt, ed. 

Sigeb. Havercampus, Lugd. Bat. 1736, 

p. 355—376. Title, de sono litter- 
arum, praesertim Graecarum. It is 

dedicated to Erasmus, but does not 

make the smallest reference to his 

labours on this subject, so that the 
priority is evident. 

2 Reprinted 1530, pirated 1529 at 
Cologne (vid. supra); see further in 
Havercamp’s Sylloge altera scriptorum 

qui, etc. (Lugd. Bat. 1740), p. 1—180. 

3 8. Vossius, Aristarch. 1. c. 28 

(Opp. vol. 11. p. 36); Ellissen, Göttinger 

Philologenversammlung (1853), p. 108 

ff. 

1—2 
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in 1555, published by Coelius Secundus Curio’; the Bishop 
uses for the most part the weapon of authority, Cheke on 

the other hand that of respectable learning and intelligent 
critical discussion. He was seconded by his friend Thomas 
Smith, whose missive to the Bishop is dated in the year of the 
edict?. At this point the movement began also among the 
French scholars, among whom Petrus Ramus and Dionysius 
Lambinus® must be mentioned as the first combatants. Before 
the century had closed, the victory of the Erasmians was decided 
in all the chief centres of classical philology. A pretty thorough 
exposition was written by the well-known reformer Theodor 
Beza, de germana pronunciatione Graecae linguae‘. He as well 
as Cheke was made use of in a somewhat questionable manner 
by the Dutchman Adolph van Metkerke (Mekerchus) in his work 

de linguae graecae vetert pronuntiatione’, Bruges 1565, the most 
complete confirmation of the Erasmian system that had been 
written. Finally in 1578 the famous Henr. Stephanus entered 
the lists in the same cause, Apologeticus pro veteri ac germana 
linguae Graecae pronuntiatione‘. Stephanus is already able to 
say, that in France, England, the Netherlands and elsewhere the 

reformed pronunciation was eagerly learnt and practised. In 
this there is nothing to cause surprise; for not only had the 
Erasmians, on the whole, the better cause, but the opposite 

party were very weakly represented. Joh. Reuchlin, from whom 
the pronunciation of the latter takes its name in Germany, 
gave the impulse to it only in so far as he was the founder 
of Greek studies in that country; for although he used and 
taught the modern Greek pronunciation, he could have no 
object in establishing and defending it, inasmuch as he never 
lived to see Erasmus’ treatise. Bishop Gardiner cannot be 
reckoned a scientific combatant; and the short treatise directed 

1 Printed in Hav. nm. p. 181—468 

(the Chancellor’s edict p. 205—207). 

2 Hav. p. 469—574. According to 

Hav.’s Praefatio this was published in 

1568 by Rob, Stephanus. 
3 Both directly or indirectly victims 

of the massacre of St Bartholomew 
(1572). Their participation in the 

contest on pronunciation is learnt 

from H. Stephanus in the work to be 

cited below (p. 391 f.). . 

4 Printed in Hav.’s first Sylloge, 

p. 305—352, appeared (acc. to Ellissen) 
1554. 

5 Hav. p. 1—170. 

6 Id. p. 377—476, 
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against Mekerchus by the Englishman Gregory Martin’ (died 
1582) was of trifling importance. Accordingly the Eras- 
mian pronunciation prevailed throughout the West, and the 
counter-efforts of Erasmus Schmidt of Wittenberg (1560 — 
1637”) and of Joh. Rud. Wetstein of Basel (end of the 17th 
century”) failed to make any alteration in this result. There 
was now a lull in the contest, and the interest in the question 
waned, until the revival of grammatical studies in our century 

gave it new life. All our great grammarians have entered the 
arena either entirely or essentially on the side of the Erasmian 
pronunciation, e.g. G. Hermann, August Matthiae, Phil. Butt- 
mann, R. Kühner, K. W. Krüger, G. Curtius‘. Seyffarth and 
Liscovius, who published special works on the subject in 1824 
and 1825 respectively’, affect an independent attitude towards 
both schools, and arrive at mixed results. About the same 

time the Dane S. N. J. Bloch®, who was refuted by his country- 
man R. T. F. Henrichsen in a justly valued book, was a zealous 
champion of the modern Greek pronunciation. The matter was 
next treated of in the Göttingen and in the Frankfort 
Philologenversammlung in the years 1852 and 1861, Ellissen 
supporting the modern Greek pronunciation and Bursian a 
mixture’. 

The hottest and most persistent combatants are the Greeks 

1 In the Syll. altera p. 575—622. 1831; Zweite Beleuchtung der Mat- 
2 Id. p. 631—674. 

3 Joh. Rod. Wetstenii pro graeca et 

genuina linguae Graecae pronunciatione 

orationes apologeticae, editio 11. Basileae 

1686. 

4 G. Curtius, Erläuter. p. 15 ff., and 

more thoroughly Ztschr. f. d. österr. 

Gymn. 1852, p. 1 ff. 

5 Seyffarth, de sonis litterarum gr. 

tum genuinis tum adoptivis, Leipz. 1824; 

Karl Fr. Sal. Liscovius über die Aus- 

sprache des Griechischen, Leipz. 1825. 

6 §.N.J. Bloch, Revision der Lehre 

von der Ausspr. des Altgr., Altona and 

Leipz. 1826; additions in Seebode’s 

Archiv, 1827 and 1829; also three 

Copenhagen Schul-Programme, 1829 — 

thiae’schen Kritik, die Ausspr. des 

Altgr. betr., Altona 1832. R. J. F. 
Henrichsen, über die Neugriechischen 

oder sogen. Reuchlinische Aussprache 

d. Hellen. Sprache, übersetzt von P. 

Friedrichsen, Parchim and Ludwigs- 

lust 1839. 

7 Verhandl. der xt. Vers. deut- 

scher Philologen, Gott. 1853, p. 106— 

144; id. d. xx. Vers. Leipzig, 1863, p. 

183—195. Ellissen’s treatise is valu- 

able on account of its thorough treat- 

ment both of the history of the Greek 

nation and the history of the contest 

over the pronunciation: an index of 

the literature of the subject is given p. 
137 f. note. 
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themselves, who, now that the German pronunciation has been 
adopted even in Russia, are in fact the only people who still 
cherish itacism. Among them however there are not wanting 
enlightened investigators of language, who do not refuse to 
take a scientific view even of this subject. 

SECTION 3. 

Genuine and counterfeit Erasmian principle. 

It is however worthy of remark, that the Erasmian pro- 

nunciation, in the actual form which it has taken in various 

countries, is by no means identical with that theoretically 
developed by Erasmus and his adherents. In reality the axiom 
which has been more or less followed is this, that the symbols 
and combinations of symbols are to be pronounced as the corre- 
sponding symbols in the various languages; but this is an axiom 
of convenience not of science. The genuine teaching of the 
Erasmians is on the contrary really scientific; they endeavoured, 
independently of the modern Greek tradition, to recover the 
ancient pronunciation from direct evidences, from transcripts 
into and out of foreign languages, and from linguistic precedents. 
They also, as was right and fair, called in to their help the 
analogy of modern languages; Erasmus heard the sound of az, 
Le. a+, in the German Kaiser, that of oı, 1e. o+ ı, in the mov 

tot sot of certain Frenchmen, while Beza expresses the pro- 
‘ nunciation of these words by moae toae soae (triphthongal), 
and recognizes the genuine os (o+.) in soin and besoin. The 
train of thought then is this, various modes of writing such 
a8 1, N, v, El, ot, ve cannot possibly from the beginning have stood 
for the same sound, but rather, when the writing was diph- 

thongal, the pronunciation also was diphthongal, i.e. the mem- 
bers of the diphthong were pronounced distinctly but united 
into one syllable, as they are heard in numerous instances in 
living languages. But finally in practice only so much/as was | 
convenient, was retained from those scholars’ scientific discovery, 
namely the freedom from modern Greek tradition and the em- 
ployment of West European analogies, the most obvious being 
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of course unconsciously adopted. Accordingly the Germans 
pronounce £ as ts, olvous like edvous, both syllables of eivaı with 

the same vowel sound, and call this the Erasmian pronunciation, 
although the ancient Erasmians required the pronunciations ds 
for , ¢+ for ev, e+ for eı. 

SECTION 4. 

Relation of Sound and Writing. 

However, as I have said before, I shall here disregard prac- 
tice and keep to scientific discovery ; for as such, and indeed as 
a very great discovery, I regard the achievement of Erasmus and 
his predecessors and followers. The theoretic and scientific 
significance of these researches can indeed be far more easily 
undervalued than overvalued. The history of Greek pronuncia- 
tion is the history of that phonetic change, which took place in 
the language so to speak covertly, but which is on that account 
by no means less real and important than the alteration, which 
became apparent in the writing. It is indeed the case with all 
languages, that the writing does not keep pace with the 
changes of sound, but remains more or less in the lurch. Writ- 
ing is no conscious translation of sound into symbols, but, after 

this has been done once and originally, habit has stepped in, 
and one race hands on this habit to the other. Hence arises the 

well-known variation between pronunciation and writing in 
modern languages, which is nowhere greater than in English. 
Not that the present English orthography is the same as that 
under Henry the Eighth: but we should be entirely misled, if . 

we were to estimate the deviation of the language of that period 
from that of the present day by the deviation in the writing. 
The matter is well known to and treated of by specialists’; that 
however need not prevent us citing here the results of the above- 
mentioned treatises of Cheke, Smith and others. They tran- 
scribe Engl. mane wav, gate yar; Erasmus ascribes the pro- 

1H. Sweet, History of English A. Ellis on E. English Pr., ib. extra 

Sounds, Transactions of the Philol. vol. v. 1869—1870, 1869—1878, 1871, 

Society, 1873—1874, p. 461 (517). 1875, 
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nunciation of a as ae to the Scotch. Further, mean unv, meat 

pnt, heat nr, wheat ovnt; the 7 signifies the open sound, the 

closed sound in me, bee being called e italicum. The Scotch 
according to Erasmus pronounced this e as 7. Bir bite, dir 
file, Bi ir buy wt. Teév gone, yo dv go on. Ave Avr peBu« 
duke lute rebuke, the long French u, which was also attested for 
rude, rue; the corresponding short sound, says Smith, is heard 

more frequently in central than in southern England, but would 
be general in ruddy, bloody (written at that time bludy), muddy. 
Latin u is heard according to them in bow the verb Bou, gown 
your, foul povrA; in bow the substantive, bow! etc. the sound of 

the Greek wu (the modern ou). For the diphthong ai, ie. a +14, 
way, pay are cited (in these cases however in more cultivated 
pronunciation more of an ei, in Scotch and north English 
almost a monophthongal ae was heard), for ei neigh, for au 
claw, for eu few, dew. To sum up, we find, that an ex- 

traordinary alteration has taken place in the actual language, 
quite as great as that established for Greek by the Erasmians. 
French also of that period was pronounced quite differently to 
what it is at the present day: mute e had its value, the mute 
final consonants were perceptibly dwelt upon at all events 
before a pause, in beau Smith heard the Greek diphthong nv, 
Erasmus and Stephanus a triphthong, all three vowels being 
heard. So shifting is pronunciation, and so stable writing, 
juggling away as it does the most important changes. But the 
enquirer must not allow himself to be juggled with, not even 
to the extent of regarding what is apparent as more important 
owing to its transparency than that which comes to pass covertly, 

But if these sound-changes are not apparent, how can we 
know anything at all about them and about the earlier sound- 
stage of Greek? I might answer at once: in the same way 
that we do with regard to the earlier sound-stage of English ; 
for Greek too there is a whole series of similar evidences in 
ancient authors. But Erasmus was perfectly right in inferring 
a variety of sound from the application of various symbols, and 
a diphthongal pronunciation from diphthongal writing. The 
simple and natural rule, write as you speak, has never from the 
beginning been infringed without special reason. Such a reason 
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existed in many instances for the Romance languages in the 
deference paid to the Latin mother language ; French modes of 
writing such as corps, doigt, at an earlier period also fazct for 
fait and so on, where the penultimate consonant was always 
mute, could never have existed but for the Latin corpus, 

digitus, factum'!. For the ai in aimer, faire etc. Erasmus and 
Beza attest the living dialectal use of the diphthongal pronun- 
ciation in their time; eu is according to them universally a 
diphthong, =e+(Fr.) u, in like manner au (=a+o according 
to Beza); eau and oz have been already mentioned, and for the 
latter the original pronunciation as o+?is guaranteed by the 
living English voice from voix and choice from choix". Similarly 
English orthography, disregarding the mixture of different 
systems of sound-notation, has arrived at its present incongruity 
with the sound through deference to Latin and the permanence 
given by writing to sounds formerly—but now no longer—really 
heard. Since then the ancient Greeks were not in a position to 
pay deference to a previous language in a higher stage of culti- 
vation, they must consequently have originally striven to bring 
their writing as near as possible to the sound. As the language 
underwent further development, it may well have happened 

both in Attic and in the other dialects that the orthography did 
not progress evenly; but this must have consisted much more 
in what was old not being entirely crowded out by what was 
new, than in the retention of the old to the absolute exclusion 

of the new. For a crystallization of orthography can only 
occur where the word forms have stamped themselves firmly 

1 Diez, Gramm. d. roman. Spr. 13, 

p. 442. 

2 Stephanus, p. 414, ed. Haverc., 

makes the universal statement as re- 

gards the French: ‘non solum diph- 

thongos et triphthongos, hisque longi- 

ores recte pronuntiamus; verum etiam 

nullam ex vocalibus devorantes, indisso- 

luta voce plane distinguimus beau, lieu, 

ioyauz, ioyeuz....Quotum enim quem- 

que Gallorum hodie reperias, qui aequo 

animo ferat povopwrlay suarum diph- 

thongorum et triphthongorum ? Id est, 

si una sola enuncietur, velut quaelibet 

ex tribus vocalibus?” Modern Pro- 

vencal still retains diphthongal ai 

(faire, paire, maire = pére, mére), au, eu 

(Diéu, castéu= chateau) etc. Cp. Diez, 

p. 429 ff., who adduces for au from 

Beza’s treatise de francicae linguae 

recta pronuntiatione (1584) a somewhat 
discrepant testimony to the effect that 

the pronunciation like ao was Norman, 

the ordinary pronunciation much like 

0. 
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by much reading and writing; where there is but little reading 
and writing, as in Greece in the classical period and in western 
Europe in the Middle Ages, unless the sound is very stable and 
well defined, the orthography is extremely shifting. Now it is 
actually the case that in Attica towards the close of the fifth 

century the entire system was absolutely changed. Here was 
the opportunity in those cases, where the living sound had here 
and there deviated from the writing, to bring them again into 
harmony. Moreover, since the Athenians and also the other 

races did not yet possess any grammarians or etymologists to 
attach importance to a historical mode of writing, the only 
principle which could have weight was the phonetic. Ac- 
cordingly it is actually the case that on Attic inscriptions 
of the fourth century the orthography is by no means estab- 
lished in all points: rei ree? and rye Tıunı are written promis- 
cuously. When in the course of time the Attic dialect ex- 
tended itself beyond the boundaries of Attica, and became 
essentially the standard for the «own of Hellenized countries, 
and at the same time habits of composition and literary culture 
increased to an extraordinary degree, fluctuation in orthography 
must most certainly have become far less easy. To the Mace- 
donians, the Egyptians, the Carians and Lydians, and also the 
Dorians of the Peloponnese, Attic Greek was an acquired 
tongue, and that in part by means of its literature, so that 
sound and writing impressed themselves simultaneously. We 
soon have to add to this the influence of the learned gram- 
marians. However even at that period the orthography did 
not yet crystallize: the « of the diphthongs a, n, @, which had 

gradually disappeared in the spoken language, was in the time 

of Augustus consciously omitted by many in writing also, as 
Strabo says’, moAAol exBadXrovort TO Edos dvotxnv aitlay ovK 
éyov. In like manner, after es had become attenuated to a 
long ı, although it was not given up in writing, it was applied 
to & new purpose, namely the regular notation of long 2’. 

1 Strabo xıv. p. 648, speaking of mans): Diutius duravit, ut ei jungendis 

the ı of the Dative. eadem ratione qua Graeci « uterentur 

2 Cp. Quint. 1. 7. 15 (of the Ro- (for a long ı). 
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From the time of Augustus however Atticism made great 
strides, with avowed principle of restormg everywhere the 
genuine Attic as opposed to the barbarous corruption of the 
language, and it attained a supremacy in literature which it 
maintained throughout the whole Byzantine period. More- 
over the grammarians, and especially Herodian, now took 
great pains to obtain fixed orthographic rules based on 
etymology and original writing, and subsequently, in litera- 
ture at least, no considerable change was possible either in the 
form or the writing of words, but the standard was given once 
for all. Accordingly even the mute « was reinstated, eı for long 
ı was supplanted, and all ancient modes of writing together with 
the diacritic marks of the old grammarians were preserved with 
the same conscientiousness which we see at the present day 
among the modern Greeks. For the latter, were they to write 
phonetically, would be under no necessity either of making a 
distinction between o and w (we owe their distinction in pro- 
nunciation to the Erasmians) or of retaining more than one 
mark of accentuation, or again of writing any breathing: all 
this is in the living language mere dead weight, indeed it only 
serves to mislead with regard to the actual sound conditions. 
How can anyone possibly think that such an orthography was 
originally shaped to fit such a language? No, this mode of 
writing is alone sufficient evidence to teach us; that the ancient 
Greek sounds were absolutely different; just as the French and 
English orthography alone sufficiently prove the alteration 
which has taken place from the original languages. Grimm 
also says in his German Grammar: “for the pronunciation of 
broken and diphthongal sounds I lay down a general principle, 
that each one of the vowels contained in such sounds was 
originally perceptible singly, and the condensation of both into 
one tone in all cases occurred at a later period,” and Diez 
remarks with regard to this, “the history of French pronun- 
ciation will hardly invalidate his axiom'.” Let us then allow, 
that what holds in general, holds also for Greek, and leave 
off making oral tradition our basis instead of this literary 

1 Grimm, 1°, 38; Diez, 13, 417, note. 
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tradition. For when, to take an example, Bursian appeals to 
the fundamental axiom of philological criticism, that tradition 
is to be regarded as correct, until its incorrectness can be 
demonstrated, he forgets that we have here two traditions, and 

that it is a not less recognized principle to prefer the older and 
the literary to the later and oral’. The present sound in any 
language proves nothing for the earlier, although the mode of 
writing it may have remained the same; this testimony 
requires in each single case further confirmation, before it can 
be admitted with any certainty. And if there is an absolute 
incongruity of sound and writing, this forms the strongest 
presumption against the so-called testimony. Modern Spanish 
has or had a short time ago three notations for the guttural ch, g 
(before e and 7), j7 and x. This is an incongruity, in so far as 
the sound is everywhere similar, the writing dissimilar. The 
writing of g side by side with 7 is easily explainable by the 
deference paid to Latin; that of x is stranger: why relox 
‘horologium,’ baxo Fr. ‘bas,’ Quixote, Xerez, Mexico, Texas, and 

not from the beginning reloj, bajo, Jerez etc.,as has been written 
since 1846? An explanation might perhaps be found, shewing 
the present value of a to have been the original; still there 
would be ample ground to justify doubts as to the original 
similarity of x on the one side and 7 and g on the other. 
For as specialists know and tell us, x had at all events up to 
the 16th century the value of French ch, g and 9 of French 
4°. The writing therefore was in this case too the true witness, 
oral tradition the false. 

There must be added however an important point, which 
has been emphasized by the Greek Psichari*. As a matter of 
course that only can pass for oral tradition and evidence, which 
really exists in the language of the people, not anything which 
may have been violently foisted on the language by the learned 
and cultivated out of regard for writing or some other supposed 
standard of accuracy. Now in the case of the Greek of to-day 
the genuine language falls foul of the traditional writing much 

1 Frankfurter Philologenvers. (1861), 3 J. Psichari, Rev. critique, 1887, 
p. 184. p. 262 ff. 

2 Diez, p. 371 f. 
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more frequently than the language of the learned. The latter 
it is true has in those cases, where a sound has undergone a 

universal transition into another, adopted the new sound, so 

that now this new value is actually attached to the symbol, as 
for instance that of f to ¢@ and that of 2 to n; but where 
the new sound has appeared only under certain conditions 
occurring in a minority of cases, the cultivated language, 
clinging to the writing, frequently does not admit it. Every e 
(az, €) ori (1, v, es, etc.) when followed by a vowel becomes y in the 
real spoken language: nyos véos, palyds maXauös, yos vids; but 
neither the cultivated nor the Reuchlinians are willing to 
pronounce thus, although the latter, if they want to follow the 

testimony of the living language, would certainly be bound to 
shew their adherence in this point also. Moreover the language 
as now spoken tolerates neither two tenues in juxtaposition nor 
the combination of nasal with spirant; we must therefore force 
on ancient Greek the rules that « and r are to be pronounced 
as (German) ch and / before 7, and that v, vu and y must be 
assimilated or allowed to drop out before 6, ¢, y. It is of no 
importance whatever in this respect that educated Greeks are 
careful to preserve the value of « and v; for that takes place not 
as an effect of oral tradition, which they wish to make their 

support, but of written tradition, which they despise. The 
Reuchlinian therefore ought to say eftd, ochtd, nifi (nifi) for 
vupon etc., and arrange everything under proper rules the 
number of which must certainly be very great; otherwise 
he transgresses at every step his own principle. Finally there 
is no lack of points, as regards which the testimony of oral 
tradition is entirely at variance, according to dialects and 
localities; for example with respect to the pronunciation of 
x before e and ı (kye, tye, chye, che, tsye, tse=xe), or that of 
x after p (k or ch): where consequently as a matter of fact we 
have no evidence. This is all emphasized by Psichari, and the 
necessary inference to be drawn from it is that the Reuchlinian 
principle neither is nor can be carried out in practice. 
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SECTION 5. 

Method of ascertaining the ancient pronunciation. 

The matter then stands thus; for the original sound writing 
is our evidence, for the present sound (and for this only) 
the living representatives of the nation, and the point to be 
investigated is, how long the original sound has stood its 
ground, and when the present sound began. This investigation 
must be carried on separately for every single sound, for 
the results may be very various. The sum of these is a piece of 
sound-history of the Greek language, to be supplemented from 
the alterations which become apparent in the writing, which 
latter however belong more to the prehistoric than the historic 
period. Looking at it in this light we first see the whole of 
the significance of the subject, and, it must be confessed, the 
whole of its difficulty. It is true the general rule, by which to 
decide, whether a sound at a given time retained its original 
value or had already passed into another, may simply be taken 
over from allied fields of enquiry. E.g. the fact that French en 
in the golden age of old French literature was identical with 
an, is inferred among other proofs from its confusion with 
an which already took place at that period’; conversely if such 
a confusion did not appear, it would be concluded with equal 
certainty that en still had the e sound. If then in like manner 
we say with regard to the Greek az; it was in the Attic period 
a real double sound, since it is exchanged neither with 7 
nor with e; this is a mode of reasoning, the justness of which no 

one would impeach in the domain of any other language. In 
fact it is quite clear that, if as was identical with & and also 
n, even in the case of a much more learned people than the 
ancient Athenians some confusion in writing would infallibly 
have occurred, especially during the course of so many centuries, 
We have only to notice in comparison, how shifting and un- 
certain the Latin writing is in the period of the Republic in 
spite of the exertions made by the grammarians from an early 
date to regulate it. Even if we suppose that as was an e trés 

1 Lücking, d. ältesten franz. Mundarten, p. 106 fi. 
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ouvert, while » was an ordinary open e, such a trifling difference 
as that would not long have been adequate to hinder confusion. 
This then is the first and most general method: investigate up 
to what period the writing is constant and when it begins to be 
no longer so. Next we have direct information and descriptions 
in the works of the grammarians, and can also draw inferences 
indirectly from the grammatical nomenclature and classifications 
of sounds, from directions as to orthography and so on. Further 
phonetic transitions within the word and especially in the 
combination of words have weight; for if érit 6 becomes éq’ a, 
and «al &orı becomes xacrı, this teaches us something about 
the value of ¢ and as, since this fact is utterly irreconcilable 
with certain values of these symbols. Of great importance too 
are transcriptions from and into other languages, and here 
Latin is of primary value for Greek, just as Greek is for Latin. 
Kerepes Kırepwv, Cimon Cyrus, are in themselves adequate 
evidence for the fact, which is established by other considera- 

tions, that Latin c was always & in the classical language; for 
no one can doubt that this was the value of «'. In like manner 
transcriptions such as Athenae, ecclesia, cnvoos, Aovxpnttos are 

alone sufficient proof that n was equivalent to é; for that Latin 
e was not equivalent to 71s doubted by none except those who 
have given their verdict after having bowed their necks once for 
all to modern Greek authority. Such people are doubtless 
skilled to throw doubt on that which is most firmly estab- 
lished, and give a plausible appearance to that which is most 
questionable, according as it falls foul of or is at harmony with 
this authority. Much light can be obtained for Greek from 

1 It is true that in the 16th century 

the point was not considered to be 

settled; Bishop Gardiner prescribes: 

in k et g quoties cum diphthongis aut 

vocalibus sonos i aut e referentibus 

consonantur, quoniam & doctis etiam- 

num in usu variantur, aliis densiorem 

aliis tenuiorem sonum affingentibus, 

utriusque pronuntiationis modum dis- 

cito, ne aut horum aut illorum aures 

offendas...; caeterum qui in his sonus a. 

pluribus receptus est, illum frequentato. 

2 Ellissen, p. 136: ‘‘ we do not know 

how the Romans pronounced e; we do 

know however, that in the Romance 

daughter-languages an i has been de- 

veloped out of it in numberless words” 

(Diez, 13, 150 f. states that the tran- 
sition of e to i is common to the 

Romance languages but not usual 

outside France). 
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oriental languages also, for instance from Coptic. Lastly the 
plays on words depending on similarity of sound (analogous to 
rime, which in the case of Medisval languages is certainly a far 
more excellent resource), also etymologies in ancient writers, 

Imitations of the cries of animals and so on must be laid under 
contribution for information. This last expedient, especially the 
87 Bn of Kratinus, furnishes a Reuchlinian like Ellissen with a 

handle for cheap witticism making it appear as though the 
contest about 7 was merely a contest to decide the competence 
of a wether as witness for the pronunciation of a Plato and a 
Demosthenes; with these and similar turns of speech he can 
wriggle successfully out of the quite unimpeachable evidence, 
which is contained in this representation of the cries of animals’. 
I mention this here, as I have no inclination after this to enter 

the lists at all with opponents, who substitute dogma for 
enquiry; they will not submit to refutation, and we can only 

take leave of them with the words recommended by the ancient 
Euzenus for such combatants, col uev tatta Soxotvr éora, éuol 

de rade. They are fortunately not too numerous among us. 

SECTION 6. 

Degree of accuracy attainable. 

If then all these expedients and especially the deviations 
of writing in the inscriptions and papyri, which have become 
so numerous in our time, are made use of in a critical and 

unbiassed manner, satisfactory results can certainly be obtained, 
provided that we do not look for too much. For neither can 
precise limits of time be given for the transitions, nor can these 
themselves and the original sound be denoted with mathema- 
‘tical precision. We find Cheke insisting that these things 
must be treated rather ev wAdte. than mpös akpißerav ; in fact 
every science has its own degree of precision attainable. For 
instance it is certainly not sufficiently precise, if I give the 

1 Cp. on this proof as well as on _ exposition of K. Zacher: die Aussprache 

other methods of proofthe meritorious des Griech., Leipzig, 1888. 
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sound of 7 as e; for there are two sorts of e’s, the open and the 

closed. If however I say 7 was the open e, I ought not to be asked 

further, which open e? although, as is well known, the French 

distinguish three sub-varieties in their language: an ordinary 

open e, a more open, and a very open one. This is by no means 

a matter of indifference for harmony and correctness of pronun- 
ciation: but no one can expect to know anything about such 

subtleties in the case of af Dacia. Lastly there are Gro \en 

not merely three open e’s, but a fumiber lens series, and the $P°' 
same holds good with regard to the other sounds and combina- 
tions of sounds; for instance a diphthong can be spoken 

with greater or less preponderance of one or the other vowel, 
without regard to the possible variety in the single elements. 
I am perfectly convinced, that, if an ancient Athenian were N 
to rise from his grave ‘and hear one of us speak Greek, on 
the basis of the best scientific enquiry and with the most 
delicate and practised organs, he would think the pronunciation ~ 
horribly barbarous. But if he heard a modern Greek, he would 

not indeed be so loud in his censure, simply because he failed 
to observe that this is supposed to be his own language. For 
where, not to mention all the other points of difference, acute 

and circumflex are not differentiated, and every accented vowel 
is pronounced long, every unaccented vowel short (e.g. yevorro 
yentto), there the language has suffered a change affecting its 
very essence and something absolutely new has been developed 
out of the old. Nor would the ancient Athenian think the 
language especially agreeable to the ear, I mean ancient Greek 

in the mouth of the modern Greek. His taste would probably 

coincide with that of Dionysius of Halicarnassus and Hermo- 
genes, who both declare ı to be of all vowels the least 

agreeable to the ear and the most wanting in dignity’. But 
in ancient Greek, spoken according to the fashion of the 6x! 
modern Greek, this vowel has an unnatural preponderance.= ® : 
Finally, if a German came with his Reuchlinian pronun- SB in 
ciation, observing quantities with pedantic care, the ancient — 

Athenian would probably stop his ears at such disfigurement of 

1 Dionys. +. cuvbéc. p. 77 R. (£oxa- =p. 225 W. 291 Sp. (7d i nKıora ceuvhy 

row dé wdvrwy rd ı); Hermog. w. lö. more rip Adkıw ie 

P. j 2 
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his language (if indeed he recognized it as such) and at such 
discordant sounds. For who (to take an instance from Herodo- 

tus) would put up with tis alithitis THS aAnÖnins, tis wyites THS 
Üyseims and all the similar monstrosities, such as never appear 

AN; in any real language? The ancient Greeks, as soon as ez 
became simple ı, no longer said vyeta but üyeia, and in like 
manner raueiov for Tauıetov, meiv for mıetv, just as at an earlier 
date woAu was contracted to oA, Av in many cases to Ad. 
However we are at liberty by all means to pronounce as we 
please; we are perfectly secure against the censure of the 
hypothetical ancient Athenian, and this fiction only illustrates 
the fact, that we can attain perfect accuracy neither in practical 
pronunciation nor in theory. 

After this rather long introduction I reach my subject, and 
first in order the history of the vowels and diphthongs. 

I. VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS. 

SECTION 7. 

System of Vowels. 

The relation of the vowels to one another is excellently 
illustrated by modern authorities, for instance R. Lepsius’, 
by the well-known triangle, having at its corners a 7 and u. 
Between a and 7 come the two e’s, the open (French é &, 
Lepsius’ e) nearer to a, the closed (French €, Lepsius’ e) nearer to 
i. Both e’s are found both long and short; the German 
language however wants the short closed e, which must be 

sought in the short © of certain dialects. In like manner 
between a and u come two o’s, an open and a closed (9 and 9); 
these also occur in French: open in encore, closed in anneau, 
dos; they are however distinguished by no diacritic mark. 

1. Lepsius, Standard Alphabet lately won favour, since in Greek its 

(2nd ed. London and Berlin, 1863). I end-u-has changed back again to the 

see the less reason for exchanging this beginning -i-. 

triangle for the vowel line which has 
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Italian grammar on the contrary uses such marks both in the 
case of o and of e: dra öpera érgano, érba étere have the open 
sound, ondre dmbra érdine, ésca ésso the closed. The Germans 

pronounce the short o open, the long closed; a long open o is 
shown in the Low German broad a (English water, Danish aa, 
Swedish &), a short closed o in those dialects which also pro- 
nounce the 7 as described above. Next comes the intermediate 
sound between 7 and u, the German ü, Greek v, French wu, and 

similarly between e and o come two ö’s, an open (öffnen, 
French peur) and a closed (Öfen, French peu). For these 
Lepsius writes u, 9, 0, The whole is represented as follows :— 

a 

i u 

It is obvious that in this diagram there is a different 
vowel for every point on its lines, and consequently an endless 
series of vowels: but the distinction of these principal types is 
quite sufficient for our purpose. 

The ancient grammarians distinguish seven vowels for . 
Greek, namely two long (7, ®), two short (e, 0), and three 
common (4, i, 6). Sextus Empiricus’ takes exception to this 
arrangement on the ground that e is to 7, and o to w, as a is to 
a, i to ı and so on, and that consequently only five vowels have 
to be distinguished, or, having regard to long and short, ten. 

In fact in this entire theory writing rather than sound 

1 Sext. Emp. adv. mathem. A p.  6¢ TO € ylverar n° Kard Öl Tov adroy 
624 f. Bk.; see especially p. 625, 8 ff. rp6rov kal Tö 0 Kal TO w pla orowxelov 

dxodovjce kal TO € Kal To n & elvan = =yevhoerar picts Kow?}, exrdcexal cvcToAR 

cToxeloy Kara Thy avrhy Siva Kowdv' Staddpovoa, Errelmep TO wey w paxpdv 

4 yap abrh Stvamus éx’ dudorépwy earl,  éarw o, Td 52 0 Bpaxd éorw w. 

Kal ovoradev ev ro n ylvera e, Exradev 

2—2 
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has evidently been the guide; but the point to be investigated 
is, how the writing has assumed this form. The names of the 
vowels were: dAda, el, ra, tata, ov, ¥, @ The use of é Widdv 

and & vero, Le. ‘simple e’, ‘simple u’, as names ought in 

reason to be dropped ; for when the Byzantines say e.g. rd raides 
KaTa THY mapaAnyovoav Sia THS at SipOoyyou (ypaderat), TO de 
médat dia Tov € Widod, they do not mean the adjective to be 
understood as part of the name of the symbol. ‘Simple e’ is 
contrasted with the diphthongal writing az, ‘simple v’ with oz, 
as these pairs in Byzantine times coincided in sound, and we 
find the expressions xu WıXov, du Wedov, contrasted with the 
writings «ot, gov. The case is not far otherwise with the defini- 
tions 6 wırpov, & péya, additions which were about as necessary 

to the Byzantines, with whom these two vowels had the same 
sound, as. the definitions, “hard 7’ (D)”, “soft D (T)”, to the 

Saxons’. Should the names ei, ov not be permissible as liable 
to be misunderstood, it is at any rate better to say with the later 
grammarians €, 6 (2, 5)*. But the origin of these old names, 

which do not tally with the pronunciation, will have to be 
investigated. In the Greek of the present day the vowel- 
system has developed in the following way :— 

äla) 

N 

(1,7, v, ei, OL, Ut) (ov) 

In this complete incongruity between sound and writing we 
see a clear indication of the transformation which has taken place 
in the former since classical times. The e is in modern Greek 

1 The definitions & yirAdv, © Yı$ldv 1859) p. 64 ff. As names of symbols 
have been disposed of by Karl Ernst they are only found in the grammarian 

Aug. Schmidt, Ztschr. f. Gymn. Wesen . of the Etym. Gud. and in Chrysoloras. 

1851 p. 433 ff.; Beiträge zur Geschichte 2 For the evidence see ib. p. 62 ff. 
d. Grammatik des Griech, u. Lat. (Halle 
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in general open, especially in accented and long syllables’; o also 
tends that way, but less decidedly. The ü sound of v is heard 
even now according to many authorities sometimes before r 
(ayupa achüra, tupi 1.e. Tupos tiirt)*; the fact of an 7 appearing 
as e e before r in unaccented syllables (£epös, Oepi for Onpiov etc.) 
is not due to a retention of the ancient sound, but to a modern 

phonetic law, according to which every unaccented ir (up, np, up) 
becomes er, as keryaki xupiaxn*. But, that the © sound has 
elsewhere in modern Greek different shades of tone according 
to its origin, is, according to competent authorities pure inven- 
tion‘, in spite of the assertion of Reuchlinians. . - 

SECTION 8, 

System of Diphthongs. 

We find in ancient Greek side by side with the vowels and 
having a like function of syllable-formation a large series of 
diphthongs, close combinations of pairs of vowels, of which 
the last is always either ı or v. Since these two can be 
combined with all the other vowels, short as well as long, and ı 
also with v as first element, theoretically we have in all fourteen 
diphthongs ; these however are not all distinguished in writing, 
nor indeed can they all be proved even to have had an actual 
existence’: 

au (ayopai) av (mavw) 
a (ayopäı) av (ypavs ion. ypnüs?) 
et (Xeimw) ev (ev) 
ne (Tune) nu (mödovv) 
ot (oivos) ov (ovTas) 
wt (060) wu (ion. dor. witos = 6 avros) 
ve (vervı) 
ve (Ovias ?) 

1K. Foy, Lautsystem d. griech. 4 Foy, p. 84. 

Vulgärspr., Leipzig, 1879, p. 84. 5 The theory of the 14 vowels is 
2 id. p. 86. developed by G. Hermann de emend, 

8 Psichari Revue Crit. 1887, p. 266. rat. Gr. gr. p. 49 ff. 
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The oldest theory preserved, that of Dionysius Thrax, numbers 
only six of these, az, av, et, ev, ot, ov; later writers go as far as 

eleven or twelve; we nowhere find more than one vz and one av 
distinguished. According to one distribution’ they fall into 
two classes xupıaı 8ib0. and xaraypnotixat; the former are 
those named diphthongs by Dionysius, that is those with a 
short vowel for their first member with the exception of vs. 
The reason, why these were called proper and the others im- 
proper diphthongs, must rest in the idea, that 7 did@oyyos, 
scil. dwvn”, is properly a more or less simple sound, which 
however consists of two elements; y2, du, &u do not weld to- 
gether into such a simple sound. For this very reason these 
three diphthongs are called according to another classification® 
difO. xara dieEodor, i.e. those in which the voice passes succes- 
sively through both vowel sounds. The second class in this 
classification are the diphthongs xar éwixparecav, where the one 
sound prevails over the other and makes it imperceptible: aı=ä, 

nı=8,wı=ö, cı=?. Lastly come the diphthongs xara xpacw, | 
namely those with actual fusion, av ev ov; for the later gram- 
marians, by whom this doctrine is handed down to us, would 
leave aı and ov altogether out of their classification, in order 
thereby to explain their different value in respect of word- 
accentuation. Since however this distribution was certainly 
not originally invented with this purpose in view, au and os 
also must originally have belonged to the third class‘ It 

1 Theodos. Gramm. p. 35. 

2 I do not know, what else except 

gwv7 (or ovAXaß7?) it is possible to sup- 
ply ; pwr} (POdyyos) is vowel-sound as 

opposed to the yégor, consonants (Aris- 

toxenus in Dion. Hal. m. ow®.p. 72 B.). 
The doctrine of the diphthongs will at 

any rate go back as far as Aristoxenus in 

its main features, perhaps even farther. 

For according to Plato (Kratyl. 424 c; 

Hipp. Maj. 285 c, p) in his time both 

ol &mixeipoüvres Tots puOmots and the so- 

phist Hippias busied themselves with 

the doctrine of letters and syllables, in 

which pursuit they must inevitably 

have come upon the idea ofa diphthong 

(two vowels in one syllable). 

3 Theodos. p. 34 f., Choeroboskos 

B. 4. 111. p. 1214 f., Schol. Dion. Thr. id. 

11. p. 804, Moschopulos p. 24. In Choer. 

ec is entirely left out. The diphthongs 

xara dé€. are defined (Choer.) : xwols 

axoverat 0 PObyyos Tot Evos Bwuherros; 

those kard xpGow : avykıpraoı éauvra TA 

öVo dwrrhevra Kal drorekovcı play pwv hy 

Gpubfovoav Tots S00 pwrijecw. 

4 Cp. the introductory words, aira: 

rolvuv al Evdexa Ölb0. aveneploavro dauräs 

kal éyévoyvro Kara Tpömovs Tpeis. The 

division B. A. u. p. 803, into eidwvar 
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must also be mentioned, that Sextus Empiricus’ quotes from 
‘certain philosophers’ the statement, that there are other ele- 
mentary sounds, different from those usually taught, for instance 
at, ov and all similar sounds. For these sounds are, according to 

their statement, unlike a syllable such as pa, the same from the 
beginning to the end of their duration, and this is the charac- 

teristic of an element. He afterwards mentions ev also as be- 
longing to this class, which indeed will coincide with the six 

diphthongs of Dionysius and with the diphthongs cata xpdow 
according to the original numeration, to which therefore as and 
et also belonged. More discrepant, than at first appears, is the 
distribution of the musician Aristeides’: «ara xpäcıv, cata 
cupTAoKHY, kat’ Emikpareiav; of the diphthongs cata auumAornv 
he says, that coming at the end of a word they are less easily 
shortened before a following vowel than the others, since the 
tone is stronger owing to the clear pronunciation of both vowels. 
Now since nv wu ve scarcely ever occur at the end of words, we 
must understand this to refer to ev and av (av, ev, Zev etc.), and 
the corrupt statement about these diphthongs rév xara avun\,., 
Ayo dt tev Sid Tod (a poor variant & aur@v) cvvrepevwn, 
must be emended by the repetition of a letter, dua rod <i>. 
The class «ara xpdow would thus be limited to az, et, ov, except 
in so far as et, having already become long ı, had now to be 
counted in the class car’ emıxpareiav. The expressions cata 

(the six of Dionys.), xaxdpwvot (nu wu ve) 
and adwvo: (@ 7 w) I pass over as 

&oraı xal odros oroıxeiov. If then in 

the time of Sextus {about 200 a.p.) a 
having no importance by the side of 

the other. 

1 Sext. Hmp. adv. mathem. p. 625 

Bk.: xal dvaorpodws Ereodal rıvd pacww 

Emote Tav ditocogwy Aelova croxeia, 

Oeddopoy Exovra Ööbyanıvy Tüv cur 

Ows mapadıdouevwv, olov kal TO at Kal Td ou 

Kal way 6 rijs Öuolas Earl picews.—érel odv 

6 TOU at Kal e POoyyos arois éore Kal 

povoetdy}s, Eotaı Kal Tatra oroxela. 

Afterwards 626 after a discussion on 

act:—rovrou dé oürws Exovros, érel kal 6 

Tou eı POdyyos Kal 6 Tov ov povoedhs Kal 

aouvGeros kai duerdBodros Aaußdverat, 

was pronounced ever so decidedly as ä, 

we get no new element out of this or out 

of e«=.. Accordingly the philosophers 

referred to in the sentence, in whose 

time eı was still a diphthong, must be 

earlier. 

2 Arist. Quintil. p. 44 Meibom. 

(p. 29 Jahn) (ai dipOoyyot, ds Aroı xara. 

Kpaow 7) Kara oupmAorip <q> Kar ém- 
Kpareay ylyveodal dauev). Afterwards 

p. 46, evrovwrépous yap airat rovoivrat 

rovs nxous, dubörepa PavepOs éxBodcat 

Ta puvievta,. 
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xpaow and cata ovumAornv are a marvellously happy definition 
of the distinction intended; for in proper diphthongs, as Rum- 
pelt says’, the voice sounds during the movement from one 
vowel-position to the other and only during this movement, so 
that an actual ‘mixture’ takes place as between water and 
wine ; in improper diphthongs on the other hand the relation of 
the sounds one to the other is an ‘interweaving’. We are un- 
fortunately not in a position, with the means at our command, 

to follow up to its sources with any certainty the ancient theory 
of diphthongs. | 

SECTION 9. 

E and O sounds, their oldest development and representation. 

As regards the value of these vowels and diphthongs, 
since a admits of no doubt whatever, we will begin our in- 
vestigation with a discussion of the E and O sounds. 
Originally, and in most local alphabets up to the year 400, 
every e was written with E, every o with O*. The Greeks of 

the East however, and especially the Ionians of Asia Minor, at 
a very early period employed the symbol H, Phoenician Cheth, 

properly used to signify the rough breathing, as a vowel- symbol 
for a particular kind of e. This was in fact very readily done in 
Asiatic Ionia where the breathing was lost; the symbol in con- 
sequence of this was now called 7ra Ineiead of Cheth *Hra, and 

began with this vowel, exactly as aba with a. At a somewhat 
later time, about the sixth century, various attempts appear in 
various localities, to distinguish the corresponding O sounds by 
the introduction of a new symbol. The symbol O was differen- 
tiated by leaving the circle open (C), or by a point in it (O), 
or by leaving it open below and annexing two feet (N); this last 
form ultimately prevailed, and was applied in the manner adopted 
by the Ionians of Asia, according to which the new symbol corre- 

1 Rumpelt d. natürliche System des reader once for all to the classical book 

Sprachlaute p. 47. of A. Kirchhoff: Studien zur Geschichte 

2 For facts of epigraphy I refer the des griechischen Alphabets. 
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sponded to H, the old symbol O to E'. But that, which was so 
carefully distinguished in the cases of e and o, was by no means, 
as has been assumed since the days of Greek grammarians, the 
quantity. For, although H almost never and the corresponding 
O symbol in no instance whatever represents a short sound, E and 
O are as late as the fourth century used for long sounds, for those 
namely, which in the developed orthography are written diph- 
thongally ec and ov respectively, without however being really by 

origin diphthongs arising from e+ ¢, o + vu respectively. InAXeiro 
and yeveı the ı is radical, as is also the v in ov and od70¢; on the 
other hand in EoreıAa, orédrew, Tideis, pereire the ev is merely 
lengthened e, and in BovAn, did0vs, picOotre, Aöryov the ov 

lengthened o. On the one hand, therefore, the Greeks distin- 
guished e and o together with their lengthened forms, and on the 
other the sounds 7 and w which were always or almost always 
long, and furthermore it never occurred to anyone in ancient 
Hellas to distinguish in script @ and a, i and i, v and v, the 

natural way to do which would have been to double the vowel, 
just as the consonants were written doubled for similar reasons. 
Consequently the distinction between H and E, 0 and O was 
originally one of quality’, and the only qualitative distinction 
which can have been intended is that which the Italians make 

prominent both in pronunciation and in grammatical writing 

in the case of these two vowels and only these, namely the 
distinction between open and closed e and o. The quantitative 
distinction came to pass accidentally and secondarily, after e and 
o had been distinguished from their lengthened equivalents by 
the diphthongal writing of the latter, and it became the more 
obvious and finally as early as Aristotle® the only distinction 

recognized. But which e did the ancient Jonians intend to re- 
present by H, and which o by Q, the open or the closed? On 
this point the old inscriptions of Keos Naxos and perhaps 

1 In Paros, Thasos, Siphnos con- application, by Dittenberger on the 

versely 2 was written for o (ov), O forw: subject of the old Naxian and Kean in- 
ZAI col, TR rod, TON ray, see Kirchhoff scriptions (Zum Vocalismus des ioni- 

p. 65 ff. schen Dialekts, Hermes xv., 225 ff.). 

2 This was first explicitly stated, 3 See Arist. Poét.c. 21. _ 
: JUS & © 

though not with the necessary general ; 
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Amorgos also are especially instructive ; in them H and E only 
partially coincide with ordinary H and E', For there H is only 
written for that e, which corresponds to old Greek (Doric) a, and 

also that arising from contraction of ea: OIKIH, AHMO®, 
EIIHN, @TH, (ra @vea from te Avos)*; the 7 on the other hand 
which is common to the Greek dialects together with e and é is 
denoted by E, without admixture of diphthongal writing®: ME 
py, ETLIBAEMA Erißinua, PEPEN déperv, ENAI eivaı. The 

Naxians represent the short sounds also with H, if they have 
arisen from long @; AHMOAIKHO Anpodixewn, AAHON 

anrewv*; in Keos e is written in these cases. If then in these 

dialects that sound is written with H, which elsewhere has the 

value of a, and previously had that value universally, we must 
give to H the value of open e, that is, the e which stands 

nearer to a, and to E that of closed e, that is, the e which stands 

nearer to 2, especially as this corresponds to the writing EI cur- 

1 Cp. Dittenb. 1. ¢.; Mitth. des 

archeol. Instit. 1. 139 ff., (Keos U. 
Köhler) = Röhl, Inscr. Gr. antiquissimae 

no. 395 fi. ; Bulletin de correspondence 

Hellénique, 111. 1 ff. (Bustrophedon 

Inser. on the offering of a Naxian 

woman) = Rohl 407 ; Bechtel 23, Bull. 
vi. 187, Mitheil. xi. 97 (Amorgos) ; 

Bechtel, 29 ff.; Kirchhoff * 32. 

2 The two last examples on line 17 

of the longer Kean inscr. (derived from 
a correction on the stone) ; in the same 

place occur also diapav@nı and line 23 

daynı; thus in the diphthong & (24 

e£evıxde) a mixture of the two E 
sounds appears. But this occurs in 

Attic also and elsewhere: TEI for 77 

side by side with THI. Dittenberger’s 

endeavours on this head are in my 

opinion misplaced. Röhl’s restoration 

TH{Aoo ord]NTA 1. 161 consider wrong 

on thescore of meaning; fora lustration 

of the interior of the house (d:appalyecw) 

cannot be accomplished from a dis- 

tance. The Naxian Inscr. offers only 

one stumbling block HKHBOAOI éxn- 

BoAw, which D. is certainly right in ex- 

plaining as agraver’s error for HEKHB.; 

for H here still keeps the value of the 
breathing as well as the other. On the 

Naxian bronze published by Frankel 

Arch. Z.1879, 84 ff. (= Röhl 408) we find 
EKHBOAOI. I may here remark, that 

Merzdorf (Curtius Stud. 1x. 202 ff.) 

tries to prove a double value of H in 

ordinary Ionic: from Aads, Anos (open e) 
came ews; from ßacıAnos on the other 

hand (e original and closed) Bacı\&os. 
mö\ews however occurs twice on the 

tolerably old inser. of Chios; Cauer no. 

133, Röhl no. 381, Bechtel 174, cp. 

id. p. 107. 

3 But in C. I. Gr. 2363 b, Bechtel 

44 (Keos) EIZ occurs twice in proper 

names of the 3rd declens. alongside EZ 

(according to the earlier copies, while 

the later shew lacunae in the places in 

question). 
4 Comp. möAnas in verse, Abdera 

Rohl 349, Bechtel 162. IHPON Thasos 

Rohl Imag. 52, no. 4 is explained by 

Bechtel (Ion. Inscr. 56) as a mistake 
for HIP., since ipés is found elsewhere 
in Thasos. 
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rent elsewhere, and the latter as early as the Alexandrian period 
had become 7. Consequently w also is open o (0), and o the 

closed: in fact the lengthened equivalent of the latter became 
at an early period a «. Those then pronounce correctly, who 
give to un a sound similar to French mazs—in Keos and Naxos, 
it is true, the pronunciation was mé, but the mode of writing 
was also different—; no German on the other hand pronounces 
éwé correctly, inasmuch as the short closed e, frequent in 
Italian (féndere, elmo)’ is strange to that language. N in apa 
must be pronounced as o in French encore; but o in öpav 
neither with this sound nor yet with German short 0, but one 
tending more to u, although not the same as u. Here again 
the Italians might be our instructors’. I am not of opinion 
however, that we ought in practice to exercise ourselves or our 

pupils in this mode of pronunciation ; there could not be a more 
mischievous waste of time. A striking proof, that the foregoing 

statements are true in an especial degree for Attic, is, that the 
Beeotians, when about the beginning of the fourth century they 
appropriated the symbol H, employed it to represent their dia- 
lectal sound arising from common Greek az (Apiornypos, 7). 

That is to say they gave to the symbol derived from their neigh- 
bours in Attica, the value, which it had there, and from az came 

e(ä), note. Moreover in the comic poets of Attica the cry of 

the sheep is represented by 87 By: 6 8 nrtOv0s worep mpoßarov 
Bn Bn rAéyov Badifer®. The next evidence touching e and 7 is 

‘the contraction of ea to n, in Attic, Doric and Ionic: reixn Att., 

qv, ev, Ovn, lonic, Stpatis==Xtparéas and Xadnj=Xadxéa on 

Rhodian inscriptions’. For we cannot get from ea the mixed 
sound e, which lies nearer © than either of the two elements, 

1 Diez Gr. 13, p. 333 (every un- 

accented e in Italian is both short and 

closed). 
2 Diez 336: ‘‘every unaccented o 

is closed.” 

3 Kratinus fr. 43 Kock (from the 
drama Dionysalexandros, assigned by 

Meineke to the younger Kr.). Theline 

is used by Aldus Manutius and after- 

wards by Cheke (p. 288) in support 

of Etacism. Further cp. Aristoph. fr. 

642 K. @vew we neikeı kal Kekevar By 

Aeyeıw. Lohmeyer (Phon. Stud. 1. 69) 
compares Hesych. Bnßnv mpoßarov. 

* Inscr. of Kamiros and Ialysos 

published by C. T. Newton, Transac- 

tions of the R. S. of Literat., Vol. rx. 

N. 8. Liscovius, p. 19, recognizes in 

this phenomenon an argument for 

open e. 
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but ea readily gives g, standing as it does midway between the 
two. The same follows for Doric from the contraction of ae to 
nN: vırnv, THUG i.e. Ta ewa. In fact for dialectal 7 in general we 

must everywhere assume the same sound of open e, and accor- 
dingly the following history of the E sound for Greek becomes 
evident’. The short e had at that prehistoric time, when forms 
such as moınoaı marnp No0ıov arose, still an open sound; for 

the lengthening gave 7 ee This open sound may have been re- 
tained in those dialects, which in later formations also, such as 

contractions, keep 7 as lengthened equivalent of e, that is in 

Arkadian Elean Lakonian Lesbian etc. The Dorian dialects 

coming under this category having 7yov for eixov, ebiAnTo, Hs, 
are united by Ahrens under the name of the stricter Dorism. 
These then, and the Lesbian etc., had everywhere only one sort 
of e, the open, at least in the long sound, for the short may 
indeed subsequently have had the same development in these 

too, which it had long before elsewhere. In the milder Dorism, 
in Beotian, Thessalian, and Ionic, e became at an early 

period e, hence its lengthened equivalent e. Further the old 
long sound as in zratnp remained in most dialects open; but 
among the Ionic Keans and Naxians and also in Beeotia and 
Thessaly it got the closed sound: MHTEP métér (Keos), 
MATEP and from the fourth century onwards MATEIP in 
Boeotia and Thessaly. In the last two dialects therefore there 
was also only one kind of e, that is the closed, except in so far 
as an open e had been newly developed out of az. Lastly the 

special Ionic 7 was everywhere e. The case is partly analogous, 
partly different, with respect to the o sounds. Since w was 
open, o must have been so too at the time when the nominative 
-wy arose from -ovr and the augment from o; the open sound 
maintained its ground still longer in those dialects, which made 
oyws out of Aoyovs and Aoyw out of Adyoo, that is, roughly 
speaking, the same, which shew 7 for ez, and also Beotian. In 

the rest o became at an early period 9, hence the lengthening ov. 
Finally the original long sound as in A&wv remained open every- 
where except in Thessalian, where it was represented by ov. 

1 I follow here the excellent essay Sprache, Kuhn’s Zeitschr. xıv. p. 48 ff. 

of Dietrich, Zum Vocalismüs der griech. 
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SECTION 10. 

EI and OT from E and O. 

I have intentionally deferred to this point the important 

question, what the sounds are, which are represented by EI =é 
and OT=6. First of all there is no doubt on this point, that 
the real eı as in Aeirw and the real ov as in oöros were origin- 

ally the diphthongs ei (more accurately ei) and ov (more 
accurately ou); with these diphthongs at a later period, 

lengthened e and o are universally confounded in writing, 
and were so, in many places, even at an early period. This 
levelling took place earliest in Corinth and its colonies, in 

the sixth century or even earlier. By the Corinthians the 
local symbol B was employed for e and n, the ordinary 
E for € and ex: AFENIA (real es) Aecıviov, IIOTEAAN 

(do.) Iloressav, KAETOAAZ Kieıröras, but BBNOKABS 

EievorAns'. In Corcyra B is the only form, and both ev’s are 
written diphthongally*. In both places and also in the Sicilian 
colonies of Corinth spurious ov is denoted by OT, while O 
serves foro and w*. This OT is found also instead of T in the 
diphthong ev: ’AysAXeors on a Corinthian vase*; correspondingly 
Corinthian E=e as second element of the diphthong av: 
A®ANAEA ‘A@avaeia 'Adavaia’. All these forms of writing are 
not perfectly constant; for example here and there the Corinth- 
ians resolve their E into BS (e), as TOTBZAAN, once we 
find even "Audırpira written with E ez in the penultimate 

1 Kirchhoff, p. 88 ff.; Röhl Inser. 

Gr. antiqu. no. 15, 20, 16, 23. As a 

rule I intentionally refrain from giving 

the epigraphic forms of the symbols. 

- That Aewlas has the real ec is shewn by 

the fact that archaic inscriptions every- 

where else write EI in names derived 

from dewos: Aewodlkeno and Aetvoyéveos 

Bustrophedon Inscr. Naxos; Aewopé- 

veos Hiero’s helmet, Röhl 510; Aewa- 

yöpns Naxos R. 408; AEINO Melos R. 

433; Aewlas C. I. A. 1. 299, 433, 447, 

483. 
2 Epitaph of Menekrates (Röhl 342) 

érole. Epitaph of Xenvares (R. no. 
344) M elécos (real ex) ely. 

8 Kirchhoff‘, no. 104 f. 

4 Collitz Dial. Inschr. 3122 (An- 
nali dell’ Inst. 1862, 56 ff.). 

5 Röhl no. 20,4 comp. 5, 
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syllable’. From all this it is quite clear, that the lengthened 

equivalents of e and o had become so near to 2 and u respec- 
tively, that a need was felt of differentiating the real and 
spurious e, and in like manner the real and spurious 0, while on 
the other hand no such need was felt of separating original 
diphthongal eı and ov from the newly developed mixed sound. 
The mixed sound was thought to be heard in diphthongs such 
as at and ev also, and a corresponding mode of writing was 
adopted. This sound might be represented by ef %, 0“ °~; the 
‘¢ pingue’ of Lucilius, which he wrote e (puerei nom. plur.), 
will be nothing else but the Corinthian E. For the other Doric 
dialects our material is not at present adequate ; but the diph- 

thongal writing of eı and ov is to be found on one of the Lokrian 
bronzes of the fifth century”. The old Ionic and Attic inscrip- 
tions nowhere or almost nowhere shew E for real EI®, but at a 

very early period EI for é*, although the Athenians in particular 
in by far the larger number of cases do not separate e and é in 
script. We must here state our opinion: the sound which is 
constant in writing, that is real ec, was constant also in pronun- 
ciation ; that which was shifting in writing was shifting also in 

1 On the Corinth. clay tablets, pub- 

lished by Röhl under no. 20, Toredan 

is written 26 times with E, 4 times 

with BZ (once also IIOTB...), twice 

with B =e, twice with Z=ı, and once 

with EX=eu. The last three forms are 

rightly considered by Kirchhoff‘, 103 

(note) as errors (omission); in fact Ilor- 
<E>öar, ’A0<d>va etc. are also found. 

We have a certain example of O=ov in 

AYTO Röhl no. 329 (Anaktorion ac- 

cording to Kirchhoff). 
2 Cauer, Del? no. 229; Röhl no. 

321; Kirchhoff p. 146; v. Wilamowitz 

Ztschr. f. Gymn.-Wesen. 1877, 642. 

3 For Attic see Cauer (in Curtius 
Stud. vırı. 231); he produces asexamples 

of E=real e only OAEZON (so C.I.A. ° 

1. 37 (9 22); ıv. 58%, with OAEIZON 

1B 33; 1v.27>18. There are found be- 

sides IEZIAOZ Ileloıöos C. I. A. Iv. 

373°; EXZAAEWVATO? do. 53* 22; also 

(Kretschmer Ztschr. f. vgl. Sprachf. 

N. F. rx. 154) HPAKAEAHZ C. I. A. 
Iv. 49119; KETAI xeitrac do. 4917; 

MENEKAEAEZ 37317, These are 

almost all private inscriptions.—But 

adroöekvövres Röhl no. 381 B, 13 shews. 

the Ionic shortening of this verb. 

* Teos C. I. Gr. 3044=Röhl 497 

KEINO B, 7; in the same place 6 in- 

stances of Einthisword. Halikarnassus 

R. 500 at least 4 times EINAI (with E 
only two certain instances); EIXON; 

on the other hand devyew and éwixadeiv 

with E. The Sigean Inscr. R. 492 has 

elul in the Ionic part with E, in the 

Attic with EI. Miletus 6th cent. (Kirch. 
p. 19 ff., Röhl 488, 485): elul, Kréoros 

i.e. KXelocos, érolev i.e. @rolew. Athens 

C. I. Att. 1.1 thrice EINAI; Bull. de 

corresp. Hell. 111. 179 EIMI. Comp. 

Cauer C. St. vırı. 230. 
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pronunciation. Consequently rele did not tend to be pro- 
nounced as Jépo, but dépeey (PEPEN pherén) did tend to the 
pronunciation pherein, without however the 7 in this case being 

very prominent. For the different treatment of the two sounds 
is a proof that they were not quite similar in the fifth century: 

etymological scruples about original 7 were obviously foreign to 
those writers. I am consequently opposed to the opinion, which 
is tolerably general at present, being held by Brugman' and 
after him by G. Meyer, according to which the spurious eı never 
had the value of a diphthong among the Athenians and Ionians, 
but was only an orthographic expression for €; A. Dietrich’ 
seems to me rather in this respect also to have seen the truth. 
For distinction of quantity cannot be regarded either in this 
case or elsewhere in ancient times as the cause of difference in 
writing: consequently the second syllable of dépew was dis- 
tinguished from the first in quality. The levelling of e and é, 
that is the passing of both of them into the mixed-sound 
described above, takes place for Athens and Ionia in the fourth 
century ; after the first decades of this century E is very seldom 
found for spurious ev, although this mode of writing can be traced 
beyond the middle of the century‘. The Beeotians write their 
long closed e (= Att. 7 and ec) even in the fourth century very 

frequently with E*; the thickened pronunciation can scarcely 
here be traced back beyond the beginning of this century’. 
Subsequently the 1 everywhere prevailed over the ein the case 
of the later (spurious) ec of the various races, just as had long 
before happened in Beeotia in the case of the real e. The view 
of Zacher (p. 30 of the treatise referred to on p. 16), that real 

2 Brugman C. St. ıv. 82 ff. 

2 A. Dietrich Kuhn’s Ztschr. xıv. 

menos Bull. de corr. Hell. 111. 454, Dia- 

lekt. Inschr. 470, composed soon after 

67; Rédiger Progr. Berl. (Luisenst. 
Gymn.) 1884 p. 6. 

8 The latest Attic examples known 

to me: are ‘Eoriaeés ’Orpuves mrpurdves 
" (341 /0 2.0.) C. I. 4. 11. 872; dmroddcey 

and és do. 804 A® 33, b13, B.c. 334 / 3. 

‘ANxapvacoe (dative) is found in the 
inser. Bull. de corr. Hell. 1888, 173 

(B.0. 354 | 3). . 

4 For instance the inser, of Orcho- 

330, has in five instances EI only once, 

E 4 times; that from Thespis id. p. 382, 

Dialekt. Inschr. 798, never has EI. 

5 Examples on the Theban inscrip. 

Röhl no. 300, which shews in essentials 

the Baotian alphabet; here EI comes 

four times, E thrice; and KaX\ıparEls 
on the archaic inscr. of Akraiphia, 

Lolling Monatsber. d. Berl. Akad. 1885, 

1031 no. 4, 2. 
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and unreal es were united in the 4th century into a pure closed 
e (2), seems untenable. For if -eıv, as we are bound to assume, 
was in the 5th century e'n, but in the 2nd or Ist ?n, it 1s quite 
certain that it cannot in the meantime in the 4th and 3rd have 
been én. With regard to the Attic-Ionic ov=o the case stands 
thus: the mode of writing was for a long time almost exclusively 
O, nay, isolated instances occur, where it is written for ov diph- 
thong, asin TOTON tovrwy’. Even after the reform of the Attic 
orthography the simple O held its ground with great persistency, 
(and got more and more to be used quite indifferently for ov 
and 6), isolated examples occurring up to the end of the fourth 
century”. In this case then the designation of the diphthongal 
sound is at an ancient period no more constant than that of the 
lengthened sound, and accordingly the diphthong ov had as 
early as the fifth century coalesced with a sound, which arising 
from 6 approximated to @, and finally became an undoubted @°. 
When the Beeotians in the fourth century adapted their own to 
the ordinary orthography, they employed the combination OT in 
this value, that is for their old T, for which unlike most of the 

other Greeks they had preserved the old u-sound. In the first 
quarter of the fourth century however the difference in quality 
between o and its lengthened form cannot have been great at 
Athens, since to take an instance on the document of the new 

1 Dietrich 1. c. p. 51 ff. Cauer Curt. 
Stud. vit. 241 ff. OT is always writ- 

ten for o on the inscr. of Keos R. 

395. In this dialect therefore the 

176). Other examples of O for real ov 
from the 5th and 4th centuries are given 

by Meisterhans Gr. d. att. Inscr. ed. 2, 

p. 49. For ov=o the oldest example on 
coalition took place very early. The 

Asiatic-Ionic inscr. generally distin- 

guish correctly (Chios R. 380; Halik. 
500), in Chios 382 however we have 
Toro; Teos 497 b, 26 Bapßapovs. Comp. 
Erman Curt. Stud. v. 284 f. On the 
Attic treasurer’s account (. I. A. 1. 

128 (Ol. 91, 2), TOTON and TOTO 
stand almost without exception, though 

it is true the older documents of a 

similar nature and also most of the 
later ones shew TOTTON and TOTTO 

quite without exception (s. no. 117— 

stone is C.I. 4.1.36 AO (end of the 6th 
century?) “"HpaxA&ovs, Meist. p. 21, n. 

121; exx. on vases Kretschmer, p. 154 

(cp. p. 30, n. 3). 

2 The latest Attic exx. C. I. A. m1. 

836 c—k Man@axlo(v) and other genitives 

in -ov, Meisterh.? p. 6, n. 21. The 

inscription dates from the time of the 

Chremonidean War (circ. 262). See 
also Bull. de corr. Hell. 111. 513 kowo 

and uuAwdpo (B.c. 302, 301).. 

3 Acc. to Dietrich p. 60. 
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maritime alliance (378/7)' simple O stands or stood forty 

times for this ov, while ov is only written three times for it. 
And nevertheless in the same document every ez is constantly 
expressed by EI. In agreement with this Plato in the Kratylus’ 
indicates the difference between xaX0v and xadobdy simply as one 
of accent and quantity. On the other hand on a stone of the year 
363/2° 6 is written only nineteen times with O and twenty-five 
times with OT; accordingly the transition to % made rapid 
advances, so that about the middle of the century there was no 

longer any very great difference between the Boeotian v in IIvdıos 
Püthios and the Attic ov in BovAn. 

Section 11. 

Later development of the sounds EH, OO. 

At this point I leave the diphthongs, especially ec, to turn to 
the further development of the E and O sounds which remain. 
It cannot be allowed that Attic 7 in isolated instances became 
later es, especially in late Attic Baoidets as opposed to old 
Attic BacıAns: it is rather the case that the latter goes back 
to Bacirjes Bactréns, the former to BacıX&es, and the resolved 
forms occur both in the fifth and the fourth century“. But in 
the Dorian and Ionian islands of the Archipelago we meet here 
and there in post-classical times with forms of writing such as 

1 @.I. A.11.17. I consider the ov of 

"IovAızra: 88 spurious, cp. G. Meyer? p. 

92, on Youdos, and C. I. A. ur. 546, where 

in a decree of Iulis ov in every other 

word is written diphthongally, but 

IOAIHTON (occurring three times) is 
regularly written so, being evidently 

the survival of an old form of writing. 

2 Plat. Kratyl. 416 B: A&yovol ye 
auro (ro xaddv, ‘in pronuneiation”) 

appovla (“accent”) udvov xal wihKeı Tod ov 

wapnxrat. Cp. 396 c ovpavia derived from 

épaca ra, avw, 402 B Kpövos from xpouvés, 
406 c OINOZ from olecdaı and vois, all 

without any notice of a difference of 

sound. 

P, 

3C. I. A. m. 54. The statistics 

for Dittenb. Syll. no. 79 (likewise be- 

longing to the year 363/2) give OT for 

real ov 14 times, for spurious (includ- 

ing "IovAcHrat) 16; O for real ov 4, for” 

unreal 85. 

4 Old Attic XAAKIAEEZ C. I. A. 

tv. 27°; immens Kumanud. 13 (begin- 

ning of 4th century), to be compared 

with imméws lrméas. Late Attic, e.g. 

Elxadées 11. 609; also written eles as 

ib. 872 KoAAvreles, see Dittenberger, 

Herm. xvi. 38: his view is opposed by 

Wackernagel K. Z. xxvii. 267 f. un- 

successfully in my opinion as regards 
the chief point at issue. 

3 
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ei for 4, deelon for derjaeı, rpovoerOnre, Eveicav, Eveipocıa! ; also 
in the Dorian Peloponnese reıpeiv, ei wav, ovvreXeiraı (con- 
junctive)*; which all point to at least a closed E-sound, such as 
arose at an early period in Keos and Naxos for common Greek 
n. For this ne: as yet by no means coalesces with ı, although 
the phenomenon signifies the progress of the sound in this 
direction. In Baotia and indeed also in Thessaly the original 
n a8 in marnp may at the close of the second century B.c. have 
reached the u-extremity®; hence it would not be wrong to call 
the itacistic pronunciation of this letter the Beotian. Short e 
has especially in two cases a tendency to pass into ez, firstly before 
o with following consonants, as in Beeotian @etomuetes Beoieis, 
O.ogerotos Oeddeortos, vulgar elaynxa eioxnpaı* ; secondly and 
far more frequently where followed immediately by vowels: 
MANTEION iöpvaewws Kırıeiov Bacı&eia (accus. of Bacı&kevs) 

Acıwyöpov eiavrov, in Attic as early as the fifth and fourth 
century’. 

1 Epikteta’s Will Thera C. I. Gr. 
2448 (Cauer? no. 148): not infrequent; 

évetoay and éverpéora often in the Delian 
inscr. Bull. de corr. h. 1. 570 (only in 

these two words and not without ex- 
ception in them). 

2 Mystery-inscr. of Andania Cauer 

no. 13 (2nd ed. 47), Dittenb. Syll. 

388; Mantineia Le Bas 352" (reipeiv 
by Ernpnoev); do. 3521 43, ef for 4. 

ET udv however appears to be rather a 

jussum speciale of the language than 

_to rest on & universal principle; for it 

is found also (as el u) in the Septua- 
gint and quoted in the Etymol. M. s. v. 

(Lachmann, N. Test. 1, p. xuı). Also 

ovvreketra. mpocdetrat conjunct. Athens 

Dittenb. Syll. 337, 11 (Psephism of 
Demades). 

3 Kumanudis ’Arrixjs Emiyp. émr. 

1826 "Iopwlya—OnBala. ’AOhvacov Ix. 
362 (Lebadeia) Niouvlw by Nropewlw; 

ddixt conjunct. for Boeot. déixe?t, Dial. 

Inschr. 425 (Lebadeia) Aecırwpyiuer; 

1329 11. a)° (Thessaly shortly after 196 

It has been remarked that an 7 can very easily be 

B.0.) Xproluov for Xpeo. an accidental 
omission of the E. 

4 In Thespiae itself OQeor. is the 
regular orthography, in the writing of 

the dialect; likewise Orchom. Bull. de 

corr. h. 111. 463 in the Boeotian part of 

the document always Oeor. and actu- 

ally (line 91) Geomeces 76, in the same 
place Ordderoros i.e. Att. Oeödeoros; on 

the other hand in the part composed in 

the xow% both names are written with 

e.—As to eloxnxa see G. Meyer Gramm.? 

8 112; eloxov Telos Bull. de corr. h. 

ur. 42; elorjrm, C. I. A. 1. 563 (else- 
where éor#An i.e. év orhAnı). 

5 C. I. Att. rv. 373%, 11.168, 263, 352, 

553,115>. Meisterhans 2nd ed. p.35. In 

like manner we find on the Ionic inser. 

of Zeleia Mitth. d. arch. Inst. v1. 229 

(Ditt. 113) eldv and évvela, and I have no 
doubt, that Holic mpécBeca=xpecPéa 

mpeoßevriv and in general -eos as gen. 
to evs assigned by grammarians to the 

later Ionians and AXolians, are so to be 

explained (Meyer? § 149). 
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developed after a preceding vowel from the sound of the s, and in 
like manner a weak : (or y) is a natural result when the voice 
passes directly from e to another vowel. For the quality of e as 
€ in the Hellenistic and Roman period we can cite, besides the 
confusions with ec, of which there are isolated occurrences before 

other consonants also’, the fact that Latin % in many positions 
was expressed by the Greeks in the earlier period with e; Teßepıos 
and Teßepis, Aouerios, Kamerwiuov, KaıkeAios, Neyedv, Aevriov 

=linteum”. The Latin sound hovered between 7 and e; if 

therefore the Greek e had been e, the ı would certainly have 
been nearer the Latin sound. In like manner Latin % too, 
which hovered between u and 9, was in Greek prevailingly 
represented by o, until in the time of the Empire ov appeared, 
having been before avoided®. This also agrees well with the 
pronunciation of o as o, although indeed it might also be ex- 
plained as having arisen from necessity. Here and there ov is 
substituted for o in Greek popular dialects; Nuxoxpareous by 
-eos in Thessalian, Aauwvovs Nixwvouvs in the Peloponnese, 
Tuouvppddov on Rhodian vase-inscriptions*. But the Hellenistic 
popular speech, as spoken in Egypt for instance, confuses o and 
ov far less than o and a: the latter as early as the time of the 
Ptolemies are correctly distinguished throughout on the papyri 
by very few scribes, and cannot have had any considerable 
difference in sound in the ruder speech’. 

1 So (in Dor. inser. Ahrens 11. 190) 
C. I. Gr. 2140 davepös, éripavelora- 

tos, ely rat; 1840 redlur by medion; 

1699 elvöoyevn. 

2 Dittenb. Herm. v1. 130 ff. 

3 Id. p. 281 ff. 
4 Heuzey Mission archéol. en Macé- 

doine Inser. no. 214=Dial. Inschr. 

1461 (Halos). Le Bas 159e (Hermi- 
one?) C.I. Gr. 111. p. xııı. no. 447— 

452, 56735, 5751 (also isolated Tiuov- 

pbdov Tıuopsöov). vfor o also once in 

these vase-inscriptions: ’A@#vaoy 111. 

p- 231 "Ayadvußpörov, cp. ’Ayadupp6ön 

Rhod. inser. Bull. de corr. h. v. 333. 
Ilepsovvros Delos ib. vit. 8. 

5 T note in Papyrus 1 of the Louvre 

In this case therefore 

collection (Notices et extraits de manu- 

scrits xviII. 2, cp. Eudoxi ars astron. 

Kiel, 1887): col. 3 new. 8 &xwv 

for &xov. 14 dxraernplda. wford. TO 

abro rpöorwı. 15 wpäraı. Kdxdwv for -ov. 
20 neitwv. 2 and 22 f. uehoropıvos often. 

This ms. containing a sketch of 

astronomy was written before 165 2.c.; 
for & fragment of a public document 

on the reverse side is dated in this 

year, on which also mistakes such as 

evomloss and wmws occur. But the 

writer of no. 40 (B.c. 156) is guilty not 

only of Mareöwvos, wvros etc. but even 

of woAövros (rwdovvTos), BoAouevov, and 

in no. 41 (the same date) we find rap’ 
"Arrodwvlun (i.e.’AmoAAwvlov) Tov Tav- 

3—2 
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the subsequent development consisted entirely in the ces- 
sation of the qualitative and finally also of the quantitative 
distinction between o and o. 

The case is not quite the same with 7 and e: these sounds 
also are, it is true, frequently confounded by the Papyri', and 
on the latter as well as on inscriptions e no less than 7 is used 
for the e arising from av’, but in other localities 7 followed the 
tendency to become 2, while e remained stationary or actually 
moved in the reverse direction. In this period however we 
must make a very sharp distinction between the cultivated 
language and that of the people: the transformations in the 
latter passed by no means at once into the former. For instance, 
it is certain that 7 preserved the e sound among cultivated 
speakers up to the fourth century A.D.; for this fact we have 
the clearest evidence in Greek and Latin authors. Dionysius 
of Halikarnassus* puts forward in respect of agreeableness of 
sound the following descending scale of long vowels; a, 4, 
@, v, t, Le. he denotes ı as the least agreeable, 7 the most agree- 
able after a. The description, which he gives of the production 
of 7 and of e, is unfortunately not of such a kind, that we can 
with any certainty infer the distinction of an open or closed 
sound*. At a later period the qualitative distinction between 
the two letters is absolutely denied; this of course must be 
taken as a general statement and not extended to the distinction 
between e and e. 

klov. Of course w and o of inscriptions 

also occasionally interchange, but in 

the early period not by any means 

frequently. 

1:Pap. Louvre 1 shews the follow- 

ing: col. 5 mvupoedés twice for -As. 
11 olkéoews. 12 dioxoedés and oxado- 

edés. no. 40 dredrdynv; 46 nfnuloraı. 

Inser.: Mydnolrrov and ’Eumnöov 

Delos Bull. de corr. h. ıı. 341. 

2 See below under at. 

said of a, rov wrvevparos ävw dbepouevov 

mpos Tov ovpavov), kal werplws dvoryouef- 
vou To orönaros (farthest in the case 
of a).—p. 77. rav 8¢ Bpaxéwv oböerepor 

pev eduopbor (on account of their short- 
ness) 7rrov de ducedés Tou € TO o (thus 

Usener Ind. schol. Bonn 1878; the 

mss. give some TO e some 70 0). öt- 
lornoı yap TO oTöua Kpetrrov Oardépov kai 
Thy wroynv AauBaver wept Thy apryplay 

paddov. I think, that it is rather e 

3 Dionys. Halik. wr. cv. p. 75 ff. R. 

4 P. 76. devrepov Öl TO 7, Store Kdrw 

re mepl Thy Bdow THs yAwrrns Epeldeı Tov 

nxov AN ok dvw (as has been before 

which is preferred ; for of w it is said 

before, that the Anyi takes place rept 

To dxpoorönor: would it then in the 

case of 9 be epi ryv dprnplav uadrov? 
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Sextus Empiricus (about 200 A.D.) declares, that there are 
naturally only five vowels, not seven; for if @ and a are to be 
reckoned as one letter, this will be not less the case with e and 

n,o and a, since e and o lengthened give n and ao, the latter 
shortened e and o'. In like manner Terentianus Maurus (end 
of the third century) says: litteram namque e videmus esse ad 
ra proximam, sicut o et w videntur esse vicinae sibi: temporum 
momenta distant,non soni nativitas”. Marius Victorinus, Ausonius 

and Martianus Capella’ also in the fourth century bear witness 
to the universal quality of n as e; the same may be said of 
Ulfilas, in whose translation of the Bible 7 is prevailingly 
represented by Gothic e, seldom and then only owing to 
the fault of the East-Gothic scribes in Italy by 2*. Isolated 
examples of confusion of 7 and 4, which have been cited from 
inscriptions of the period of the Empire or even earlier, have 
the less weight as opposed to these evidences, inasmuch as such 

examples in many instances do not bear a critical examination’, 
And even those instances, which do bear such an examination, 

1 Sextus Empir. adv. mathem. p. 

625 Bk. :—dxodovOjoe. Kal TO € Kal TO 

Ev elvaı orotxetov KaTa Thy avriy Övvanın 

kowbv. 1 yap alrh Övvanıs Em’ audore- 
pwv éorl, Kal ovoradey pev TO 7 ylveraı 

€, éxrabev dé ro € Ylveraı n (there follows 

a corresponding statement with regard 

to o and w). 

2 Terent. Maur. v. 450 ff. 

3 Mar. Victorin. Ars gramm. p. 39 

Keil: quam (the syllable Ther in Ther- 
sandrus) si produxeris—, ut pro e 7 

Graeca littera audiatur, quae semper 

naturalonga est. Auson. p. 202 ed. Bip.: 

yra quod Aeolidum (i.e. Graecorum, 

see Henrichsen p. 145) quodque e valet, 
hoc Latiare E. Mart. Cap. m1. § 235: 

E autem vocalis duarum Graecarum lit- 

terarum vim possidet. Nam cum cor- 

ripitur, e Graecum est, ut ab hoc hoste ; 

cum producitur, ra est, ut ab hac die. 

4 Aunisimus ’Ovnoınos, Filippisians 

@itrmnolouvs. In Koptic also the letter 

"ga signifies in the earlier period e and is 
confused with e; only in a later period 

with I; vide Stern’s Koptic Gramm. p. 

32. 

_ * Thus IPQOQN is said to stand on 

the inscr. of Karpathus in Ross 3, no. 

264, as the editor himself makes promi- 

nent. If however we look more closely 

we find that this word stands by itself 

in a line and is preceded by an 

empty space, and moreover that there 

is a serious gap in the sense. I there- 

fore have no doubt that the first half 

of H has disappeared in this gap. Dit- 

tenberger Herm. vı. 147 cites C. I. Gr. 

2588 (Gortyn) KurrnAuos Quintilius, 

Kupivys, 2790 (Aphrodisias) éyngyopéva, 

6672 (Rome) KaddAjorparos dvéOcxev. 
He says in general, that such instances 

become more frequent according to the 

various localities towards the end of 

the second, or as in the case of Athens, 

not till the third century. Meisterhans 

p. 15 places the transition at Athens 

150—250 a.p. Awédpia appears twice 

on the inser. of Gytheion Le Bas 243° 

(161—169 a.p.), without any other 
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are with regard to the general statement convincing only for 
the popular dialect, not for the general pronunciation. 

Incomparably more valuable than a few dozen of such iso- 
lated scriptural errors is the fact, that in the Alexandrine mss. 
of the Bible belonging to the fourth century, the Sinaitic and 
the Vatican, e and az (e), ı and eı (c) and indeed v and ov are not 

infrequently confused; but not 7 (e) and ı; the pronunciation 
of these symbols is consequently established beyond a doubt for 
this period and locality. Moreover in the Psalterium Veronense 
of the fifth to sixth century, which gives the Greek text in Latin 
letters, e stands for en as, 7 for ces and y for v and ou’, from 

which we may infer, that in the West the old pronunciation of 
the 7 maintained itself for a very long time. In like manner 
Egyptian documents of the Byzantine period in the signatures 
written in Latin letters regularly transcribe 7 with e* On 
other points there ought to be no disagreement as to the 
pronunciation of the real Byzantines; the followers of Erasmus 
are wrong in attempting at all to rebut the proofs which their 
opponents have drawn from Eustathius. However the pronun- 
ciation as e seems to have maintained itself to this day in the 
popular dialect of Trapezus®. Very few confusions between ı 

interchange of 7 and ı. Bursian, who collected by Sterret (Archaeol. Instit. 

with regard to 7 is entirely on the 

side of the Erasmians, gives on p. 185 

as the oldest evidence for 7=ı Steph. 

Byz. 8. v. Ndéos: TO ö& xpirtxy adxdvn, 
eav did Tod ı ypddynrat, 7 Öakplvovea Kal 

gavepotoa onualve. It will be found 

to be an addition of the epitomator 

Hermolaos, consequently of the date of 

Justinian. On the numerous Syrian 

inscr., ranging from the second to the 

sixth century a.D., communicated by 

Wetstein Abhandl. d. Berl. Akad. 

1863 255 ff., ee—ı, ac—e are very often 

_interchanged, n—ı hardly ever. But 

the fact, that xal here is commonly 

written «€, seldom (no, 118) x, must be 

explained from the open sound of the 

e and the closed sound of n already 
current then. A similar result is given 

by the inscriptions of Asia Minor 

of Amer. vol. 111., «n for xal no. 3985, 

an inser. of Christian period with very 

corrupt orthography). I remark against 

G. Meyer Gr. p. 89, that roıwduevo. Pap. 

L. 41, is not itacistic for womedu., but 

a plebeian contraction from zwoıne. ; 

comp. rerolkeı and roicaı on the leaden 

tablets of Knidos, Wachsmuth Rh. 

Mus. xvi. p. 569 f. The word being 

much used underwent an especial short- 
ening. 

1 Lachmann Nov. Test. vol. 1, p. x11. 

In a transcript of the Symb. Apostol. 

belonging to the 9th century 7 is re- 

presented sometimes by e sometimes 
by i. 

2 Wessely Wiener Stud. vıı. 112 

(strategiu, esemioth. = éonpewOn etc.). 

3 Foy Lautsyst. d. gr. Vulgärspr. 

p. 85; Definer C. Stud. tv. 286. Cp, 
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and n have perpetuated themselves in our mode of writing, 
but according to the testimony of inscriptions (xaf)nuepicuos, 
vuktepiovos appear to be correct, a fact which explains away 
the anomalous use of the 7 after p’. 

SECTION 12. 

Pronunciation of T. 

Of the two remaining vowels, ı and v, only the latter 
demands any description. At the present day it is pronounced 
like «, except dialectically, where the sound %, or cov, is still 
heard’; the classical pronunciation is ü, but the original sound 
u, and it was with this latter value that the symbol V (T) was 
taken over by the Italians from the Chalcidians of Kyme. The 
Chalcidian HVIIV (vo) will accordingly have been pronounced 
hupu, and the use of Koppa before the nearly allied v u as well 
as before o on Chalcidian vases appears quite natural: ?vvos, 
Anfvdos’. This use of Koppa occurs, it is true, in Corinthian 
inscriptions also, although in Corinth to all appearance the pro- 
nunciation was at a very early period the ordinary modified one. 
At least I do not know, how the forms on the latter vases 

‘Topnva ="Iopunvn, Kıavis apparently = Kvavis* admit of any 
other explanation. 

It is quite possible however, that the writing ?v was con- 
tinued into the period when the modification was beginning or 
even after it had become general. In Eubcea the native land of 
the Chalcidians the place-names Kumi= Kvn and Stura= Irupa 

Appendix. On vepé, £epös etc. cp. above 

p. 21, n. 3, G. Meyer, § 73. 

1 Kaénueplowa C. I. A. tv. p. 76 

(col. mr. 25) ; for vurtephoros vurrepelouos 

also has mss. authority (as in Aristoph. 

Thesm. 204). Cp. vuxrepwös hwepınös, 

In Plin, xxxv. 11, $ 124 mss. Bamberg. 

.and Voss. have hemerisios. 

2 Foy p. 86; Meyer? § 93. Cp. Ap- 
pendix. 

3 HVIIV Bechtel Inschr. d. ion. Dial. 

8 (Kirchh. 121); QdQvos An Cudos C. I. 

Gr. 7611, 8337; likewise QAurw 7331 

(but KAurw 7459), Orurlos 7382; that 

is, the interposition of a consonant 

does not remove the influence on the 

K-sound (or on its representative). Cp. 

’ApQvAns (?) Röhl no. 520 (Chalc.) and 
from Doric Magna Gracia do. 513 

Quvia Gos. Corinth Röhl 7, 47 QuXolöas, 

Dial, Inschr. 3123 (3129) ¢vA)apos, 
3135 QAvros Ilepı OAvpevos etc. Cyrene 

Röhl 506° Qupa(vaiwv). But in Attica 

Kuwvöprns side by side with Qdpaié, 

Meisterh.? p. 22. 

4 Dial. Inschr. 3130, 3135. 
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remain to this day. That the u-sound was preserved in the 
neighbouring country of Boeotia, we know from the translitera- 
tion with ov, which became usual there after the adoption of 
the common Greek modification of the Ionic alphabet; this ov 
was in the course of the fourth century already employed for 
the short sound also: Ilovpptvos, PaovAdos'. This is another 
proof, how little the ancient Greeks troubled themselves about 
the differentiation of short and long vowels in script. The popu- 
lar Lakonian also still possessed the U-sound, as is shewn by 
glosses’, such as xapova, Tovvn 1.e. ov, ovat vpérepar. It must 

be stated however that on inscriptions and in the literary monu- 
ments of this dialect no such form is found’; accordingly the 
cultivated language of the Spartans may have had the ordinary 
ü, in support of which the interchange of v and ı on inscrip- 
tions such as Tıvdapiöaı, 'EAevüvia ( EXevoivia)* may be cited. 

In Cyprian and Pamphylian also the sound appears to have 
been the original one”. But in general the u was modified at a 
very early period in the same way as Latin u in France and 
northern Italy°: this pronunciation is established for the Attic 
of the fourth century in particular by the Boeotian manner of 
writing; for the ov would not have been introduced, if the 
Athenians had given the same value to T as the ancient 
Boeotians. Moreover if that had been the case, as 6 became 

nearer and nearer in sound to u, a confusion between the 

symbols O (OT) and T would have been inevitable. But on 
Attic and other inscriptions of the fifth and fourth centuries 
it is rather I and T which interchange: @:8rtov and BußXiov, 

1 Orchom. Bull. de corr. hell. m1. 

454=Dial. Inschr. 470 (about 330 
B.c.); v is written here as well. The 

Theban inscription on the contribu- 

tions to the Sacred War (’A@vacoy III. 

479, Dial. Inschr. 705) has ov only for 
v. Cp. R. Meister Gr. Dial. 1. 231 f. 

2 Ahrens D. D. p. 124 ff.; G. 

Meyer? p. 103 f. 

3 But Kovooupe?’s = Kuvocoypeis on the 

very late Lakon. inser, C. I. Gr. 1347 

and 1388 comes under this head 

(Ahrens l. c.). Among literary monu- 

ments Alcman’s poems come particu- 

larly under consideration, since the ov 

has been introduced into the Beotian 

poems of Corinna; the Lakonian in 
the Lysistrata indeed shews through- 

out v, but the same may be said of the 
Bootian in the Acharnians. 

4 Tıvö. Röhl 62°; also Bull. de corr. 

hell. 111. 365 (Cythera). ’EXevina R, 

79, 11, cp. ’EXevourlw Crete Bull. de 

corr. hell. 11, 2921.8 (name of month). 
5 G. Meyer? p. 105 f. 

6 Diez Gr. p. 85 f. 
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TpiBAvov and tpvSrov, Movvixıwv and Mowvvxiwv, Auvav 
very frequently for jpicv', "Apdextioves and "Aybırrioves. 
Added to this the treatment of the diphthong vw, which at 
Athens in the fourth century was simplified to v almost 
without exception, would be perfectly incomprehensible, if the 
latter had been not ü but u: the Beotians write ovios. 
But in Athens even the archaic inscriptions shew vus without 
t, the old nominative form corresponding to the genitive vieos, 
and a confusion of sense is created by the coalition of the two 
v’s, which the composer of an inscription reading from right 
to left has not even avoided in script (HT), but which was 
generally got rid of by the transference of the nominative and 
accusative to another declension”. It would seem to me just 
as unlikely that huiis should have become hus, as that olos 
should ever become o¥s in spite of the occasional shortening 
of the oc. In the next place, if a Greek transliteration like 
Kvpnvios from Quirinius is only possible on the assumption of 
the modification of the v, the same may be said of the v of the 
Asiatic Ionians of the fifth century, considering the treatment 
of Persian names such as Vistaspa “Toraomns, Vidarna 
‘Tdapvns. That the Thessalian pronunciation was ü, is shewn 
by their writing ov instead of the ordinary w. In the case of 
the xown there is no room for doubt; indeed the modified 

1 Att. Inschr. Meisterh.? p.22; even Taur.1, 5 nwov. In Aug. the v ap- 

in the tribute lists of the fifth century 

Kwöuns and Kuvövnjs are interchanged. 

BıßXov C. I. A. ur. 1"; BiBros Mitt. d. 

arch. Inst. vu1. p. 368, of the year 346. 

The writing with v has no evidence 

from inscriptions earlier than the first 

century B.c. but nevertheless appears 

to be the original (Birt Buchwesen p. 

12). Quite analogous to fiBAloy is 

rpiB\sov for rpvBr.ov Delos 364 B.c. 

(Bull. de corr. hell. x. 461, 1. 16, 23). 

Mowvx. first C. I. A. 11. 247 (306 B.c.); 
npvov u. 17 a, 45 (378/7 B.c.) and in 

all later Attic examples; further, Bull. 

de corr. hell. 11. 580 (Delos), Pap. 
Louvre 1, col. 4 and in general here 

without exception; but in the more 

correct documents no. 22 and Pap. 

pears first 410 B.c. (Bull. de corr. hell. 

vii. 283). On the inscr. of Halicar- 

nassus Bull. de corr. hell. ıv. 295 (circ. 

400) Zuövinusand ZvdvAnus ; the stone 

of Sigeion Röhl 492 (6th cent.) Zure- 

evaı Deyevevou Deyecés. Examples from 

Delian inscr. (circ. 180 ».c.) Homolle 

Bull. de corr. hell. vi. 114 (kvdAdxvL0v 

cp. «uAlxvn, Kuv@uxae -ıkwı, Xopddos 

assimilation like 7uvov). Auydupér[ne 

Artake Bull. de corr. hell. xu. 108. 

Megarian aloıuvdras, Bechtel n. on 

Dial. Inschr. 3016. 

* HTZ C. I. A. iv. 373%; HITS 

scanned as one syllable do. ı. 398, as 
two syllables rv. 3731 (-v). Cp.§ 14 
below. 
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pronunciation is proved even in the case of the later Boeotian, 
only there it takes a different form which coincides with the 
present English representation of French u. That is to say an ® 
is prefixed, and there arises an improper diphthong, which so far 
as the writing is concerned was in Greek actually a triphthong, 
capable of being scanned either short or long: IoAvovotparos, 
tuovya, Atwyovotos. This mode of writing is however never 
constant, and is generally only found after 6r Ov vr. A 
similar development of sound has taken place also in popular 
dialects of modern Greek, for instance in that of Trapezus, and 
in the descendant of the ancient Lakonian, the Tsakonian, from 

the latter of which are cited AvovKo AVKOS, KLOUpe TUpös, viovra 
vvE and others”. In this case the modification, which is 

strange to the ancient dialect and even in the modern has by no 
means become general, seems to have established itself in a 
manner analogous to that in Boeotia; but in Trapezuntine and in 
the other localities, where a similar phenomenon is found’, the 

transition may have been similar to that in English, that is yw 
may have appeared in the place of a ü which was disappearing. 
In ordinary Greek however the ü has maintained itself for a 
very long time, not only through the Roman period, where the 
Latin representation with u and then with y is in evidence 
against its identity with 2, but also on into the Byzantine era. 

For long after the extinction of the diphthongs and the 
transition of 7 to ı, v and oz (which by that time coincided with 
v in sound) kept themselves distinct from ı n eı, even the most 
uneducated masons never confusing them. Accordingly in 
Suidas’ Lexicon, where eı 7 ı stand together after Z and before 
I, oc and v are put by themselves in the alphabetical position of 
the latter; at that time every one knew by the light of nature, 
that of<os and üypis were not to be looked for under ı or 7‘. 

1 R. Meister Gr. Dial. 1. 233. But 

also loud (Tetraphthong!) Chaeronea 

Dial. Inschr. 382. 

2 Foy p. 86; Deffner C. Stud. tv. 

298 ff.; G. Meyer? p. 108. 

3 Meyer produces from the modern 

Greek of southern Italy xyuno=xu»w 

xéw, axyuro äxupov, from Church Sla- 

vonic the borrowed words, kyuminü 

KUpuvoy, MYUTO ulbpov, ZMyurna opvpva. 

4 This is not contradicted by the 

fact, that confusion between 7- o- v- ı 

etc. appears occasionally in a Papyrus 

of a much older date, see Psichari 

Rev. crit. 1888, 381. For the Byzan- 

tine period, where we have such abund- 
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Lastly we must not omit to mention, that Quintilian sees an 
especial euphonic superiority of the Greek over the Latin 
language in the possession of the v-sound’. 

SECTION 13. 

Diphthongs having the first vowel long (HT, OT, AI, OI, HI). 

So much for the simple vowels; we have now to speak of 
the diphthongs formed from them. These have in the lapse of 
time altogether lost their distinctive character, by no means 
however simultaneously, but rather one sooner another later. I 
begin with those improper diphthongs, the first element of 
which is a long vowel, that is du nı wt (av) nv wv; these indeed 

were the first to lose their distinctive character. We must in 
accordance with what has been said. before lay down as their 

original value: diz, &, 61, Eu, du; the u when occurring as the 

second member of a diphthong having in general, as will be 
shewn later, the value of u proper. Now these semi-diphthongs 
are one and all inconvenient to pronounce, because the com- 

ponent parts do not coalesce to a proper unity, and hence the 
tendency of the language, either to fuse them more closely 
together by shortening the first element, or to simplify them 

by rejecting the second. In the former way we may suppose 
that av, if this sound was indeed heard in such a word as Attic 

ypaus = Ionic ypnvs, at an early period was identified with äv; 
in the Attic vais in spite of the Ionic vnüs a short vowel must 
be assumed, since an a would in these cases in Attic also have 

become 7%, OT hardly occurs in Attic (mpwvöäar = rpoavéar, 

ance of evidence, it is not only allowed 
but incumbent on us, to sift this 

evidence more than elsewhere; it is 

impossible that an obscure Egyptian 

scribe should be taken as an authority 
for the general cultivated pronuncia- 

tion in the Byzantine realm, The 

great mass of evidence certainly shews 

the long continuance of a separation 

between ii and i. See also Krum- 
bacher Ber. d. bayer. Ak. 1886, 444, 

who draws the conclusion that the 9th 

and 10th centuries were the period, in 

which the transition from a and v to 

the I- sound was completed. Hatzi- 

dakis A@jvacov x. 42 ff. 

1 Quint. xm. 10, 27: jucundissimas 

ex Graecis litteras non habemus, voca- 

lem alteram, alteram consonantem (v 

and ¢), quibus nullae apud eos dulcius 
spirant. 

2 G, Meyer?, p. 134, 
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wupiTion =o Evpıriön), is more frequent in Ionic and Doric, 
but even here is almost confined to crasis: éwutod, WwvTos. 

Now we find on an Ionic inscription &ovr@v', with shortening 
and at the same time also approximation of the first sound to 
the second (öv instead of 6v); cov = xai ov also may be ascribed 
to this shortening, since «wu would have been the regular crasis 
and is actually recorded in Sappho and Epicharmus”. In the 
middle of the fourth century the Athenians retained nv in the 

augments of verbs with initial ev, and it is therefore rightly re- 
placed in texts; at a later period these verbs were augmentless, 
that is nv &u had passed into Zu”. This also may be regarded 
as an accommodation of the first element to the second, in so far 

as e lies farther than e from the original sound a, although not 
in the direction of u. but of. nv maintained itself as augment 
of av, chiefly perhaps owing to the Grammarians, if an inference 
may be drawn from the augmenting of as to ez, to be mentioned 
immediately, and from evxovunv (from avyéw) evEnoa (from 
av£uvw) of later inscriptions“. 

Far more important in the language are the corresponding 
diphthongs with 4, in which the other method also, that of 
simplification, is employed more vigorously. We have an 
instance of this at a very early period in the nominative of 
feminines in -o, originally -wı, as is shewn by the testimony of 
the Grammarians from old manuscripts and by a few inscriptional 
examples; as a general rule on quite old vases and stones we 
find only -o (w)*. The next instance to be produced under this 

1 C. I. Gr. 2909 (Mykale) = Bechtel 
Inschr. d. ion. Dial. 144. The reading 

of this inscription is however by no 
means certain. 

2 Sappho 1. 24 xwix €é0éd\aoa, 

Epich. 19 Ahrens xwidev de. On the 

other hand xovx on a Papyrus of the 

Ionic dialect.edited by Petrettini, Pap. 

Greco-Egizj (Vienna, 1826) line 15 (cp. 

p. 55, n. 2), and more accurately by 

Wessely, d. gr. Papyri d. kais. Samm- 

lungen Wiens (Vienna, 1885). 
3 Q. Riemann Bull. de corr. h. 11. 

500 f. (after Wecklein Cur. epigraph. 

33 ff.). We find, it is true, edxdaı in 

Köhler C. I. 4. 11. 57° (B.c. 3862/1), but 

only owing to an error, since the 

stone, as Riemann assures us, has 

HY. On the other hand we have e- 

epyernke and evepyernkası, id. 271 and 
283 (end of the fourth century). 

4 Kaibel Epigr. no. 192 (Thera, in 

Roman period, in epic dialect); also 

v. 3 ETXQ is certainly to be emended 

to edxo(vv) not &rxov or loxw. Evdtnoa 

érevinoan in Greek text of Monum. 

Ancyranum col. 4, 8; 14, 4, 

5 Meyer? p. 315. In Röhl’s Inser. 

Gr. ant. I find only three instances of 

¢: no, 415, 433 (Melos), 558 (Akrai 
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head is the -noı -acı of early Attic inscriptions by the side of 
-nıaı -aıaı (i.e. ator) in the dative of the first declension: this -aıc ı 
-aow occurs only after ı or p, while the form -aıs which appears 
subsequently following all sounds alike has the a short’. The 
Dorians, Boeotians, etc. had -aıs already in the earliest period ; 

the ancient Boeotians having also & in the dative singular, as 
we may gather from the analogy of their oz in the dative of 
the second declension ; the same is true of the Arcadians and 

Eleans. In the case of these races indeed the diphthongs dz wz 
had in general become az oz; for marpotos is recorded by the 
Grammarians as a Boeotian form”. Or again, they kept the 
vowels separate, Boot. IIrolov “Oporwiyos Eipwidas, like 

Kapatwv "Epuaios Nırodaios. Among the Thessalians we find in 
like manner Eipoviéas and rarpoveav”, where no one will assume 
diphthongs ovı and ove; in the other cases this dialect rejects 
the ı tolerably early; ra for rat, rod for ra‘. The Lesbians also 
as early as the fourth century begin to dispense with the ı of 
the dative’. Conversely the Eubcean and Oropian Ionic of the 
fourth century weakened final ws and ye to os and e, reducing 

internal nı before a vowel to the simple sound: tepjov®. In the 

a colony of Syracuse). But the Cor- 

inthian vases (Dial. Inschr. 3130, 3137, 

3143, 3146, 3148, 3152, 3156) furnish 

12 examples of OI and none of 0. 

Conversely the vases in the Chalcidian 

alphabet (Kirch.‘ 124) in eight examples 

of such ngmes have only one with ı 

(avOdx), the Attic vases not one 
(Meisterh.? p. 109). 

1 Cauer Curt. Stud. vırı. 403 ff. ; 

Meisterhans p. 94—5. I may remark that 

Spaxuator C. I. A. 1. 48 is by no means 

certain, since the remainder of the 

line after ZI is wanting. But pupiner 

C. I. A. tv. 53%, 20 (418 B.c.) is an 

error; x:Alaot stands do. 10, raplaoe 

17. Also Ionic deoréyyow Röhl 501; 

but elsewhere -nıo1. 

2 Ahrens D. A. 193 f. 

Gr. Dial, 1. 249, 

Meister 

3 Dial. Inschr. 326, 4; 111. 50; ıv. 

9; Eipovlöauos 345, 86 f. With Boot. 

warpoios compare Thessal. Kepöolov, 

Ahrens, p. 221. 

4 With the article still earlier than 

elsewhere: Röhl, no. 327 radpodlrat 

r& Ileıdot (Dial. Inschr. 325). 
5 Ahrens D. A. p. 99 ; Meister 87 ff. 

Still earlier in the case of the article: 

Röhl, no. 503 TO for ra twice. Like- 

wise in the dat. plur. of the article 

Tots rais, in other cases -oıcı, -ataı. 

"Hpwlöas Dial. Inschr. 281 a, 37; 262; 

’Hpolöa Assos Arch. Inst. of America 

I. p. 75. 

6 Bechtel Inschr. d. ion. Dial. p. 

9, 13 (Inser. of Eretria no. 15, Olyn- 

thus no. 8, Oropus 18). ‘Iepijov Orop. 

18, 33, 36. Bechtel would assume 

quantitative metathesis, as in the case 
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case of the Athenians on the other hand wz and aı hold their 
ground almost entirely in the classical and also in the period 
immediately following; with Adev and cwa, i.e. no doubt card 
from cwifm as von from vopyitw’, we must compare the 

numerous instances where az and oz lose their z before a vowel ; 

ot for wı is hardly more frequent than the converse wz for oc’. 
The Asiatic Ionians distinguish correctly the conjunctives 
Aaßwıoıv (Aorist II. with long thematic vowel) and apyfooe 
(Aorist I. with short)’; exception might be taken to «oivoriöns 
on the same Chian inscription, since «ai oı- must by rights 
give «wi; on the other hand roixorredov on the same is correct, 
as o+oe cannot give os‘. The case stands otherwise however 
with HI both for Attic and the other dialects. Dorian inscrip- 
tions shew very early for 7, in the conjunctive for example, 

sometimes 7 (E) sometimes ez’; in Boeotia ev is indistinguish- 
ably confounded with » and nı; on Ionic inscriptions the 
dropping of the « in the dative, and the use of e in the 

of ew from 7o: yf to ei, and then to 

eı. In any case in this dialect it is 

impossible to consider the o to have 

been an original locative, as many do 

in the case of Boeotian etc. (Eretria 

"Egnu. 1888, 83 ff. 1. 180c ZOINAP- 

TO[T], ie. Zowabrov= Zww.?). 

10.1.4. 1. 162; 125,7. (Others, 

as Cauer, p. 416 ff. and G. Meyer?, p. 
470, take odw as present form with 

future sense; cp. odov, Owd, Meister- 

hans p. 52.) 

2 rot Sho, C. I. A. ı1. 277 (TOI- 

AHMQI Pittakis) ; rot önpoı rot Acovi- 

go. rpayotdois by side of six instances 

of wı "Ed. dpx. 1884, 69 ff. (in the 

same are two instances of o for ov; e 

always for 7); xwyodla, Kaibel no. 
38 (ıvth Century); conversely olxoct- 

rows, C. I. A. ıı. 834; 11. 24 (B.c. 

329/8), éxdorwis (for éxaorur sing.? 

Meisterh. p. 52) 258 (B.c. 304), wivoxdn 
403 (mırd Century); oredavüı 3rd sing. 

ind., Bull, de corr. hell. 111. 120 (ıvth 

Century). Epidaurus’Eoönu. dpyaodoy. 

1886, p. 147, line 56 ’A&ıöxor. 69 rot. 
238 Tıpacıdeoı. 254 ’Apıcrovo. There 

are however in this inscription other 

instances of confusion between O and 
Q, as Avclovı alongside Avalwrı. 

® Röhl, no. 381 (Bechtel, no. 174) ; 

the correct explanation for the altera- 

tion of «x, nı and oı, e in the conj. on 

inscrip. of Asiatic Ionia (and Crete) 
was given by Schulze, Herm. xx. 491. 

4 The modes of writing such as 

wvoxdos and gvos, Eur. Cycl. 560, I 

cannot consider correct. Comp. weo- 

Hdor, prcPder = wodot, Serdboe = Sewdoe. 

5 Ahrens D. D. 293 ff.; G. Meyer? 

p. 86. On the Xuthias inscription 
(Sparta?) Röhl, no. 68; ZOE, din 

occurs twice by AIIO8ANEI, On 

the pillar of Damonon (Sparta) R. 78, 
IEIIOKA. The inscription of Gortyn 

however, which always has ı in the 

subjunct., has OIIE, so that these 

adverbs must be placed in a separate 
category. 
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conjunctive, is strikingly frequent’; at Athens from about 
376 B.c., although the usage of Ionic H was in other respects 
correct, EI (in isolated instances even E) was often written, and 

this orthography at the close of the fourth century actually 
prevails for every HI, eg. rei Bovrgci, Aiyeis for Aiyns, 
érrewéxact, eipéOnoav®. It occurs also on inscriptions and 
Papyri® in the Hellenistic period, and that it existed in 
manuscripts, is shewn by isolated remnants on the Hercula- 
nean rolls, such as éxive: for éxeivne*. But with some ex- 

ceptions, such as the 2nd pers. of the pres. mid. where an 
endeavour was made to distinguish indicative and conjunctive 
by -eı and -nı, and words such as Aeırovpyyia for Anırovpyia?, it 

was done away with by the Grammarians. In fact this is a 
domain, where the current rules of orthographic distinction 
may here and there be challenged. For instance we write the 
feminine derivatives of words in -evs in Attic with -7s or (which 
is certainly wrong) with -nis, but the corresponding masculine 
forms (patronymics) with -eiöns; are we then, in an inscriptional 
instance like ’Apsornidys®, to assume that nı is wrongly sub- 

1 Chios R. 382 avr7; other examples 

of ı omitted in Röhl ib., Bechtel, Inschr. 

d. ion. Dial. p. 72. 

2 Since EI for HI is commoner the 
later the period, we cannot consider 

it a remnant of the pre-Euclidian 

Papyr. Louvre 22 (2nd cent. B.c.) 
Mevvldec rae Emineinrei, 15 Erıueinrei 

kadeıpnu£vos ‘Hpaxdeldec; similarly in 
Pap. Taur. 1. 1m. All these docu- 

ments are in other respects very 

correct. 

orthography. It is rightly explained 

by Ahrens, 1. c.; there is an ac- 

curate enumeration in Meisterhans, p. 

30; complete statistics, Hecht, Orthog.- 

dial. Forsch. 1. Simple E, C. I. A. 11. 

61 (after 357) yarkxoOjxe and avré 
(also &xe for &xeı?), in other instances 
in the same « and m. If we suppose 
me=e, the writing E is analogous to 

o for real ov, which also occurs at that 

period. (E, i.e. 7 where, ancient Attic, 

C. I. A. tv. 53°, 35; the inser. is in 

other respects also not very accurate.) 
3 Inscr. of Delos, Bull. de corr. 

h. 11. 331 always ec, ib. 570 ff. e« and 

yı without any rule; Samos ib. v. 

482, ‘Epuet ib. 307, Delphi eipé0ncay, 

4 Gomperz, Wiener Akad. vol. 83 

p. 91, also in Philod. w+. Hdavdrov (Scott 

Fragm. Herc. p. xxxvii s., ed. Mekler, 

.col. 36, 1; 37, 13); cf. 3. 

5 On Anrovpyla (written everywhere 
in Attica as late as the 4th century) 

Foucart, Rev. de Philol. n. s. 1. 37; 

Meisterhans?, p. 30. This e remained 

in the language also in Aiyels etc., 

where inscriptions of the Roman period 

give Alyis, Meisterhans? p. 30. In 

these cases the 7 had not the support 
of any cognate form as it had in ruf 

(cp. re}, Tıuns, Tımp). The gram- 

marians introduced the poetical form 

Alynis. 

6 Example given Meisterh. ed, 2 
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stituted for ec, or shall we consider ’Apsornidns and Atynis alike 

the correct writings? We have also "Apxevnuöns, "Appevnuöns, 
Xaiperntdys from "Apxevews, 'Appevews (for -vnos)', Xapérews; 
in the datives ypapparne, Torn’, cp. ypauuarews, ToAews for -nos. 
Since the -ns in the third decl. appears considerably earlier 
than the -ez in the first we cannot regard the former as due to 
this confusion of yz with es. Still inscriptions of the fourth 
century do occur, which correctly distinguish in these cases, 
just as we do, ’Apıoreiöns, arpomoAeı, but tHe BovAnı and 

so on’; consequently if roAnı is original, the transition to 
möAeı under the influence of the other cases (?) (möAews, 
moXels, TOAecı) may yet have taken place at an earlier 
time and have been more general than that of rye to rei. 
According to what has been said there has taken place in this 
transition an approximation of the first element to the second, 
ei for ei, simultaneously with a shortening; in the case of the 
Dorians, with whom -nı was in general far more rare of 
occurrence, it was the more readily done away with, and indeed 

with the result that for & sometimes & sometimes ei was heard. 
Arcadian, which also does not know a q, always shews 7 in the 
conjunctive. With the close however of the third century B. c. 
came the period, in which the ¢ of the diphthongs ds nu wı began 
to disappear altogether from the language. Private documents 
of the second century, such as the emancipation inscriptions at 

Delphi and the ordinary sort of Papyri, shew more or less 
numerous errors in this respect, Tov sepye, exerwı, Tavrdı (neut. 
pl.) with improper 4, 'Epvuavöpa as dat., eb dre, Ev Karoyn 

p. 29, n. 179; cp. Bull. de corr. hell. 

1888, 136. 

1 Meisterh. p. 29, n. 180—182. 

2 ypapparh, C. I. A. 1. 90 (about 
356) ; médAne drpomsAnı Iv. 51 f. (410 

B.c.); 11. 25, 35, 42 (all before 376), 
50 (372); last example according to 

Meist, p. 108, n. 991, 162 a, 12, B.c. 335. 

Add Bull. de corr. hell. x11. 139 (378/7), 
142, 153 ff., 1. 30 (393), 161 f. (399). 
wöAnı, Iasos Bull. ıv. 497 = Bechtel, n. 

104, 3 (4th century) ;—x]oarm, C. I. A. 
m1. 644 (B.c. 400/399); also érm for 

&reı C. I. A. 11. 1059 (321 B.c.), ’AroX- 
Aodaynı 834, 6, mm. 54 (329 B.c.), 

Meisterh.? p. 31. Meisterh. considers 

panuarnı also erroneous, because there 

is only one instance of it, while there 
are many of ypaupare and much 
earlier. 

3 Bull. de corr. h. m1. 474. Attic 

documents of 369 and 363 deposited 

at Delos (HI in dat. 1st decl. and in 
conj. in 11 instances ; dxpowéder twice; 
"Apıorelöns once). 
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without the proper ı!. Among these irregularities we still find 
the earlier es and oz also, for instance at Delphi once in the 
same line ré and of i.e. ou”. Similar uncertainty prevails e.g. 
on the Cretan inscriptions in Teos, which likewise date from 
the beginning of the second century’. Still it is possible that 
the cultivated pronunciation of this period still maintained the 
t, although for the common people it was a mute letter: at 
least on carefully composed inscriptions and Papyri there is 
as yet no uncertainty in its use, except that it is added (and 
indeed consistently) to the optative, as for instance einı, ein“. 
It is certainly allowable, although some caution is necessary, to 
take good documents of the second century as evidence in 
doubtful cases; on the other hand hardly those of the first, and 
certainly not those of the Empire. For it actually came to 
pass, that even the educated no longer knew, except perhaps in 
the case of the dative, where the mute letter ought to stand 
and where not, and that the Grammarians disputed among 
themselves and tried to ascertain scientifically, as for instance 

1 See the Delphian documents pub- 

lished by Wescher-Foucart and similar 

examples in Bull. de corr. h. v. 397 ff., 

from the latter of which I have taken 

my examples. Pap. Louvre 63 (B.c. 

165), col. 7 raurdı; col. 3 Adyw ruil, 

4 furnpas, 6 Bpaßeve7 and rixn conj., 

no. 22 (tolerably correct) &v karoxfj 

and éravayxdon, 23 (a sort of rough 

draught of the foregoing) the « com- 

monly omitted. 
2 Bull. 1. c. p. 430; Wescher-Fou- 

cart no. 304, rp6roı ol xa O4An. 
8 Cauer? no. 122 ff. The Delian 

inser. Bull. de corr. h. v1. 6 ff. has de 

and we correct, but never m, in- 

stead either 7 or e. Cp. the letters 

of the kings of Pergamos (middle of 
2nd cent.), Domaszewski Arch. Epigr. 

Mitth. a. Oest. 1884, 95; Wilamowitz 

Lect. Epigr. [1885], p. 16: a, wı regular, 

me with errors. As further examples I 
cite: Bull. m1. 290 (Cret. document at 
Delos; end of 2nd cent.) entire con- 

P. 

fusion. ıv. 50 (Abdera) Opaxdv, Fretro; 

in other respects correct. Ib. 164 

(Teos, middle of the 2nd cent.) Dapo- 

Opaxtacral, v.42 (Phokis, after 181 2.c.) 

= Dial. Inschr. 1539, Dittenberger Syl- 

labus 294, ra, 76 etc. 

4 Papyr. 24 (Dialectics) is correct in 

this respect, also 1 (Astronomy), where 

in other matters there are very bad 

orthographic blunders; it must be 

admitted however that it has, col. 

14, rd adrd Döwp 7d adrd rporw.. Fur- 

ther, 15 (legal verdict); Pap. Taur. 1 

(do.), but ypetro col. 3; 7 and 8 dein; 

9 en. This mode of writing occurs 

also on the Tean inscr. Bull. de corr. 

h. tv. 113, where efnı appears line 50 

and 65. The inscription shews Ionic 

forms but the style of the writing 

belongs to the 2nd cent. On another 

Tean inser. Le Bas v. 86 (Rescript of 

King Antigonus, between 306 and 

301), the constant writing Anroupyeiv 

is noteworthy. 

4 
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by comparison of dialects, the rights of ı ave«bwvnrov. In 
consequence of this there is at the present time much doubt on 
the subject, though the investigations of Usener especially 
have done us great service’. In ancient times indeed many 
omitted the ı on principle as useless, as Strabo says, “many 
throw overboard the entire custom, as having no reason 
grounded on Nature” The Latin transliterations also are 
instructive for the distinction of the pronunciation of the late 
period from the earlier. In words which were taken over at 
an early age wı is treated just as ou, aı with ı avexpovnroy just 
as at SipOoyyos 4 éxpwvotca TO ı: citharoedus, comoedia, 
tragoedia; Thraex”. At a later period on the contrary the ı 
was not regarded: ode, melodia, Thracia. The Musicians how- 

ever maintained against the Grammarians, that the letter was 
really pronounced, and only drowned by the preceding long 
vowel‘, and to this perhaps may be ascribed the fact, that 
Dionysius of Halikarnassus on the subject of the Pindaric ayAata 
(dere speaks of the «, which in pronunciation precedes the s of 
toere. For the rest the mute « was written, so far as it was 

written, after as well as before in the same line with the rest of 

the letters, and it is not until manuscripts of about the seventh 
century that we meet with ı written a little higher or a little 
lower (a‘a,), not until those of the twelfth century with ı 

subscriptum”. 

1 Usener Fleckeisen’s Jahrb. 1865, 

p. 236 ff. But dde without ı is shewn 

to be correct by the metrical inser. 

Bull. de corr. hell. vu. 61 (Thessaly, 
poetical dialect; owıfwv in the same) ; 

dyw xdrw elaw mporépw by the docu- 

ments relating to the building of the 

Arsenal, C. I. A. o. 1054, 78 f. 24, 

and the inser. Röhl 552* (Olympia). 
2 Strabo xiv. p. 648: zoAdol Yäp 

xwpls rod ı ypddovor ras Ödorıkas, Kal 

éxBdddovar de ro &dos vorkhy alrlav ovK 

Exov. 

3 Thraex, Thraecius, Thraecidicus 

in Cicero (only Sest. 94 and Rep. 11. 9 

with a; the writing with e is a cor- 

ruption of that with ae). 
% Bekk. Anecd. ım.1186: ol uovaol ' 

THs axpıßelas ppovrlfovres Abyovew bre ~ 

éxg@wvetrar wév, odx eaxoverar dt 8d TO 

pEyedos TÜV paxpay puvnévrwr. 

5 Dionys.'r. ew@. p. 162 R. wapd- 
keırar 0¢ kal— rw aydala, els TO ı Ahyyorri, 

To löere, apxöjLevov AO Too t, comp. what 

is said 156 f. on "OXduma éwls od 

ovvaXelderaı radra addAjAots (the ı with 
the e). own 54 Tis  peratd augoiy 

ylverat xré. 

6 Gardthausen Gr. Paleogr. 8. 

193, 203. I found the ata ww, in a 

Papyrus ms. of about the 7th cent., 

see Ztschr. f. egypt. Spr. 1880, p. 35, 
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SECTION 14. 

Value and treatment of TI, EI, AI, OI. 

The remaining diphthongs with ı, that is vs aı eı ot, have all 
of them this in common, that from a very ancient time they 
tend to simplification before following vowels: the ı then in 
many cases disappears in script, and in pronunciation had at 
most only the value of a weak y'. Of the spurious diphthong w:, 
which from the earliest period and during the whole history of 
the language appears only before a vowel, there is in Attica so 
early as the fourth century no trace whatever: there vos is 

_ written for vids, 'Npeidva, xareayta*. In all cases however, 
in vos from vids just as in ¢yOvdvov from ixyOvidiov, the v is 
long, so that it is open to doubt, whether the process is to 

be regarded as a rejection of 4, or as a coalescing of the 
two vowels’, The Baotian pronunciation was in any case 
ut (one syllable)’, but the writing was subsequently triph- 
thongal, ove ovsds; even a tetraphthongal form cove (fours) 
= tut occurs’; in Doric there certainly appears a shifting 
between os and w, for instance in the adverbs meaning 
“whither?” of ols and vi vis (also without ı ös), while we 
find « in the participle as éppnyeia®. In Hellenistic w is 

1 G. Meyer Gr.? p. 164 ff. 

2 On Attic tés P. Foucart Revue 

de philol. N. 8. 1, 35; Baunack Curt. 

Stud. x. 89; with uw on the altar of 

Peisistratus, C. I. A. ıv. 373°; also in 

the 5th cent. ib. 1. 374; rv. 373% 131, 

In this period also &reAnAvdvlas occurs 

repeatedly (apparently side by side 

with -das) no. 273; but in the 4th cent. 
‚Npeldva, exmewdevkuvwv,  mem)evkvas, 
kareayva, rapeAnpia, Meisterh.? p, 46. 

Comp. Lobeck Pathol. 1. 25; vidy in 

the Epigr. Kaibel 36. 
3 Thus Cauer C. St. vim. 275. In 

Attic poetry only §()és etc.; also in 

metr. inscr. as C. I. A. tv. 373218, 

In Homer we certainly find 6(:)és, but 
Meisterhans (p. 46, n. 407) ought not 

to make use of this for Attic, in order 

to write there kareayva etc. 

4 Adpuu (dative of Adpuvs) dissyl- 

labic in a hexameter in Rohl, no. 265 

(Tanagra). 

5 Cp. p. 42, note 1. 

6 Ahrens D. D. 364, 367. ts I 

have restored in the inser. of Abu- 

Simbel (R. no. 482), Herm. xırı. 381; 
ul Crete Cauer, ed. 2, no. 117, 22; 

118, 16. 

4—2 
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again written before a vowel, although not always’, and has 
consequently been again introduced into the Attic authors. As 
the Grammarians reckon it among the diphthongs cara dseEodor, 
they in any case pronounced it as diz. And this pronunciation 
must be assumed for ancient times in all places where v had 
become ü uniformly*®. For the simplification of e« aı ot before a 
vowel it is sufficient to mention a few facts. Thomas Magister 
quotes tas nusoéas from Thucydides, 6pacéa yvvn was found in 
Philemon’; we ourselves write mAéov réXeos ; Attic inscriptions 

shew émipedéas mpvraveas iepeas (from émipedcia mpvraveia 
iepeia) Atoweevs and other instances‘. Apaxea is Ionic for 
Bpaxeta, Emırnödetos for érirndecos ; Lesbian aAadea = aAndera? ; 
Doric adoadea = acadea, nuicea’. The same holds good with az: 

Lesbian has "AAkxaos ’AXxaios, Thessalian T'evvaos, in the Ionic 

Styra in Eubeea we find Aéoypaos Zrrovdaos”; old Attic ’A@nvaia 
passed through "A@nvaa to’A@nva’, dirabnvasos Eumauos SeiNavos 

Ilecpacevs shew the az shortened in Attic poets’, which comes 
to the same thing as the inscriptional writings Ilespaevs 
Kuda0nvaevs etc.” The case is different with éXaa, caw, KAdo 
etc. Here perhaps a was original,.which. was simplified to a, 
as wt in A@oy to w, or again the a may have been a mistake of 
the grammarians for as, just as the supposed Attic deros, 
which has no support from inscriptions, all of them shewing 

1 Pap. L. 61, col. 4 mpoeAnrAvdurdy ; 

63, 2 yeyovuwv. On Attic inscriptions 
also u appears again during and even 

more after the 2nd century »2.c., 
and in the period of the Empire 

this is much more frequent than the 

simple v, Meisterhans, p. 47. Cp. 

also vedéy (Asia Minor) Sterret Arch. 

Inst. of America 111. p. 331, vyeod 

(viod) Assos do. 1. p. 85 (Christian). 
2 Cp.§12 above. 
3 Thue, vir. 8 (Thom. Mag. p. 172 

R.); nuleeas is given also by our mss. 

except B (which has jucelas). Phile- 

mon Bekk. An. 99, 24 (iv. p. 8 Mein., 

fr. 20 Kock). 

4 Meisterhans, p. 31 ff. Examples 

for a e o from old Attic inscriptions 

given by Cauer C. Stud. vırı. 268 ff. 
5 Ahrens D. A. 100; Meister Gr. 

Dial. 1. 90 f. 

6 Ahrens D. D. 187 f. 

7 Röhl I. Gr. ant. 3724 3, 

Bechtel Insch. d. ion. Dial. 19141 158, 

8 Meisterhans, p. 24, n. 138. 

® Ar. Vesp. 282 etc.; öıxalav Kaibel 

Epigr. 95. Schol. Hephsst. p. 107 W. 
cites ‘A@nvalwy from Eupolis (fr. 35 K.); 

at and of are especially frequent in 
Hipponax. 

1 C. I. A. 1. 50 Kvö. twice; 573 

Ilep. four times with a, once with at. 
Meisterhans, p. 25. 
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aieros’. Lastly for ov the best known and most frequent 
example is roeiv monrns, from which comes Latin poeta; aroıa 
also became oroa*, and in the Attic poets scansions such as 
TotovTos, olos oleı with the first syllable short are frequent. 

If then in their final development the diphthongs az oı eı 
coalesced into the simple sounds 3 (that is ancient Greek n), @ 
(2), 7, yet it follows from this fact of the alternation between az 
and a, ot and o, e and e, that so long as this took place so 
freely, the first elements a o e were still clearly present. A 

shifting also occurs in the converse direction: on inscriptions of 
the third century and on Papyrus we find written Boundpopiwv 
Bomdov oydoins*, in Ionic are found Aavain Tapudains Daı- 

evvös, and ec stands for e in Evveia and the examples, Attic 

and others, mentioned above‘. Less frequently before con- 
sonants (oT, c5 = C); wadaorn in Attic, not maXaıorn’; Tepa- 
oros and T’epavoros in manuscripts®. Tpofyveos has inscriptional 
warrant’. 

1 ’EXaiaı, C. I. A. ıv. 299%, 7 (before 
403); elsewhere with simple a, also 
Iv. 53*, 33 (B.c. 418). According to 
Cauer C. Stud. vi. 270 the origin 

is é\a-ta, cp. also on au=ar ¢ 

Wackernagel K. Z. xxvi1. 278. For 

xdw, KAdw (Voemel Dem. contiones p. 

36) we have no examples on inscript. 
(the mss. waver) ; on alerös Meist. p. 24, 

n. 142. The proper name’ Aeriwy occurs 

as early as 4th cent. at Iasos (Bechtel 

d. Insch. d. ion. Dial. 104, 16); but 

nothing obliges us to take the a in 

this case as long. 

2 sroıd Ar. Eccl. 684, 688; orwıd 

Mitylen, Dial. Inschr. 273; Curt. Etym.5 

216. Attic inscr. have only orod, 

Meisterhans, p. 44, n. 384; orod 

Chalkid. Ditt. Syll. 369, 25. 
3 Meisterhans, p. 45 f.; Born@dv Pap. 

L. 27 (2nd cent. rather incorrect); kara- 

Boys by 567 on the Papyr. in Ionic 

dial. (p. 44, note 2), which I place 

in 4th cent. Also IIpaéwoln Bull. de 

Should any one on the other hand be inclined to 

corr. hell. x. 340 (epitaph of a woman 
of Halikarnassus in Rhodes), Boln@os 

Calymna, Gr. Inscr. Br. Mus. 11. 298, 9. 

4 Bechtel d. Inschr. d. ion. Dial. 

no. 99 (Miletus) ; do. Thas. inscr. in 

the Louvre, p. 26, 28. e for e ceases 

according to Meisterh. p. 46 as early 

as B.c. 250, accordingly much earlier 

than o: for 0; M. refers this to the 

degeneration of the e to a simple 
sound. 

5 C. I. A. u. 167, 1. 321 f. ete.; 

also 834°, 11; in 16, 33 ae in Köhler’s 

transcription is only a mistake. 

6 O. Riemann Bull. de corr. h. 11. 

497. 

7 Besides appearing on the snake- 

pillar at Delphi (cp. Thuc. 1. 132) it 
is also constant, C. I. A. mu. 614; 

Wescher-Foucart, Delph. 4, 50; C. I. 

Gr.1. 106 (whence?) ; Dial. Inschr. 3014 
(Megara). Coins shew Tpat. not be- 

fore Empire, earlier TPO, which points 

to Tpof., Foucart on Le Bas, 11. 388. 
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infer from the Attic Ilorewöearaı from Tloreidara!, that aı had 

the same sound as e, the answer would be obvious, that 

Iloreıöaara, is wanting in euphony and out of all analogy, and 
that in Ionic also Emiorearaı éduvéato were used instead of 
Eriotdaraı édvvaaro*. In like manner we are not by any 
means to conclude from the censure which occurs in Aristopha- 

nes of an inelegantly broad pronunciation of xpéuaio, that the 
elegant pronunciation was already at that time xpéuno’*, but 
rather that a drawling of the diphthong is the object of the 
reproof, or perhaps, since the latter is in this case followed by a 
vowel, a strictly diphthongal pronunciation as opposed to the 
more careless, which allowed the ı to become more evanescent. 

It is certainly possible to pronounce az as well as d@ in very 
different ways. For that az was so early pronounced e and had 
become identical with 7, appears to me in the face of the 
constant separation in script a pure impossibility, as also an 
identity of es and ı, of ov and v; a historical mode of writing 
running counter to the pronunciation is only possible, where 
there is a strict grammatical code, which at that period did not 

exist, and isolated blunders and shiftings make their appearance 
in spite of such a code, especially in the course of so many 
centuries. The only examples however which are brought are 
Iloreıöearaı, a mode of writing which is as invariable as 
IloreiSava on the other side, and next in the third century a 
supposed inscriptional yévyre, which does not exist, as the right 
reading is d7rws yevnt ebpovrio[e‘. This leads then to the 

1¢. I. A. 1. 240, 241, 242, 244; 

but no less also in 238, where the no. 

of letters shews that Kirchhoff is wrong 
in supplying Iloredacjara:. There is 

absolutely no example for the latter 

reading; for Ilore:da-, 236, can just 

as well be completed as Iloredaca (as 

in the preceding list, 235). 
2 Merzdorf C. St. vırı. 188; Cauer 

do. 268. 

3 Bücheler Rh. Mus. 

Aristoph. Nubes 870 ff.: $EIA.—e 

kpena ye. ZOKP.—idod xpenar, ws 

xx. 302; - 

nAldıov epOéyiaro Kal Toicı xelkeoıw 
Steppunxdow. ..Curtius argues against 
Biich. in Stud. 1. 2. 275. 

4 C. I. A. 11. 379, 18, where Köhler 

reads Yevnre gpovtis; cp. Rh. Mus. 

xxxvı. 617. In like manner v. Wila- 
mowitz in the letter of Attalus to the 

priest of Pessinus (Domaszewski Arch. 

Epigr. Mitt. a. Oest. 1884, 95) c. 16 

has corrected the erıorpadheeode xel- 

vous of the editor into -cec@” éx. (Lect. 
epigr. p. 16). 
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arguments to be drawn from elision crasis etc. The aı of most 
verb-endings is, as is well known, not only in Homer but also in 

the Attic comic poets and indeed in prose subject to elision’. 
This fact is explainable without difficulty from the pronuncia- 
tion ai: in the first place légeta’en was pronounced as ka‘en’ 
and as Petraeus; but afterwards the a of this legeta’ was treated 
like that of radra, Néyer’ ev like rar’ ev, though ka was as will 
readily be understood not. in general allowed to shrink up into 
k’, but here crasis was employed. If on the other hand it had 
been legeté (Aéyern, as in Beeotian), I see no possibility of the 
long vowel being elided. Further, crasis furnishes, as G. 
Curtius shews’, especially strong arguments for diphthongal 
pronunciation. Kai ev=xav, ka’ en becoming kan; how could 
ké en become kan? The same applies to «akeivos, cdta, KaoTw 

etc. Now no doubt, where there is a frequent occurrence of a 
certain word-combination, a definite form of crasis might be 
handed down to a period, in which its elements, having in the 
intervening time suffered change, ought properly to give a 
different result: for instance Oarepoyv is good Attic, though the 
form in use there is no longer @repos but érepos. But this is 
clearly not applicable to the crasis of «ai with any chance word 
beginning with e or eı. For oz we have to consider, wovotw from 
pot EOTIV, MOUÖOKEL, povyK@p.ov, covdwxev, KkaiTtovortıv, then 

@lupé, éy@oa, also Gotpatiov like Oaiuarva, all phenomena as 
easily comprehensible on the assumption that oz = 97 9, as they 
are absolutely incomprehensible supposing o to be % With 
regard to the other dialects, giving a passing notice to the Lesbian 
dizreses such as dida oiknv (oixeiv)* I call especial attention to 
the Cyprian writing. This peculiar script, which is entirely inde- 
pendent of that of the ordinary Greek, being not an alphabet 
but a syllabarium, nevertheless expresses all the diphthongs in a 
manner entirely analogous to the. ordinary script, a clear indica- 
tion, that this was conformable to the pronunciation, and a 

1 E.g. Deinarch. 1, 40 rapaxpovové’ the Ion. Papyr. (see p. 44, note 2) 

ipas (according to cod. N and A pr.); KEN ie. x év twice (1. 6). 

2, 3 yevjoecd’ adroyv (according to N 3 G. Curtius Stud. 1. 2, 277 ff. 

pr., A pr.). 4 Ahrens D. A. p. 106. Meister 
2 x& év foundin C. I. 4.11.50; on Gr. Dial. 1, 96, 
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certain proof, that the pronunciation was diphthongal i in (Cyprus. 
For instance a-t-ve-t aiFei (ae), ta-t Ta, pe-t-se-4 TELTEL (Le. 
teiceı from tivw) (n is wanting), ma-to-1 Mäöoı, to-t Te, 
o-na-sa-ko-ra-u ‘Ovacayopav, a-ne-u avev, a-ro-u-ra dpoupa. 

SECTION 15. 

Transformation of EI, AI, OI, in Baotian. 

The above however does not hold good for all dialects, and 
it is the Boeotian, in which we have already recognized the 
beginning of itacism in the case of H, that in the case of these 

diphthongs also has anticipated by centuries the development 
as it took place elsewhere. The Bcotian sound-system, as 
referred to the olic, shews the following changes: 

Fol. n a ab ea m a wi. 
Bet an nn 6 @ v vu 

These alterations however did not all arise simultaneously, 
and it is not till the inscriptions of the third century that we 
find them all complete. eı, wherever it 1s really e +. and not €, 
is in many cases in the earliest monuments and at a later period 
without exception simplified to 4; in those cases, where it 
maintains itself, as in davetov Aopxeldas, ne appears to be 
original, and accordingly we find also eu (=i) in such words, 
pavreia "Avriyeveiios'. AI is retained in the earlier period, 
for instance the older coins of Thebes shew @EBAION ; only in 

Tanagra and Hysie AE is written for a: and a quite in the 
Latin manner: ’Aßaeödopos ie. -Swpos; Em ‘Apewwoxretae’. 
The old Corinthian writing also had this diphthong, there how- 
ever the E was equivalent to «; A@ANAEA, IIBPAEO@BN 

1 Ahrens D. A. 185. Meister Gr. Gr. Dial. 1. 238; Plataiai Lolling 

Dial. 1. 223 f. Aoprelöas Orchomenos Berlin. Monatsber. 1885, 1031 no. 22 

about 330, Dial. Inschr. 470 (ib. 502; ml Aauaeveroe. Terent. Scaur. vu. 

as regards the formation cp. Meister 16 K.: antiqui quoque Graecorum 

in Bezzenberger’s Beitr. v1. 61). hanc syllabam per ae scripsisse tra- 

2 Foucart Bull. m1. 136; Meister duntur. 
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"Adavasia Ilepaeiodev';, AE@PA® also is found on a vase 
which is probably Attic; on the other hand the Thessalian 
Aapicaéwv on coins of Larisa comes not from Aapicaios, but 
from Aapıoa(ı)evs”. At Tanagra we find also corresponding to 
AE the writing OE for os and ws: :Moepıyos, ToAvapatoe ; 

even Priscian compares this Boeotism with Latin oe‘. I consider 
AE OE as real diphthongs; for not only in Latin but also in 
Cymric (Welsh) there is a diphthongal ae oe, distinct from at ot, 
though nearly approximating to them’; the Corinthian writing 
however corresponds exactly to the Oscan 4A, 4\V, 4 being 
the sound midway between 2 and e, just as \ expresses that 
between o and wu.—aAfterwards however the Thebans adopted 
the Ionic H for az, even before the introduction of the common 

alphabet, TeXeornos, "Apiornxnos“, and this is subsequently 

the regular mode of writing everywhere in Beotia’. At this 
time therefore té timé was pronounced with the simple sound 2 
both in the dative singular and in the nominative plural ; for az 
and as also at this time were not distinguished. os on the 
other hand remains, if we except Tanagra, not only in the fifth 

but even in the fourth century, and even subsequently was 
not ousted by the simple writing v®. On very late Boeotian 
inscriptions we find es, which in other instances appears on 
these with the evident value of 7, alternating with v as in res, 
Al rei Baowret (for Bacıreiı pron. basıli), cn TU Tpedwvi[v] (or 
Tpebwvi? ?). 

1 Röhl I. Gr. ant. no. 20, 4, 5; cp. 

above, p. 29. 
2 0,I.Gr. 7746; on the other hand 

Qopae (Ahrens 1. 199, 3) is a wrong 
reading for Qöpat, C. I. Gr. 7374, 

Dial. Inschr. 3127. 

3 Fick Dial. Inschr. 360; Beer- 

mann, Curt. Stud. 1x. 34, compares the 

two forms IleAwvaıdwv and IleAıwvalwov 

from IleX:wvva. 

+ Prisc. Instit. 1853. Kpoeoos on 

a vase, probably Attic, C. I. Gr. 7756, 

Welcker Alte Denkm. 111. 481 ff. 
5 R. Lepsius Standard Alphabet 

p. 172. 

6 Foucart Bull. m1. 136, 140 (Röhl 

no. 300, Dial. Inschr. 700). 
7 Accordingly it must be regarded 

as due to intermixture of the xown, 

that in the Theban Proxeny decree 

in favour of a Carthaginian (Dial. 

Inschr. 719) a: is written throughout. 
8 Ahrens D. A. 194 ff., shewing 

the local differences; Foucart 1. c. 

133 and ıv. 88; Meister Gr. Dial. 1. 

235. 

9 Dial. Inschr. 382 ff. (Chaironeia), 

429 f. (Lebadeia) ; these are all dedi- 

catory documents relating to slaves. 

The example cited 429, Tpedwvt Meist. 
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EI for OI occurs also sporadically in late Attic; oixeı for 
vlxoı occurs in Menander, öveiv is frequent, rots Aosreis is found 

on an inscrip. dating 100 2.c.' The Beeotians did not readily 
admit v instead of oz before a vowel, e.g. in Botwroi*; according 
to the Grammarians also os not v was substituted in Boeotian 
for wt*®. All this is very mysterious and perplexing. If the 
Beeotians finally pronounced ti Di, one cannot understand, why 
in the first word they always added the E, against the pro- 
nunciation and against custom. The EI must it would seem 
have been an attempt to imitate the sound, which appeared to 
their ear something like ei, just as in the Attic öveiv. If 
this is the case, we shall have for the foundation of this e 

in a preceding stage a diphthongal o7, not a monophthongal i, 
and we must suppose, that the early fluctuation between OI 

and T represents a fluctuation of pronunciation. For os and v 
are closely related to one another both in ancient Greek pro- 
nunciation and that of the «oıvn, as we shall shew hereafter. 

But EI is confined to the endings: zrowopéves or TMo-Ioueve = 
Trovovmevot; in these endings (as indeed also in the stems) in 
Latin also ot has become ev (1); Nom. plur. oö -ei -i, Dat. 
ots -eis -ts—The view held by Curtius and Dietrich‘, that in 
Beeotian ot first became uz and then ü, is contradicted both by 
the ancient OE, as also by the fact that TI was never written’, 

although, in accordance with the value of the T prevailing there, 
this would have been the adequate expression for wz. 

(383 oiwv stands for viev, with omission 

of v, which we meet with frequently 

elsewhere, McxoAos Evdpocovay 386). 

1 ofkec Herodian 1. 504, 16; 11. 463, 

31. Aveiy on Attic inscr. Meisterhans, 

p. 124. Tots Aoıreis C. I. A. 1. 467, 12 £. 

= Dittenb. Syll. 347. Cp. ®aAnpe, 

p. 32, n. 2. 

2 Buwrwv, title of Athena Itonia, 

Bull. de corr. hell. 1x. 430. The case 

form rod can become ruf as well as 

rot. 

3 Ahrens D. A. 193 f.; 

Gr. Dial. 1. 249 f. 

Meister 

The case will be 

found to stand thus; rarpoios etc, (o 
before a vowel) was always found in 
Corinna; that in the same rot for ro 

could have stood by the side of éud rv 
(=rol, ol) is not credible. 

4 Curtius Gött. Nachrichten 1862, 

p. 495; Grdz5 706; Dietrich Fleck- 
eisen’s Jahrb. 1872 p. 24. On the 

other hand Beermann (Stud. rx. 41 f.) 
decides for the transition oi, ö. 

5 Mervıxos is said to be found on 

one of the tablets of Styra (Röhl, no. 
372 75°); see however Bechtel Inschr. 

d. ion. Dial. p. 18 (no. 197), 
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SECTION 16. 

Later Simplification of EI to 2 (e). 

We must now with reference to the remaining dialects and 
the Greek language as a whole separate the diphthongs which 
have hitherto been treated in common and first of all give our 
especial attention to EI. Outside of Bceotian the examples for 
an early simplification of this diphthong to ı are not numerous 
nor are they sufficiently trustworthy. We must of course place 
in a separate category abbreviations in particular words, as for 
instance in the month-name Ilooıdewv, which in Attic also is 

always so written; the same is true of recurring forms such as 
Xipwv for the Centaur, which may lay claim to pass as correct’. 
The ending -«Alöns for -«rAeidns may be derived from -«Xos 
not «Ans, accordingly even on the lead tablets of Styra* in 
Euboa, which seemed to furnish the most numerous examples 
of ı for eı, nothing more is left which can be considered trust- 
worthy. But without doubt from the end of the third century 
onwards, EI, and that both genuine and spurious without ex- 
ception, was simplified in this way in the most diverse regions 
of Hellas. Our evidence for this is drawn from the same 
documents, from which we gained our information on the fate 

1 ¢. I. Gr. 7400, 7687, 8185, 8287, 
8359, (7870). For Xelpwv there is only 

one untrustworthy example. Cp. Meis- 

terhans, p. 43. 

3 Kretschmer Zitschr. f. vgl.Sprachf. 

Ix. 159, on XJapexAldas of a Corinthian 

vase (Dial. Inschr. 3121); Bechtel 

Inschr. d. ion. Dial. p. 36 (Lead 

tablets). On SuAarylpns on & tablet 

(Röhl 37238; B, 1914) it must be 

noted, that Afyepa in Achaia, whence 
the name comes, appears when cor- 

rectly written to have an ı just as 27a- 
yıpos, AITI, Alyıparav on coins (Fried- 

länder Z. f. Numismatik p. 6; Cata- 

logue of Greek coins Peloponn. p. 17), 

Alyıpa Inscr. of Lagina Bull. de corr. 

h. 1x, 444 frg. M, 2 col. 3 (81 2.c.); 

Alylpwv proper name Inscr. Epidaur. 

"Edy. dpx. 1887, p. 9 ff. 1. 38; Alyı- 
para, Wescher-Foucart 109. On the 

other hand Alyeparns Oropus ’Ed. 
1885, p. 97 ff. 1. 2 and 31 (soon after 
115 2.c.). The Bootian Srarylpafo] 

Röhl no. 382 (Dial. Inschr. 566) is not 
evidence for either side of the question. 

On the lead tablets there still re- 

mains-Il:pıdos (IleplOovs) R. 312, but 
guarantee for this reading is wanting, 

cp. Bechtel on no. 297 (p. 29). I may 

also cite: dapxés Sparta R. no. 69 
(only in a bad copy of Fourmont); 

’Apıorlöas Sparta ib. 84; "HpaxXlöns 

Halic. Bull. de corr. h. ıv. 297 B, 8 

(elsewhere the same occurs with e; 

cp. "Apxaydpw for -pew ib, 1, 8). 
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of the diphthongs as we nı, namely the Delphian manumission 
documents and the Egyptian Papyri. These writers of the 
second century were in perfect ignorance, where they ought to 
put « and where ev, and wrote Eipis, retuas and conversely 
mapauıvaro and iepis', and if the Delphian masons at least 
left the short ı to itself, the Egyptians allowed this to be 
mixed up in the universal confusion, (zi and &oreiv, ocup- 
bwvoüceı, nrevos, Stet, pecCover®, There are however two 

exceptions. First a p following exercises a certain protective 
power over the E-sound, which is seen also in Latin and in 
modern Greck (£epds); accordingly Zwrnpa and yépa are 
written, just as éxeynpia is found on an early Delphian 
record with what appears to be strict Doric n, for which 
however the Delphian dialect has es”. Secondly the ordinary 
equivalent before vowels is n or e, wnvina mAnas tradna 
oixnotns, Topeav evOéas Sidacxaréa*, and this holds its 
ground for a long time, so that e.g. in a decree from Byzan- 
tium of the time of Tiberius’, ypyas, mAnovas, émirddnor, 

1 Wescher-Fouc, no. 108, 435, 82, 

365. Cp. Bull. de corr. h. v. 42,= 

Dial. Inschr. 1539, Dittenb. 294, Pho- 

kian official record from beginning of 

2nd cent. (after 181 B.c., Dittenb.), in 

which Zips occurs (by Zreiplwv) and 

kAapwoi, and further what was said 

above on the final confusion of Beotian 

ec with «.—For Athens cp. Meisterh. 

p. 38 f. 

2 Papyr. 1 of the Louvre, which is 

by no means the most incorrect, fur- 

nishes these and other examples. In 

the Papyrus published by H. Weil 

1879, which contains fragments of 

Euripides and other poets, we find 

éwel=é€ml, wepel, xapew (xapır), Baceı- 

Aeioons, Körpewöos and others without 

number. 

3 Lwrhpa (-pav) C. I. A. wu. 469, 
22; 111. 368; xépa Papyr. L. no. 50 77 

xepel, xépas, xepös (and xtpav) ; 61 col. 5 

xépa; do. Pap. Lond. (Wessely Wiener 
St. 1886, 203) xiv. 11, Cp. danpoy 

Scott Fragm. Herculan. p. 219 f. (col. 
15, 29); but the same gives also dyva 

for deiva twice Append. xxxvım. 1, 9 
(Philod. x. davarov A col. xxxvm.). This 
calls to mind the Lat. i pingue, written 

ei e i.—Lat. cyperus (-um) küre(i)pos ; 

but Epirus pirata etc.—Exexnpla Am- 

phictyonic decree C, I. A. 11. 645 1. 48, 

49 (the H which was suspected by 
Ahrens has been confirmed for both 

places by U. Köhler and by myself); 

Evxnpov Delph. Dittenb. Syll. 198, 73. 

4 The examples are from Pap. 1. 

both sides (on reverse side= Pap. 63, 
col. 2 xplas). Mnvırav Pap. 1, col. 15, 

wrongly read wunvırav by editor and 

wrongly emended to umrialar; cp. 

unwıelas Pap. 61, col. 8.—At Delphi 

ay dpeov, -yuvatxeov, Kaddcxparna ete. 

5 C.I. Gr. 2060, Dial. Inschr. 3059. 

(Erawvnoda: ib. not=eraweisda: but a 
perfect, cp. Dial. Inschr. 3078, Dittenb. 

246, 92 etc.) oixjov moAırnav (Amorg.) 

Bull. de corr. h. vit. 445. 
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aGoauyjwtoy are written consistently. In like manner an 

inscription of Cos shews Ka:oapna, "Aypimmna, ‘Hpaxdna, 
on the other hand ‘AzoAXovea, ‘Acxdrarecia, Auovvocıa, 

Awpeıa", where the pronunciation was -ia, being in some cases 
original, in some cases owing to contraction, "AcxAamicaa 
Asklapta. For in those cases where this es is preceded by an ı, 
either « can arise, as in pyvinav and Xaparınov on the 

Papyri, or again 7, as in vulgar uyeia (hygia) instead of üyiesa, 
rauetov instead of rauıeiov”. There is no especial degree of 
consistency to be found in the Latin representation of ez before 
vowels; Aeneas, Medea, Alexandrea and Alexandria, Dareus 

and Darius, Clio, Iphigenia; in words taken over at an early 
period shortening occurs: platea, balineum Bandaveior, in 
general even at a later period e predominates. The un- 
certainty of the Greek pronunciation is sufficiently established 
by émerndios and Epumvia on a Papyrus of Herculaneum‘; in 
the times of Terentianus Maurus an 7 was heard in Greek in 
Mydea, Aiveias’, and this agrees with the fact that 7 is no 
longer written in such words on Attic inscriptions of the 
second century A.D.° But that previously the E-sound predo- 
minated, may fit in with the fact, that es from the earliest times 
had a tendency to lose the e before a vowel. For the rest the 
simplification to 7 was already complete over the whole Greek 
speech-area before the beginning of the Christian era’, and 

1 Dittenberger Syll. 399, cp. 400 
(where ’Aro\\wmea occurs, 88 "EXev- 

Gepret for -pet -ri Athens, Meisterh. p. — 

39). 

2 So also in late Boeotian Bes relwv 

i.e. Thispion for Oeacmrtelwy, Bull. de 

corr. h. 111. 385= Dial. Inschr. 816.— 

‘Yyia Athens, Meisterh. 1. c. 
3 Cp. Priscian 1. § 54f.; K. L. 

Schneider Ausf. Gr. 1. 69 ff. 
4 Gomperz Wiener Akad. Bd. 88, 

p. 91 f. 
5 Terentian. Maur. v. 441, 458. 

6 Meisterh. p. 37, n. 306 (we must 

however notice here ve» =vnov, vaor 

on the Roman inscript. of Herodes 

Attikos, C. I. Gr. 6280, v. 96; also 

arpeies v. 77). 
7 To avoid useless prolixity, I will 

only refer to the inscr. of Halesa C. I. 

Gr. 5594, where pewds petva occurs by 
the side of pwds pia. On this point 

it must be remarked, that according 

to Etym. Gud. 80, 48 Aristarchus 
affirmed that jels was the spelling, on 

account of the derivation from péw; 
also 6els instead of @is on account of 

GelverOar, As regards the supposed con- 
fusion of e and nthere is need of greater 

discrimination; for instance I cannot 

admit, that on the Pap. in Wessely 
W. Stud. 1882, 175 vroAnyYewv tvexa 

(sie) is=üroXelyewv (cp. ib. p. 196). Of 
von Herwerden’s examples some may be 
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even if in the second century B.C. care and culture were still 
able to give not only ws and dz, but also es its due and no more 
than its due’, nevertheless this soon ceased to be a possibility, 
and the distinction of es and ı had become a cruz orthographica’. 
In many cases the resource adopted was to write ec in all cases 
for long 7, as on the inscription of Byzantium, which has been 
cited, reıuäs and. woXeiras” regularly; this however never 
became a universal and fixed mode of writing, and the Gram- 

marians, especially Herodian, took pains in the opposite direction 
everywhere to ascertain and carry out the historical method. 
Even at the present day an orthographic correction is nowhere 
more frequently necessary than in the case of 4 and e. For 
instance we write « wrongly instead of the diphthong in the 
following words, éreoa Teiow and in all the derivatives of 
rivo‘; peryvumt, pel—w, Meıkias, etc’, Dresvods, Prevacror, 

explained grammatically, very many 
contain 7 for eı before a vowel (p); ra 
for elra C. I. A. 111. 39 is found in an 

inscription which is very imperfectly 
handed down; finally XoAAXYöns m1. 82 

shews 7 for n.—In Latin there are 

certainly some examples, where the E 
sound has remained even when fol- 

lowed by consonants (hypotenusa, Po- 

lycletus). 
1 Of the Papyri of the 2nd century 

the following are correct and trust- 

worthy in disputed questions: Louvre 

2 (dialectics), 15 (judicial verdict), 22 
(petition); Taur. 1. (verdict). Also on 

inscriptions: Olbia C. I. Gr. 2058; 

Delphi Bull. de corr. h. v. 157 (State- 

record), The inscription of the Mys- 

teries of Andania (93 B.c.) has only 

one blunder arorıcarw 1. 78; for the 

writing eiudrıov eluarıcuos is conform- 

able with the dialect. With regard to 

Attica in 2nd cent. see Dittenberger 

Herm.ı.414; Meisterh. p. 38, according 

to whom the confusion properly begins 

there about 100 2.c. 

2 Mar. Victor. p. 17K. says, ortho- 

graphia Graecorum ex parte maxima 

in ista littera consistit. nam...et in 

quibusdam mediis interponitur verbis, 

ut “Acdys, et in extremis, ut edxn et 

ropevn, et dativis casibus adjungitur, 

quamvis non enuntietur; et eadem 

subjecta e litterae facit longam sylla- 
bam ec. 

3 In like manner e.g. C. I. Gr. 1798 

(Epirus), 2059 (Olbia), 2335 (Tenos). 

Cp. Quintil. 1.7.15 (cp.p.10,n, 2 above); 

Priscian 1. 50: quam (ei diphthongum) 

pro omni 7 longa scribebant more 

antiquo Graecorum. (Fairly regular in 
_ the Greek text of the Monum. Ancyr.) 

4 Sauppe de duobus titulis Tegeat, 
(Gött. 1876); Blass Pref. Isocr. vol. 11. 

5 Examples in proper names are 

frequent; C. I. A. 11. 575 Medclas; 

Kuman. ’Erıyp. Erır. 97 Mecétadov, 105 

do., 102 Mel£ırros, 1284 Meı£lönuos ; 

Bull. de corr. h. 11. 575 Meck&yévny, VI. 

482 Meı£ıyevnv. Herwerden Lap. Testim. 

29; Meisterh. p. 40. Many examples 

also for ciumuexros, Meisterh. p. 142, 

n. 1253; Riemann Rev. de phil. rx. 91; 

anelxroıs Pap, L. 22 (Ewınelteı 63, 8 and 

ovupeitaı 49 of small value as evidence 

on account of the incorrectness of this 
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TloreiSata, Evreaios and consequently also in eirea (willow)’, 
in the names of the letters rei, yet, Fei, etc. Conversely we 

keep eı wrongly instead of ¢ in oixtipw @xtipa*; cupos®; 
Zırmvos‘; Kayıpos Zrayıpos’; from the name of the deme 
"Epixeca may be inferred épixn (heath). Besides üyeia and 
Tanelov, Erreikeıa and eiv for mieiv, Hyginus üyıeıvös® may be 
cited as vulgar modes of writing to be explained by the con- 
traction of ı and ev. It appears then from so many indirect testi- 
monies added to those which are direct (such as Quintilian’s 

remark, that the Greek es had the same value as the e of the 

early Romans, that is to say long 2"), and further from Latin 
equivalents, such as Pisistratus Dinarchus, that already in the 

Roman period, before our era, there was no distinction in 
pronunciation between ı and eı®. Let us now see, whether the 
state of affairs is even approximately the same in the case of 
the other diphthongs of a similar kind and first of all in the 
case of at. 

piece); letters of the Pergamenes (p. 
49, note 3) D, 10 cuppettar. See also 

Curtius Vb.? 165. 
1 Meisterh. 39 ff.; G. Meyer? p. 128. 

$Xeoüs inscrip. of Lagina, p. 59, 

note 1. 

2 Four examples for olxripew; C. I. 

A. 1. 463 (by means of which the fact 
was first established by Kirchhoff), 
Suppl. 477°, 477, Röhl I. Gr. antiq. 

325 (Thessaly). (On the other hand 

exotxretpov Epidaur. Inscrip. of Isyllus 

"Edn. apx. 1885, 69 ff. 1. 67, which 

with oWtorrı 1. 70 serves as a proof, 

that the Philippos of the inscr. is the 

son of Demetrius, and accordingly the 

inscrip. dates from the beginning of 

the 2nd cent., Fleckeisen’s Jahrb. 1885, 

822.) 
3 Inser. of Eleusis Bull. de corr.h. ıv. 

226; see also Voemel on Dem. vit. 45. 

4 Numerous exx., for instance Bull. 

de corr. h. 11. 570 ff. (Delos); Halik. 

ib. ıv. 303; Messene (ZıAavös) ib. v. 

151; Korkyra Dial. Inschr. 3220; see 

Meisterh. 432, 3 ff. 

5 See the Attic tribute lists (Her- 
werden 25, 35, Meisterh. n. 357, 373). 

As regards uayeıpos the testimony is 

contradictory: HOMATIROZ Epidaur. 

"Ed. apx. 1885, 197; yayıpos Corcyra 
Dial. Inschr. 3212; but yayeıpındv C. I. 

dA. m. 163, 28 (time of Lycurgus). 

6 éwelxeca e.g. C. I. Gr. 2264 

(Tenos); on reiv see Jacobs 4. Pal. 111. 
p. 684; Fleckeisen in his Jahrb. 1870, 

p. 71. 

7 Quint. 1. 7. 15 (see p. 10, n. 2 
above). The passage of Nigidius in 
Gellius xıx. 14. 8 is unfortunately 
corrupt. 

8 This was recognized by Ceratinus 
(p. 3, n. 1 above) p. 374 ed. Haverc. 
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SECTION 17. 

Later history of Al. 

Outside of Boeotia the oldest example, which G. Meyer 
produces, for the confusion of aı with e ı n, is avampepnuevou 
(i.e. aunpnuevov) by the side of [avar]parpnyévos on a Thasian 
inscription of about the fourth century’. It is thought then, 
that the lIonians of Thasos said aipaipnuaı, instead of 

apaipnyaı of Herodotus; but I can think of nothing more 
intrinsically suspicious, than a form which not only is very 
clumsy, but is not even really read (on the stone). It is 
certainly much more likely, that in this dialect too short- 
ening has taken place, avepaipnuaı or avaipépnuat*; in any 
case the example is isolated and not such as to warrant general 
inferences. 

In the next place for the third century the Reuchlinians 
have that great crowning proof, the epigram of Callimachus, 
where Echo returns the words vasyi kaAos with dAros eye, 
that is necht-echi®. The lines run according to the traditional 
reading, Avoavin, ov de vatyi Kados Kados' adAXG Trplv eimeiv 
tovto cages, Hyw pyot tis “ddXos Exewv.” I however think 
with Henrichsen‘, that Callimachus was far too subtle a poet, 
to present to us such an absurd Echo, as to repeat the words 
addressed in reverse order. Since moreover tes is unsuitable 
as applied to "Hy, we shall probably be right in accepting 
E. Petersen’s® emendation, Avoavin, ad de vaıyl Kados Kados’ 

1 Bergmann Herm. 111, 233 (Bechtel * Bechtel supposes qvalparp. and 
Inschr. d. ion. Dial. no. 71). “Avacpep. sees in the 2nd form inner reduplica- 
‚stands there twice,...pacpnu. once. (To tion as in wiraror. 

explain the Lesbian aluovs=jmous 3 Callim. A. P. xr. 28. 

from the orthographical representation 4 P. 134, ff. 

of & by a, as is done by G. Meyer? 5 E. Petersen Progr. Dorpat 1875; 
§ 37, 113, is more than questionable, Schneider suggests &AXor Exe. Wila- 

since this dialect shews elsewhere not mowitz Hom. Unter. 350 considers 

the slightest trace of such confusion, Echo as the reply which necessarily 
and it is evident that in afuicus alulovos follows and denies any intentional 
Aicloöos we have a peculiar phonetic jingle. 

development.) 
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ANA piv eimeiv TodTO cadas 'Hxw, pnoi tis AAAos Exew. 

Accordingly the mention of echo applies to the repetition of 

xados and there is no longer any question of a harmony of 
sound between vacyi and éye. Should any one however prefer 
to take it as an instance of parechesis, nothing is easier than by 
reading gyot tus aAAos “éyw” to restore such between 'Hxw 
and éyw. But a positive refutation can be given in the fol- 
lowing manner. If in the time of Callimachus there was no 
distinction in the most cultivated court speech between the 
sounds a: and e, in the vulgar speech of the second century 
there can have been absolutely no difference whatever. In 
that case however uneducated writers must of necessity con- 
found az and e (or 7) in the same degree, that they intermix ev 

and : t,o and w and so on. What then are the facts of the case ? 

The somewhat incorrect astronomical papyrus in the Louvre 
has opäre' for öpäataı once. The fragments of writing on the 
reverse side of the same shew no error. The same may be said 
of papyrus No. 23, where besides &oreiv etc., aomaoawevos THY 
payatpay stands for oracapevos and mivovres for meıvaaaı. 
On the other hand on No. 43 we find Eppwodaı for -ade and 
eiönraı ; on 40 ayopacedwxe = ayopacar édwxe, with which may 
be compared ypav6’ os, mepiwkodounkev avtovs on another 
Papyrus’. On Weil’s large papyrus’ mıorevoeraı stands for 
-cate, extetate for -rarat, Baiveras for -re; for tov pev 

Eevarxewy for tov (To) un ‘Eeveyxetv* is an unintelligible cor- 
ruption and cannot be regarded as evidence. And never- 
theless these bungling copies bristle with the most crying 
confusions of es and © and such like errors. Accordingly it is 
quite plain that the a: of the verb-endings -odaı -raı sounded 
in the speech of the uneducated like the e of the endings -oGe 
-re; but then these are cases, where the diphthong was from 
of old liable to elision and had no influence on the accent; the 

representation by e not by 7 may be to some extent connected 

with this weakening. But we nowhere read nuepn (-pe) for -paı, 
or «7 («é) for al, or np@ for aipw ; on the contrary EXav is the 

1 Pap. L. 1, col. 17, 11. 3 Col. 5, 13; reverse side col. 4, 5, 19. 

2 Wessely W. Stud. 1886, 206. 4 Col. 4, 17. 

P. 5 
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shortened form of é\aov, as Zapamınv of -mıeiov'; it is there- 

fore quite impossible, that as was at that time universally 
confounded with e n and had ceased to preserve the A-sound. 
The contemporary inscriptions are perfectly free from examples 
of interchange, even those from* Delphi in other respects so 
incorrect; on those from Attica the confusion of az and e 

cannot be proved before the second century A.D.” It may 
be mentioned that where in the period of the Empire ae is 
written as e, this is expressed not only by e but also by 7, for 
instance on an inscription from the Thracian Chersonese we 
find «n twice side by side with yuvexi,” H@notos* on a papyrus. 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus furnishes an unmistakeable testimony 
for the correct pronunciation of the Augustan period; he says 
that «ai "A@nvaiwv in Thucydides is a case of harsh compo- 
sition, since the sounds of the ı of «ai and the a of ’Alnvalwv 

could not blend into one”. Demetrius the rhetorician declares 
the name Aiain to have a particularly harmonious sound®, 
surely however not pronouncing it eee. In the next place the 

Grammarians describe av in contra-distinction to @ as 7 as Öi- 
Pboyyos n expwvodcea ro ı', an expression which, to say the least 
of it, is very ill suited to as=e; for in that case why should 
it not be 7 icodvvayotea Ton? This description caused even 
Aldus Manutius® to recognize and insist on the distinction 
between the modern Greek pronunciation of the diphthongs 
and the genuine ancient sound.—If then in spite of all this the 

1 Pap. L. no. 31. 

2 That I may pass over nothing, 

I notice the Rhodian verse inscription 

Amathou (='AmedAob?) in 'APhv. 11. 

226. On the inscr. of Mylasa C. I. 

Gr. 2693° (Rhodian money ; no Roman 

names), 2693! xé, "Apıoreverov, ‘Ezéveros 
do not occur at all; see more correct 

copy Le Bas v. 416, 414. 

3 Meisterhans, p. 262. 

4 Bull. de corr. hell. rv. 514; Kaibel 

Epigr. 372; Pap. L. no. 19. Cp. how- 

ever p. 38, n. 1 above, p. 69, n. 2 below. 

5 Dionys. =. ow6. p. 167: % Trav 

guvnévrwy mapdGeots — dtaxéxpovxe TO 

ovvexes THS apuovlas Kal diéoraxe, wavy 

alaO@nrov tov peratd) AaBodca xpdvor. 

axépacrol re yap ai dwval rod TE ı Kal Tod 

a, Kal amoxérroveat Tov NXov. 

6 Demetr. x. &punv. § 69: wodAd 52 

kal dia uövwv Tov bwunevrwv ovvriänow 

(scil. 7 ouvhdeıa) dvönara, olov Alaly 

kal Ettos, ovöev re Svogwrdrepa Tür 

@rAwv dort raira, aAX tows kal pover- 

Kwrepa, 

7 B. 4. p. 1214; more correctly 
elsewhere 7 ac dlp0. 4 Exovoa TO ı éx- 

Pwvovpevov. 

8 Cp. above, p. 2. 
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opinion prevails with regard to this very diphthong, that it 
had become simple e at an early period, the real reason must 
be sought in the fact, that it represents Latin ae and is 
represented by ae’; for even Corssen gives to this ae the value 
of German dä. But it is just as reasonable to draw inferences 
from Greek as with regard to the pronunciation of Latin ae, as 
the converse, since express testimony to ae=e is only to be 
produced from the period of the late Empire”. In the first 
place it seems to me certain, that AE was originally intended 
to represent a diphthong, just as much as the Cymric ae 
mentioned above. In old times the spelling az prevailed in 
Latin also; afterwards however an e-sound was thought to be 
heard in the second element, or rather the intermediate sound 
between e and 2, often written ei; hence arose about 200 B.c. the 

spelling ae, about 130 B.c. aei as in conquaeisivei, Caeicilius®. 
This latter corresponds exactly to the Oskan, where the 7 
tending to become e (N) stands as the second element. Now 
the difference between such an ae and az is sufficiently slight, 
to cause the one to be readily substituted for the other in 
transcription. Moreover the Greeks are not the only people 
who have heard in ae a diphthong similar to ai, but also the 
Ancient Germans, as is unmistakeably shewn by the living 
pronunciation of German Kaiser derived from Caesar. If so 
early as Varro’s time there was a fluctuation in isolated words 
between e and ae, sceptrum scaeptrum, faenerator fenera- 
tria* (and pretor and Cecilius are given even by Lucilius as 
examples of ase A language’), this is in no way different 
from the fluctuation prevailing at the same period between au 

1 Except in words borrowed at an 

early period such as Aiax, Maia, cra- 

pula xpavrady. 
2 So Terent. Maur. v. 490: hanc 

enim (the diphthong éu)si protrahamus, 

a sonabit, e et u (that is ae (é) the 

lengthening of & (£) will be the first 

element). Sergius in Donat. ı. 520, 28 

K of e; quando correptum est, sic sonat 

quasi diphthongos. But Terent. Scaur. 

vir. 16k: sed magis in illis (words with 

ae, formerly written with ai) e novis- 

sima sonat. At that period then (that 

of Hadrian) it was not yet sounded as 
a simple e, but a followed by e. Seel- 
mann Auspr. d. Lat. 224. 

8 Corssen Ausspr.? 1. 676; Seelmann 

167. 
4 Varro L. L. vu. § 96 (cp. v. 97); 

in fen. e is original, Corssen? 327. 

5 ib. 

5—2 
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—o (u): plaustrum plostrum caudex codex, claudo cludo, Claudius 
Clodius. Whoever then does not deny, that the Romans 
pronounced au as a diphthong, must allow to ae the value 
of a real diphthong. Moreover Varro by no means says, that 
the writing fluctuates between sceptrum and scaeptrum, but: 
partim dicunt sceptrum, partim scaeptrum, and we must 
interpret what precedes in accordance with this: in pluribus 
verbis A ante E alii ponunt: (in pronunciation) alii non’. 
Should the question be asked, why the Romans made scaep- 

trum scaena out of oxnmrpov oxnvn, if they did not pronounce 

the sound as skena, but rather as skaena, I suggest that these 
forms shew an intermediate form between the oxamtpov cxava 

of Magna Graecia, which the Romans received first, and the 

axnmrpov oxnvn of the xo.vn which reached them at a later 

period. For although »=e, no Roman of ancient times 
thought of writing Daemaetrius or thaesaurus, but ae for n is 
confined to the two words in question, in these however and 

especially in scaena the writing is almost without exception. 
Diphthongizing has also taken place sporadically in austrum = 
ostrum (doTpevov) and in Latin words such as ausculum ( faenus 
faenum); just as ai—e, so au—o lie very near together in sound, 
and foreign words adapted to popular use are especially liable 
to peculiar treatment”. It is also worthy of mention, that 
Latin poets occasionally scan Phaethon as a dissyllable, by no 
means however with a pronunciation so remote from the 
original sound as Phethon; Quintilian calls this ovvaipeais®. 

At the period then, in which Latin ae became the simple 
sound, that is in the third and still more in the fourth century‘, 

the Greek aı also had suffered the same fate’; but up to that 
time as and ae may be considered to have preserved their 

1 See also Gellius xvı. 12. 8: 

(Varro) M. Catonem et ceteros aetatis 

eius feneratorem sine a littera pro- 

nuntiasse tradit. 

2 Prisc. 1. 52; Seelmann p. 163 f. 

8 Quintil. 1. 5. 17: quod cuwalpeow 

et ouvaXoıdhv Graeci vocant—, qualis 

est apud P. Varronem: tum te flagranti 

deiectum fulmine Phaethon. Nam si 

esset prosa oratio, easdem litteras 
enuntiare veris syllabis licebat. 

4 Corssen 1.7 p. 692 f. Seelmann 

224 f. 

5 In Coptic loan-words e was writ- 

ten, Stern Kopt. Gr. 36. 
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character of double sounds, not indeed in the mouths of the 

people’, nevertheless in the cultivated speech. The oldest 
testimony as regards aı =&, corresponding to that of the later 
Latin Grammarians on ae as the lengthened form of the open &, 
is to be found in the treatise of Aristides Quintilianus zrepi 
poovotxns, which is placed by some in the second, by others in 
the third or even the fourth century, but which judging by 
the names of those to whom the author dedicates it, Eusebius 

and Florentius, certainly cannot belong to the second”. The 
evidence drawn by the followers of Reuchlin from transcrip- 
tions in the Septuagint is quite worthless. For the fact of 

Bethel being written Baıd7X and Elam Airau? does not shew 
that ar =e, but rather, if indeed it shews anything at all, that 

Hebrew Tsere with Yod quiescens was represented by az. In the 
first place it ought logically to have been written Baıdair, if 
the sound were the same in both syllables, and in the second 
place the combination of Cholem with Vau quiescens is perfectly 
analogously represented by av: Avvavy Onan, Naßav Nebo‘. 
Finally this point too does not appear to me proven, that so 
early as the second century A.D. Herodian had given ortho- 
graphic rules on au and e”. 

1 The wall inscriptions of Pompeii 

shew the greatest confusion, both be- 

tween ae and e, and between a and e. 

For example, sometimes cinaedus some- 

times cinedus; no. 1684 etati maeae, 

haberae; 733 evdadaı xaroıkei, pndev 

eloeualrw (i.e. elovérw, eloirw) xaxdu (here 

too it is evident that Lat. é Gr. n=é, 

Latin & Gr. e=e, cp. p. 37, n. 5 above). 

2 Aristid. m. povs. p. 56 Jahn 

(93 Meibom.): ro 8 € H7Xv uev éort card 

TO nAeiorov ws mpoelpnraı (‘has a femi- 
nine character in contra-distinetion to 

the masculine o and the neutral a”), r@ 

dé Tov duorov 7xXov emipalvew, el Exra- 

deln, TT at EipOoyyw, ypapouévy did. Tod 

d, Er éddxicrov (“in a very slight 
degree”) 7ppévwra:.—As regards the 

period of Aristides, cp. Jahn in the intro- 

For why not also on 7 and az? H 
was at that period certainly still e. There are moreover at the 

duction ; what the latter says p. xxx. f. — 

against Cesar’s argument from the 

names, has not the least significance. 

8 Frankel Vorstudien zur Septua- 

ginta p. 115; O.de Lagarde Onomastica 

sacra, Bn9- (Bed-) is found for Ba:d- 

in other names, but -n\ (simple Tsere) 

is never written -aıX\. 

4 Frankel ib. p. 116. 

5 I must here run counter to the 

authority of Lenz, who tries to prove 

(Herod. p. c1.), that H. has given such 

rules, and who accordingly collects 
from the Byzantine writers everything 

having reference to this in the frag- 

ments wepi 6p@oypadlas, while he sets 

aside their rules on 7 -eı -t, ot -v, 0 -w (cp. 

p. ci. f.). But the proofs are neither 

numerous nor sufficiently strong. 
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present time hardly any instances of uncertainty of writing 
with regard to az and the E-sounds. It is a ridiculous thing, 
that the name of the well-known Athenian, who fell at Marathon, 

is written Kuvaiyespos instead of Kuvéyetpos, in which latter 
spelling it gives the intelligible sense “urger of the hounds” 
and may be compared with Kvvopras. According to Moeris 
tooth-ache is in Attic nuwdia, in Hellenistic aipwdia'; but the 

Attic form is perhaps an invention of someone who found the 
imperfect of the verb aiuwdrav written HMOQAIA®. The form 
onpaia (standard) for oneia is erroneous: all the older 
Inscriptions such as the Monumentum Ancyranum, and also the 
oldest manuscript of Polybius, shew either -ei- or, which comes 
to the same thing, -7- or -e-, which latter form explains the false | 
-ai-. The extraordinary contrast to the confusion in the case 
of EI -I is unmistakeable. 

SECTION 18. 

Subsequent history of OI. 

OJ appears to have become confounded with v at about the 
same time, that aı was confounded with e It had never been 

very far removed from this sound; if the attempt is: made to 

Steph. Byz. 'Aßarawvor: modus ZexeAlas, 
ovderépws xal mpomapokvröovws, kal 7 

mapa\nyovoa da dipOoryyou, ws ‘Hp. ev 
iy wept ovderépwrv. Are these the ipsis- 

sima verba of Herodian, or has he not 

rather merely set ‘ABdx. under the 

neuters in -awov? Theogn. xu. 26 

(Lenz 11. 409) etymology of xalrn from 

‘Hp. Ev ry opdoypadla. Is it really 

likely that he intended by the ety- 
mology (from xpar® «parn) to guard 

against the barbarous writing xern? 
P. 410, an etymology of dxpı is cited 

from the same work. Eustath. 1392. 

23 (L. ib.) on -yatnoxos and Yyeoüxos 

ynodxos, from Didymus and Herodian. 
This is an isolated case if one at all. 

The 4th passage (Jo. Alex. 18, 23) 

Lenz himself ceases on mature con- 

sideration to reckon as belonging to 

the fragments of Herodian. And now 
with these compare the abundance of 

instances, even out of mepl povnpous 

Aé~ews, in the case of ec -ı,a -a etc.! In 

the same way Marius Victor. (see above 
p. 62, n. 2) says that the orthography of 

the Greeks had to do for the most part 

with « mute and ec; there is no mention 

of ac. 

1 Moer. 198.15; al». isin many cases 

the traditional reading in Aristotle. 

2 Timokles in Ath. vr. 241 a uses 

the form yuwöla in such a context, that 

any one might well take it for the sub- 
stantive. 

.8 Dittenberger Syll. p. 489. 
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pronounce oı really with the closed o, as must be done in 
accordance with what has been said above, the small interval 

separating it from ü will be remarked. Consequently Eustathius 
may be right in seeing intentional alliterations in the Homeric 
LAKVAAN koiAns, Xapvßdıs avappoıBöei‘, and there is a close 
connection between words like Aotyos Aurypös, kolpavos Kuptos”. 
Accordingly there is no more need to assume any intermediate 
step, in order to explain the common Greek transition of oz to v, 
than to assume such a step between az and e. The transition 
through ur assumed by Curtius and others was destitute of 
actual traces even in Beotian; that through 6 must be 
decidedly rejected both for that dialect and for the Greek 
dialects taken as a whole”. For it is always open to suspicion 
to enrich a language with a new sound taken from other 
languages; moreover 6 that is the sound intermediate between 
o and ¢ is no nearer to oz than is %, which forms the middle 

point between u and 7. Latin oe, by which oz is regularly 

represented except in Trova and anquina (äykoıva)* which 
were taken over at an early date, was in my opinion? just 
as much as ae and for as long a time as the latter a real 
diphthong, but afterwards passed not like ae into an open but 
into a closed e‘. Whether it was at any intermediate period 
6, I do not venture to decide; still it seems dangerous even 

here to assign this special sound to such an extremely small 
number of words in the language. As regards the time of the 
transition of os to v, we find isolated examples of the simple 
spelling so early as a papyrus of the second century B.c., but 
only where it is accompanied by very negligent orthography 
and grammar: avuyere, avyvw". The later inscriptions in 
general interchange ov with v in the same degree as au with 

1 Eustath. on Il. A. 406, Od. u. 104 

(long ago cited by the followers of 

Reuchlin). 
2 Curtius Etymol.5 p. 658 f. 

3 This transition is favoured by 

Beermann, Curt. Stud. 1x. 41 f. 

4 On anquina see Boeckh Seewesen 

152. 

5 K. L. Schneider Gramm. 1. 1, 77, 

Seelmann Auspr. 226 f. hold the same 
view. 

6 This is shewn by its representa- 
tion in Romance by e (Diez Gramm. 1.? 

170), while ae corresponds to Romance 
ie; oe and @ are treated entirely alike, 
and © was closed, Schuchardt Vulgär- 
latein 11. 151. Seelmann 227. 

7 Pap. L. 50 (160 2.c.), 51, 
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e 7'; the orthographic rules on os v belong to the period of the 
Byzantine writers’; this statement however according to what 
has been said before applies equally to the case of ar e. oı has 
shared with v the fate of becoming first ü and finally 2. 

SECTION 19. 

Pronunciation of genuine OT. 

Of the three corresponding diphthongs with 9, AT ET OT, 
we have already had occasion to treat of the rarest and the first 
to disappear, namely ov. It is self-evident that its second. 
element was u not ü, and that accordingly simplification took 
place by Emipareıa as in the case of eu. An ow occurs as is 
well known in old Latin (douco, tous), in old German, in English, 

in Portuguese and other Romance dialects; it is nearly related 
to au, which arises from* it as in German, or forms its origin as in 
Portuguese, cousa ouro‘. This ou however is related rather with 
the Greek wv (ou) than with ov (ou); moreover in the case of 

the latter there is hardly any appearance of contact with av. 
The genuine diphthong ov is found in ov, oros Todo etc., where 
it is formed by the addition to o of the same v, which in airy 
radra produces with a the diphthong av; also in rovodtos 
TOCOVTOS THALKODTOS ; next in o7rovdy (cp. arevdw), in aKoAov- 

dos (cp. xéAevGos), in Bods (Bovrns) Bovraöns, in SodXos (written 

so in Beeotian too, not ö@wAos), in Lovwov®, Eovdös atpovOos 

1 Avrd veorvav merinuaı C. I. Gr. 

2824, 2826 Aphrodisias; dvita: dyvéc 

Cephallenia C. I. Gr. 1933; dyvéas by 

yuvext and x4 Bull. de corr. hell. tv. 

514 (Thracian Chersonese). oimé Lyd. 
126 a. D. ib. vi. 378. The earliest 

example from Attica is Toaveyrova 
(about 238—244 a.p.) Meisterh. p. 46°. 

2 Even according to Lenz, Herod. 

I, p. ciii., who allows the possibility of 

an exception only for certain words 

such as öpolrn öpurn. In B. A. p. 1204 

(L. u. 645, 13) Herodian speaks of the 

pronunciation (éx@wveto Ga) of the « in 
oc in contrast to its silence in ws. 

3 Cp. p. 7 above. 

4 Diez Gramm. 1.3 171, 379. 

5 In the Athenian tribute lists the 
forms AvAtd@rat and OvAara inter- 

change in a Carian name. 

6 Cauer C. Stud. vit. 258 f.; AOY- 

AION C. I. d. 1. 333 ; on Gortyn. Inser. 

it is true we find AOAOZ. 
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etc.'; all these instances rest on the testimony of ancient, 

especially ancient Attic, inscriptions, which continue to dis- 
tinguish ov and o. It must be admitted, as we have said 

before, that the line of demarcation is not exceedingly sharp, 
and accordingly we find both TOTON rovrov and BON Bovv”, 
and in the case of PPOTPO2 PPOPO2? (from poFopaw) it 
is difficult to say which is correct. In apovpa the genuine 
diphthong is shewn by the Cyprian writing a-ro-u-ra‘. 

SECTION 20. 

Pronunciation of AT ET. 

There remain AT ET, diphthongs, whose fate was notably 
different from that of all the others, inasmuch as here there took 

place not a simplification, but a hardening of the second element 
into a consonant. The Greeks of the present day pronounce 
them as av ev before vowels and soft consonants (Ay6, Auvp, &) 

that is according to their usual writing aß eß, but before hard 

consonants (Kt, 6x0, 0)’ af ef,=ad eb, eg. éBepyecia, EBöuv 
(ebdeıv), abros, EbroAos, Ebrparos etc. This sound-develop- 

ment forms a decisive proof, that in ancient Greek the v in this 
diphthong, at least in general, had preserved its original U-sound 
free from modification‘, and accordingly must be transliterated 
by au, eu and not by aü eü. For the development of v from ü 
would be as difficult as that from u is easy. At the same time 
in the case of ev traces are not entirely wanting of a modifica- 
tion of the second element: ev interchanges with ev in 'Mei- 
Ovia ’EXevdvia ’EXevdw" ; further we find on an inscription of 

1 Zoudlas ancient Doric (Sparta?) 
Röhl no. 68; Zrpovdlyns also with OT 

60 B, 20. 

5 Before o only in cultivated pro- 

Styra Röhl 37235. 
* Inscrip. of Eleusis C. I. A. ıw. 

27>, 40. | 

3 Dietrich in K. Zeitschr. xıv. 56; 

Cauer l. c. Also in the late inscrip. 

C. I. A. ıv. 228 $POTPON and &PO- 

PIAE side by side. Cretic ppwprov, 

Bull. de corr. hell. 1x. 8, 1. 8. 

4 Inscrip. of Idalion. Dial. Inschr. 

nunciation ; the popular pronunciation 

is ps (see Appendix). 

6 The same opinion is held by G. 

Curtius, G. Meyer and others. 

7 ’EdevOulas Cret. (Le Bas v. 67,74, 

Bull. de corr. hell. m1. 293, 1. 13), 

’"EXevdw in the Anthology (A. P. 7. 604, 

9. 268), "EXevOla ’EXevola Sparta Mitth. 

arch. Instit. 1. 162, Dittenb. Syll, 191. 
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Mantinea belonging to the first century B.C. airav and eıokeidy, 
side by side with frequent instances of av and ev’. The Ionians 
however were so far from tending to such a pronunciation, that 
in the fifth fourth and third centuries they wrote with more or 
less consistency AO, EO: raora, aoros, Kaoxaciwv, EoeAdav, 

Aecorois”.. This need imply no difference of pronunciation from 
the Attic, for aw could be equally or more correctly represented 
by ao i.e. ao as by av Le. aü, and this mode of writing was 
also made easy by the treatment in Ionic of original eo, which 
became in pronunciation and for the most part also in writing 
ev: KaAevvres, eroievv. There is an isolated instance of eov, 

Evpvoßeveovs from Samos’. This very contraction into ev was 
in many places usual in Doric‘, and wherever it occurs furnishes 
a proof, that in the district in question ev was not edi. ao also in 
many places became av: Arcadian and Cypriot -av in the Gen. of 
the 1st Declension; Lavepaters Lavperros Ilpavxa” in Boo- 
tian, from Zao-, Ilpaoxa. The Ionians on the other hand made ao 
first into no then into ew: moAiTew, News, xpewpevos, certainly 
implying a sort of diphthong (eo), since this ew decidedly resists 
separation into two syllables®. The process is this, the second 
vowel is lengthened and approximates to a, while the first loses 
some of its a-sound and is shortened. In the Doric “Epyorpnüv 
Tıporpnüv from ‘Eppyoxpéwy we have the converse process’. But, 
to close this digression ; the close relationship of ev av to corre- 
sponding combinations of an O-sound is sufficiently made clear, 
and to return to the point from which we started, the value of 
this v has been thereby established as distinct from the ordinary 

1 Le Bas 11. 352}, 35, 27. 

2 Erman in Curt. Stud. v. 294; 

C. Curtius Progr. Wesel 1873; Hau- 

soullier in Bull. de corr. hell. tv. 51; 

G. Meyer? p. 135f. The examples are 

from Chios, Samos, Erythre, Hali- 

carnassus and other towns of the 

Asiatic mainland (also a coin of the 

Doric Cnidus has EdSwdos, Hauss. 
l. c.); from Phanagoria C. I. Gr. 2121, 

Eörduovos, Amphipolis (ib. 2008). The 

Ionic papyrus so often mentioned has 

v always, but omissions of the preceding 

vowel are notably frequent, 1. 4 ruro- 

cauvro=ravrocauroi, 6 evOura = évOaira, 

9 ıkervovca, also 14 Kxedvet. 

3 Bechtel Inschr. d. ion. Dial. 217, 

B. would also explain thus (p. 58) 

»ApıoroxX&ovs (Thasos) no. 72, cp. p. 35, 

n. 4 above. 

4 Ahrens D. D. 213 ff. 

5 G. Meyer? p. 136; IIpauvxae Röhl 

no, 127, who explains rightly. 

6 G. Meyer? p. 148 f. 

7 Cauer Del.? 169. 
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value. Additional proof is furnished by spellings such as 
"AytdAreovs ancient Corinthian; dveo dvev Attic, period of 
the Empire; Aavdsceovs Olympia, period of the Empire, and 
other similar instances’. Moreover in this case alone Latin 
has not retained the Greek v, but has represented it by its own 
u”. At the same time the other point too, namely that ancient 
Greek av ev were not av ev, has been pretty nearly proved already 
by what has gone before. For how could kxaA&ovres yéveos have 
been contracted to kalevntes genevs (genefs)? Or how could av af 
have come to be written with ao? It is indeed just as hard to 
say, how if the pronunciation was av AT came to be written 

and not AF, especially as the digamma continued for a long 
time in use in so many dialects. Nevertheless, except in the 
case of Crete, as far as we know, it occurred to only one man 
among all the engravers and stone-cutters, to write digamma 
here, namely the cutter of a Locrian inscription’, and even he 
did so only in one word NaFraxtiwy, and that only once in 
twenty possible instances where he had to bring in Naupactus 
or its inhabitants. So fixed was the stupid “historic” or 
“ traditional” orthography among the Locrians! In like manner 
"EF@eros on a Corinthian clay-tablet is isolated, while on others 
"Aytrevs, Evpvunöns, Zevs, avro- are so written‘. In Crete 
on the other hand such a multitude of examples of aF eF (oF) 
have recently come to light’ owing to the excavations of 
Halbherr, that the matter deserves serious consideration. In 

Beiträge vi. 78, Dial. Inschr. 68). 1 Cp. p. 29 above; G. Meyer? p. 135 
A\A TAIZI is found on 1. 7 of the great (after Dittenberger Herm. vi. 306); 

Arch. Ztg. 1877 part 2, no.68. Aavodr- 

xevs and many others [Empire], Meyer 

136. Toveoto. Assos Archeolog. Inst. 

of America I. p. 33‘; also HOTTTXO[Z 

Bull. de c. h. vit. 52 (Thess.) must be 
Eövr. 

2 Cp. below p. 81, n. 4. 

3 Rohl no. 321 (Cauer? 229) B. 15. 
4R. no. 20, 101, 43, 48, 66, 68. 

I willingly leave undecided the new 

reading o-vo i.e. ov for ov on a Cyprian 

inscription (Deecke in Bezzenberger’s 

Pamphylian inscrip. of Syllium (Röhl 

505 Dial. Inschr. 1267) with a symbol 
which on other Pamphylian inscrip- 

tions stands for Digamma (Röhl p. 143 

Bezzenb. Dial. Inschr. 368); here too 

we find \\OIKT olkov, Z(E)AT\AIIOZ 
Seluviyos. The digamma it is true ap- 
pears as well: Fer[ılıa (vetiya, érea), 

rıudfFeoa. 

5 Comparetti Museo Italiano m1. 

131, 162 f., 194, 211, 215, 218, 222, 231, 

etc. 
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the first place then on archaic Cretan inscriptions also we find 
as a rule av ev, and on the Gortynian law code without exception. 
In the next place examples are not wanting of a writing which 
was evidently in a state of fluctuation, corresponding to the 
instance cited "AysAXceous, for example aueFucadaı [a]Furav", 
just as an old Naxian inscription also shews AFVTO avroo, an 
example of F in Ionic to which exception has long been taken 
though to no purpose”. Now this fluctuation points to the 
fact, that the sound aw was adequately represented neither 
by av ie. aü nor by af. In the third place it may be 
erroneous to give to the F the value of the English and 
Romance v and not rather that of the English w, which as is 
well known belonged to the Latin v. For on a later Cretan 
inscription, dating from the time when the digamma was disap- 
pearing, vepywv i.e. Fepywv, Epywv is found repeatedly, and the 
name of the town Axus, properly Fa£os, appears more than once 

as “Oatos; while on the other hand it is true, that the sound 
might be thickened to a spirant, written 8, instead of being 
resolved into a vocalic syllable: ösaßerruwevos, BoAoevrio = 
'OXovrio®. Moreover, the digamma, had it had the fixed sound 

of v, would hardly have disappeared so generally from the 
language, nor indeed would it have been likely to have existed 
in it before, as the only spirant of this sort, without f etc.; but 
conversely, if it was a semivocalic u, and the language in general 
gave up the u-sound, it is easy to understand, that it did not 
follow suit in undergoing the change to ü and consequently had 
to disappear. Accordingly there will be to a certain extent 
a connection between this sound-change and the disappearance 
of F, and we also see dialects such as the Boeotian retaining 

1 ib. 204, 221 (cp. the doubtful 

TITOTFEZOO 157, while in 215 we 

light: Bull. de corr. hell. 1888, 464 : 

CHAITAIAAICIA Fepexaprisns. 
have TITOFTOZ, 208 TITTFO2). 

2 Rohl no, 408 (the reading quite 

certain). Many attempts at explana- 

tion have been hazarded (as by Rohl), 

see however Bechtel Inschr. d. ion. 

Dial. p. 39. A new instance of F ina 

Naxian inscription has lately come to 

3 Tepywv Comp. 11. 678, col. 1. 1. 5, 
8; diaBer. 659, no. 21, 11; on Bodo- 

evrioı Meyer? 233. Cp. also Eretria 

’Eönn. dpx. 1888, 83 ff. 1. 174 ¢ ’Oar- 
dlo[v] nom. proprium = FaXıölov ("HXelov) 

while ib. 182 4 it is written ’ANcdlov. 
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the digamma with the true u, while those like the Attic and 
Asiatic-Ionie gave both of them up at an early period. If now 
the digamma was a semivowel, no inference can be made from 
the writing aF ef for a modern Greek pronunciation, any more 
than in the case of the Oscan, which writes the corresponding 
diphthongs regularly av ov, that is to say with the semivowel’. 
The interpolation of a digamma or of a ß representing a 
digamma after ev when followed by a vowel which occurs 
regularly in Cyprus and occasionally in various localities :— 
EvFayopas, BaxevFas Beeot., Eißavöpos Dodona, Evßarkns 
Lakon., e-u-ve-r-(e)-ke-si-a evepyeoia, e-u-ve-le-to-to-se EveAYovros 

Cypriot’, admits of easy explanation. For in this case a semi- 
vowel v was developed out of a u just as easily as a semivowel y 

from an i, which likewise appears in Cyprus: a-no-si-ja dvocia, 
and in neighbouring Pamphylia, where two 7’s are written: 
AIIA, EXTFEAIITS ’Aosrevöios. The same holds good naturally 
not only of ev but also of v=u; hence we have in Cyprus tu- 
va-no-t duFavor i.e. dudoin (formed from AT instead of AO), and 
on a Chalcidian vase T'apuFovns I'npvovns®. In case however 

any should be inclined to infer from what has been cited, that the 
v of these diphthongs tended from an early period in these dialects 
to harden into a consonant, it must at least not be forgotten, that 
it was precisely in the Cyprian dialect that the customary pro- 
nunciation was really diphthongic; for the manner of writing 
is pa-si-le-u-s(e) Baoidevs o-na-sa-ko-ra-u ‘Ovacayopav. The 
Cyprian dialect also shews by the coexistence of forms such as 
e-v(e)-re-ta-sa-tu and e-u-v(e)-re-ta-sa-tu (EFpnracarv, evFpnra- 
carv 1.e. wuoAoynoev, from Fonta = wporoyia, pntpa)*, how 
Lesbian avpynxtos for aFpnxtos aAppnkros, Evpvoiraos for 
'EFpvo.”, and similar instances are to be explained. In these the 

IB. Kruczkiewicz, d. altlat. u. 

oskische Diphth. ou, Ztschr. f. dst. 

Gymn. 1879, 1 ff. - 

2 Dial. Inschr. 648, 458 (cp. 1040, 
1146); Karapanos Dodone Tab. 34, 3; 

Mitth. d. archaeolog. Inst.1. 231; Dial. 

Inschr. 71, 165 ff. (cp. e-u-va-ko-ro 

EvfFayépw 153 ff., e-u-va-te-vo-se Eddv- 

Geos 161 ff.). On the other hand 

apıorevrovra, Corcyra R. no. 343, may 

just as well be an error for dpicrevovra 

as for -evFovra. 

3 Inscr. of Idalium, Dial. Inschr. 60 

(Cauer? no. 472) 1. 6; C. I. Gr. 7582. 
4 Idalium 1. c. 4, 14. 

5 Ahrens D. A. p. 37; Inser. of 

Eresus, Dial. Inschr. 281 c. 

v 
¢ 
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F was changed into a vowel before the r, for which process the 
Cyprian writing contains the middle step; the v however must 
by no means be considered as the representation in writing of 
a digamma still heard in pronunciation. In many cases a 
digamma in the middle of a word also has in the dialects 
become combined with the preceding vowel into a diphthong: 
e.g. Cyprian ke-ne-u-vo-n(e) xeveuFov xevevov (xeveov), Lesbian 
vavos (vads), alws (nws), evadwxe, Homeric evade, avlayor; 

Apollonius Dyskolos bears witness, that in evade and vaios the 

following v combined with the e a into a syllable’, he accordingly 
analysed ev-ade, i.e. eu-ade not ev-ade. It is true that, if the 
ev av in such words were scanned short occasionally, as in 
avara in Pindar and avecpoyévas in Aleman’, the pronunciation 
could hardly be other than avata etc.*; why then are they 
written with v? But we have not the slightest proof, that 
in these cases the poets themselves did not really use the 
digamma; subsequent copyists have in general as far as 
possible removed the antiquated symbol from the texts. For 
the rest av ev were neither at the end nor the beginning of a 
word readily shortened, in marked contrast to the correspond- 
ing diphthongs with ı; the examples cited with shortened ev 
Onpever and evwvos are only from the rustic Hipponax‘, and but 
little can be added from the authors that have come down to 
us: iyvedwy in Pindar, Zev aAeEnrop in Sophocles’. Yet, if the 
pronunciation were dv &, the syllable must have been scanned 
short where a vowel followed not in isolated instances but 
always and without exception. How comes it then, that a 
learned man like Bursian® declares, that he finds no evidence, 

that the ancient Greeks did not pronounce av and ev as av and 

ev? The Greeks of to-day pronounce eßo and evo precisely 
alike; the ancients are said sz dis placet to have done the same, 

1 KeveuFéy Dial. Inschr. 20; Apol- 3 Curt. Etym.> 569. 

lon. mw. émipp. p. 559. 29 (p. 149 ed. 4 Schol. Hephest. p. 107 Westph. 
Schneider- Uhlig); see Giese Aeol. Dial. 5 Pind. Pyth. 8. 35; Soph. O. C. 
272. 143. So also Zed ’Odtymee in the verse 

2 In the Egypt. frg. col. 2, v.29. in Réhl no. 75. 

Also in Alcseus frg. 41 Bergk & eve 6 Verhandl. der Philologenvers. im 
is handed down, Athen. x. 430 a, al- Frankfurt am Main (1861) 8. 187. 
though in ib. 430 c. xı. 481 a &yxee. 
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but their poets have obstinately scanned the one as a Pyrrhic 
the other as a trochee. If then Bursian finds no evidence, this 

must not be ascribed to any real lack of material; whoever 
will take the trouble to cast about him, will find on this very 

point embarras de richesse. It would moreover be absolutely 
monstrous, if the pronunciation were as in modern Greek, that 
the Grammarians should so consistently reckon av ev as 
diphthongs, although they do not regard aß eß as diphthongs; 
and they are not only counted as diphthongs, but as genuine 
diphthongs, different from vı, and not only as genuine diph- 
thongs, but actually as diphthongs xara xpdow'’. Whoever 
continues to see no impossibility here, but still hopes to find a 
way out of the difficulty, may proceed to explain how &eüre, 
Zed, Bacrred etc. can have the circumflex accent. And why is 
ATTO to be aftu, TOTTO on the other hand not toftu but 
tutu? Or how can the Rhetor Demetrius note the euphonious 
character of the name Eövsos, because it consists entirely of 
vowels up to the last letter”? Of what avail against all this 
are such poor arguments as that drawn from AFTTO and the 
writing arod and éatod common after the Ist century B.c. for 
avrov and éavrod*, which it is alleged can only be compre- 
hended by supposing the pronunciation to have been avtu and 
not autu? As a matter of fact this word being troublesome and 
difficult to pronounce considering its frequency was very natur- 
ally made easy in the popular speech and finally lost even the a 
(mod. Gr. rov rns etc.): but the most obvious mitigation of its 
difficulty even if the pronunciation were autu, could only be the 
rejection of the u. In the same way in popular pronunciation 

the German name Auguste loses its u, in late Latin too we find 
Agustus, Cladus, with which we may compare Agosto and 
Zaragoza (Caesaraugusta) and Italian Metaro and Pesaro (Me- 
taurus, Pısaurum)‘. Accordingly au can very easily produce a; 

1 Cp. p. 22 above. p. 137). ESTETQ fora: avrg Phryg. 
2 Demetr. x. &punv. § 69 (see p. 66). 

3 So in Greek text of Monum. 

Ancyr.; further instances from Delos 
Bull. de corr. hell. 111. 153; Lemnos 

ib. ıv. 543. Athens C. I. A. u. 478 

c.6; 487, 5, Add, 489b, 15 (G. Meyer? 

Bull. de corr. hell. vııı. 251. 

* Corssen Ausspr. 1.2 p. 664; W. 

Schmitz Beitr. zur lat. Sprachkunde 

96 ff.; Diez Gr. 1.3 171. Seelmann 

Ausspr. d. Lat. 223. 
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indeed if we are to believe the Greek philologist Psichari, we 
must absolutely recognize in aros, which survives to this day 
dialectically, a proof of the original diphthongal pronunciation of 
av; for, according to him, aros cannot be explained from aftos". 
Above all how could av change to 0? Nevertheless this vowel 
has here and there in Doric been developed from av: xataaras 
from kararavw, avowrov from autos avrov = éavtov*. Corre- 

spondingly in Cretan ev becomes ov; wWovdsa Weldn, émita- 
Sovua*. That is to say in the case of av we have xpaous, just 
as at becomes n by xpäcıs ; in the case of ev émixparera, just as 
ı arises from es by the same process. When furthermore we 
find in the centuries just preceding the Christian era, in various 
dialects and also in the xow7, kupıeovoa written for xuptevovaa, 
aKxeoOnka kateokeacev, Ewvuuevs and so on‘, I can well under- 
stand, how in pronunciation the v which was really inconveni- 
ent was got rid of, but not how v should have been allowed to 

drop out just in those cases, where it stood between vowels’. 
Accordingly under the assumption, that av ev were au eu, our 
difficulties vanish on all sides; under the other assumption we 
are absolutely surrounded with difficulties, if not impossibilities. 

In Cretan avea = adxn, evOnv = érOeiv®: al el becoming 

1 Psichari Rev. Crit. 1887, 266. 

2 Ahrens D. D. 185; G. Meyer? 

p. 139. On the other hand Boeotian 

acaurö Dial. Inschr. 385, 391. 

8 Ahrens D. D. 187; G. Meyer? 

p. 139; Bull. de corr. hell. ıv. 354. 

4 Ahrens ib. 188; Curtius Sächs. 

Gesellsch. d. W. xvı. 219; a very com- 

plete collection of examples G. Meyer? 

p. 137 ff. Even on the Lam. Styr. 
Röhl 3728! ’Eadkléns (carelessness? 

cp. no, %, 73, 104 etc., where all sorts 

of letters are omitted). C. I. Gr. 2909 

(Mykale)=Bechtel 144 mpvravewvros, 

trustworthy? Ib. 2107° (Pantikapaion) 
[BacA]éovros. (It must be remembered 

that Ionic EO=ET.) But in 2691% 

this Baoı\. is certainly not to be read, 
see Le Bas, and 2919 (Tralles, also with 

Bao.) is a modern forgery, see Fröhner 
in Bechtel p. 148. 

5 Before consonants évolas C. I. A. 
11, 616, 19 (ib. 1. 16 &raveoa: for éraw.), 

ame\edepa Osann Syll. inscr. p. 440. To 

these examples and a few others in 

Meyer Ladd rrodvdéxn Pap. L. 43, xerouaı 

for xevo. Kaibel 816 (Rome; Wagner 
de epigr. Gr. [Leipzig 1883] p. 45); 

"Atdvwv Sterret Arch. Inst. of America, 

ım. no. 513, 598; IloAvexros Rhodes 

Bull. de corr. h. 1x. 115 ; $dorgp Phryg. 

ib. vir. 246; but ’Edunaxos Styra 

Röhl 372, 114 must be cancelled, see 

Bechtel 19, 193. 

6 Ahrens D. D. 11. (from the 
grammarians, at present no evidence 

from inscriptions, if ddevgial on the 

Gortynian inscrip. [v. 18] is nothing 

more than a scribe’s error), On the 
supposed Thasian ’AvAwpdav ="AyAao- 

$üv see Bechtel Thas. Inschr. p. 11. 
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au eu as in Romance, where in most dialects the next step 
was for au to become o, though in some it has remained. In the 
same way we may explain Beotian e¥dopuos for &Bdouos and ev- 
Sounkovra (if really existing) in Corcyra’. Similarly we find 
on some of the most faulty papyri paddos and padros for 
paßöos”. The Romance languages furnish excellent analogies 
on this point also: Spanish ciudad from civ(i)tat-, cautivo 
from captivus; Provencal paraula Fr. parole from parab(o)la, 
etc.” As regards transliteration into and from other lan- 
guages, Terentianus Maurus speaks of Latin au eu and 
Greek av ev as perfectly similar sounds“; accordingly Paulus, 
Aurelius are represented by IIaöXos, AvprAvos. If then in 
face of this Bursian has recourse to the argument, that we 
know nothing of the pronunciation of Latin au, that is only 
evading the matter; he must allow the logical conclusion: 
avspices, avt, avrum. This people are naturally not willing to 
do’, in spite of the famous Cauneas = cave ne eas”; the fact is 

rather this, that v was pronounced as a semi-vowel, like English 
w, and therefore readily combined with a before consonants 
forming aw: cau(e)neas, auceps from ams, aufero. It must be 

regretted for our purpose, that the Romans expressed con- 
sonantal and vowel V with one symbol; the poets however by 
scanning Agaue @uoe, Euander, have taken sufficient care that 

1 Ahrens D. A. 174; C. I. Gr. 1563, 

1845 (Dial. Inschr. 491, 17; 3206, 47). 
2 Papyr. L. 40, 41; a stronger in- 

stance still &ußAedoavras Papyr. Lond. 

(ed. Forshall) m. 11 for &ußA&yavras 
i.e. €uBAéroavras. The author of the 

three documents is the hermit of the 

Serapeum, the Macedonian son of 
Ptolemy Glaukias. 

3 Diez 1. 278, 281, 289 etc. 

4 Terent. Maur. v. 467 ff.: AV et 

EV, quas sic habemus cum Grais com- 

muniter, corripi plerumque possunt— 

(481) AV tamen capere videtur saepe 
productum sonum, auspices cum dico 

et aurum, sive Graecus adpoy. miranec 

putanda nobis talis alternatio est öl- 

EP. 

xpovov quod dAda notum est, sicut A 

nostratibus. (There is no information 
elsewhere on du, K. L. Schneider Gr. 

p. 58.) Some Roman grammarians 

wished to transliterate av ev by ay ey, 

Curt. Valerianus in Cassiodor. K. vıı. 
158. 

5 Terent. M. says also very ex- 

pressly v. 480: hance enim (EV) si 

protrahamus, A sonabit, E et V, sylla- 

bam nec invenimus ex tribus vocalibus. 

The alleged testimony of Beda for the 

pronunciation avrum does not exist 

according to Keil’s edition (v1. 228, 
20). 

-6 On this (Cic. de Div. 11, 40, 84) 
vide Henrichsen p. 132. 

6 
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the difference of pronunciation as contrasted with dvus levis 
should be evident. And supposing that v had been doubled in 
these words we should find the writing euuoe (like Masta). 
Moreover, had ’Arpevs been pronounced Atrefs or Atrevs, the 

Romans would never have declined these proper names by the 
second declension, as they do: Atrei Atreo Atreum’. The 
Greeks on their side represent consonantal v by ov, even in cases 
where it is preceded by a, e: ’O«Taovıos, Leounpos ; and side by 
side with this appears "Oxrasos*. Yet, if Greek avs had been 
avi, neither mutilation nor monstrous piling up of vowels would 
have been necessary; "Oxravıos, Zevnpos would have served 

their purpose. The latter mode of writing occurs after 
Hadrian’s time’, although so late as the period of Septimius 
Severus the writing &eovijpos far preponderates‘. There was 
indeed nothing extraordinary in the representation of eve by 
evn ie. eue, as in the biblical names Aevi, Eva, AauiS, and 

this is quite wrongly used as an argument on their side by 
the followers of Reuchlin; the Copts also write ETgA, ice. 
Euha, where the h can only be put in on account of the hiatus‘. 
But the fact that Latin av ev is written from the second century 
onwards with av ev, though never before, suggests that the 
modern Greek pronunciation had at that time begun‘, and 
naturally first before vowels. The only real difficulty in this 
question is to get any information as to the beginning of the 
present pronunciation ; for the available material is in part of an 
absurdly questionable character. A bad Attic Epigram of the 
time of Hadrian, which has tormented our learned men quite 

unduly, gives &v ev@nBotct tradaiotpai[s ?], which is explained 
by Kaibel in such a manner, that he makes the author scan 
€pnSoroe from metrical necessity and represent this scansion by 

evd = eff, while according to others raXalorpaıs is the right 

1 The vulgar pronunciation was tions (note 292) we find Zeov. and )\d- 
Orphaeus three syllables, as Aristaeus, ovos no, 279, 345, 426, 534, 536, 618, 
Mar. Victorin. K. vi. 66 f., Seelmann 620; Zev. 366, 1. 56. 

229. 5 Stern Kopt. Gr. p. 19. Also 

2 Dittenberger Herm. vı. 302 ff. Hebrew Vau=English w, Stade Hebr. 
3 do. p. 306. Gr. 65. 
4 p. 306, 3. In Sterret’s inscrip- 6 So Dittenberger 1. c. 
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reading and evbnß. is shortened by the verse-wright from 
evebnß.! For my part I have the greatest hesitation in assign- 
ing ev=ef and¢@=f to the time of Hadrian; for before con- 
sonants, according to what has been said before, the modern 
Greek pronunciation cannot have prevailed even in the time 
of Terentianus Maurus (end of the third century), The 
change must be explained by the endeavour of language to 
get rid of all diphthongs, to which end the other means, viz. 
krasis and émixpdateca, were not in this case sufficient; it has 
however brought with it barbarous dissonances, since the v 
has become sharpened to f before hard consonants. The sound 
J, as we shall have occasion to shew further on, was on the 
whole entirely foreign to the classical language, and cannot be 
shewn to have existed even in the dialects; there is nowhere 
anything like efkratos efstrotos (evxpatos, evotpwros), and also 
nothing like aftos (avros), since no dialect, even supposing it 
had a spirant at that period, allowed this spirant to stand 
before a tenuis. According to Dittenberger we have an 
instance of the consonantal pronunciation of v in av in llaovX- 
Alva on a Roman inscription of the late Empire, since, if av had 

still had the sound of au, it would have been written IIavAXiva, 

as always before”. However even this argument is a desperate 
expedient: IlaovAXiva according to him is to prove this, @paov- 
210% (®paoöcros?) on the other hand on another Roman 
inscription’, i.e. aov in the case of a Greek name, of course proves 
the opposite, and the same is true of the above mentioned 
yoveovar etc., in all which cases the insertion of the O was just 
as much a work of supererogation as in IlaovAXiva. When 
however we find in Asia Minor, it is true on a very late inscrip- 
tion, kareokeovacav T® PAaoviavo, the author must doubtless 

ı C. I. A. m. 1104, Kaibel Epigr. 
956 (the stone is lost): exéva ride 
Ilodewös &v ed. wadalorpa: (even the 
last s is supported only by one copy) 
rebkas KoopnTod Ohkaro Nuudodérov. Ila- 

Aalorpaı[s] Boeckh Dittenb. (cp. the 

same Herm. x11. 1 f.); on the other hand 
Neubauer Herm. x1. 139 takes evd.= 
é¢7/Boor with pleonastic v and a play on 

ev—. This appears to me at any rate 
less monstrous than K.’s explanation, 

who moreover takes &v é¢.=ovdv dd. 

(Neub. ‘as one of the Ephebi’); both 
connect wadalorpg with revias. 

2 Dittenberger p. 307; C. I. Gr. 
6665 (on the Via Latina). 

8 C. I. Gr. 6669 (epitaph of a freed- 

man of Tiberius). 

6—2 
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have pronounced kateske-vasan just as Fla-viano’. But there 
can be no two-opinions about xaterxéBace and ameA&brepos on 
inscriptions of a period later but unfortunately not to be more 
accurately determined”. Moreover a Spanish Pablo points with 
certainty to a Greek Pavlos, since Paulus would give Polo. 
Ulfilas also represents av ev by av and atv (Pavlus aivaggelyo), 
and this Gothic v was certainly intended to represent a Greek 
spirant, although in Germanic words it was rather a semivowel, 
corresponding to the old German w. However Latin au also 
becomes av in Gothic: kavtsyo for cautio. 

II. CONSONANTS. 

SECTION 21. 

Consonantal system in ancient and modern Greek. 

As regards the pronunciation of the consonants Bursian 
again says, that he sees no reason in the case of any of them, 
except possibly 8, to deviate from the modern Greek pronuncia- 
tion. I on the contrary see many reasons in the case of many 
of them ; indeed I find almost the whole sound-system different. 
The ancients, as is well known, distinguish between dgwva 
and nuidwva, mutae and semivocales, a distinction which 
corresponds approximately to that which is made by modern 
phoneticians between explosives and fricatives. According to 
the ancients X av po, according to some also 6 ¢ x, are 
npipwva; By 6a « and according to the ordinary classifica- 
tion ¢ x 0 are mutes; three double-consonants are added, each 
formed by the combination of a mute and a semi-vowel, namely 
C&W. This distribution according to the modern pronunciation 
appears in the following shape. Not only 6 ¢ x, but also B dy 
and ¢, are reckoned among the fricatives; m7 « r are the only 

explosive sounds, & % the only double-consonants. There 
remain to be noted the loss of the spiritus asper, which was 

1 Sterret (p. 80, n.5 above) no. 279. 2015 (Callipolis), Bull. de corr, hell. 
2 Kareox. C. I. Gr. 3693 (Cyzicus), 1888, 202 (Kios); dwed. 5922 (Rome). 
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not reckoned in the alphabet, but belonged to the fricatives, 
the new formation of the fricative y not only from y but also 
from vowel 7, in many cases diminishing the number of syllables 
(iarpös yatrds, motos pyos); lastly the universal abandonment 
of the lengthening of the consonants represented in writing by 
their doubling: dAXa@ pronounced ald, wéArAw meld. I think 
therefore, that the transformation of the sound-conditions could 

hardly have been greater, especially as even the explosive 
sounds which have remained have in certain cases a special 
pronunciation, conflicting with the writing—We will begin 
our more detailed examination with the 7uibwva, under which 
head we shall reckon the spiritus asper. 

SECTION 22. 

Pronunciation of the nasals MNT. 

The Greeks have and had three nasal sounds, corresponding 
to the three classes of mutes: the labial nasal yu, the dental v, 

and the guttural, which has no especial symbol in the alphabet 
and is represented by y (7% in Lepsius), called by certain 
grammarians dyua or dyyya. Only v can be used as a 
final, but final v was assimilated in the context to following 
consonants, ie. it became p or y respectively, and more 
rarely A p a: Top ‘Podsov, OA Aéyouar, és Zudwvı, Eratnkeı or 
eotnAnı”. Inscriptions preserve abundant testimony to this, 
and in many, at least before mutes and yp, assimilation is 

consistently carried out”; even manuscript authority is not 

1 In the modern dialects according 

to Psichari (cp. Rev. crit. 1887, 264 n. 

4) the vanished nasal has developed a 

doubling of the consonant: 2060s dy8os, 

niffi viugn, toxxiro Tov xotpov, toyyero 

Tov yépov(ra), torrafti rov pagdrny. 

2 C, I. A. m. 9. 14>. 86, 14, 31. 369 
etc. So also éorjcavr: i.e. évor. 

834b, 28. Cp. Giese Aeol. Dial. 83 ff.; 

Cauer in Curt. Stud. vir. 295 ff.; Meis- 

terhans ed. 2, p. 86; Hecht Orthogr. 

dial. Forschungen 1, Progr. Königsb. 

1885. The Ionic Inscript. of Halicar- 

nassus Bull. de corr. hell. ıv. 303 has 

sometimes EX Avpicodi sometimes &v 

Avpood; the older one R. 500 1. 41 
TOS cuuTdvTwr. 

3 Consistently carried out e.g. on 

the Megarian inscrip. C. I. Gr. 1052 
(Dial. Inschr. 3003): in the rescript 
of Cn. Manlius to the inhabitants of 
Heraclea Latmi, C. I. Gr. 3800, Le 

Bas v. no. 588, Dittenb. 209 (only 1. 9 
pbvoav moveto Oat), 
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wanting on some papyri', and doubtless in the Attic and 
‘ Macedonian periods this mode of writing was largely made use 
of in the texts of authors. But it appears, that in time the 
general tendency was, in the cultivated speech, to isolate words 
more and pronounce each distinctly by itself”, as is shewn in an 
especial degree by the dropping of elision and crasis. In any 
case very few traces of assimilation have remained in our best 
manuscripts, and in our present manner of writing none; the 
modern Greek popular pronunciation on the other hand retains 
certain traces of it, although in general it rejects final v alto- 
gether’. Conversely with us assimilation in the interior of 
words is regular, with the ancients this is not so much the 
case: it is not only that cuvrAapBavo, évearety and in general 

év- ovv- mav- before all sounds is on papyri the more common 
writing‘, but also on inscriptions 'OAvvrria, Aavßaverw, aveupa, 

Erevyrev and such like appear at all periods with greater or 
less frequency’. To infer from this, as some have done, that 
the Greeks pronounced the nasal before consonants in the 
French way, is an extraordinary piece of perversity®; however 

1 Pap. L. 2 (Dialectics) col. 2 rou 

wonTtav, 3 ov0éu wha, 5 éy yuvaci, 7 

roy ye,8 mpocıdotoau pdos, 9 ay ylvorro, 
11 röu #oınra. However it is not 

frequent on this careful and very old 
manuscript. Pap. 1 has only pey yap 

col. 6, and &u Bpaxei in the acrostic v. 

2. On the other hand a Herculanean 

ms. (Gompertz Wiener Akad. Bd. 

83, 87 ff.) which also shews e for nu: 

dran möppwOen modev. Eemırhöson mpaicv. 

TW mpoAhlewv yryvduevov kal Twp 

dawoutvwv. TO dreyduevdu wore. karayeé- 

Aacroy yap etc. 

2 Hecht 1. c. p. 32 cites (after G. 

Hermann de emend. rat. gr. gr. c. Iv.) 
Dionys. wr. ow®. p. 158 R. :—xAvräv 

méurere in Pindar is an instance of 

harsh juxtaposition, since the dental » 
and the labial do not agree well and 

do not fuse together at all into the 

beginning of a syllable.—According to 

Hecht assimilation ceases at Athens 

soon after the beginning of the 3rd 
century B.c. 

8 Foy p. 24 (röv wapaxa\w pron. 
tombarakalé, röv wöAeuo» tombölemo). 

‘On the mss. of Hypereides cp. 
my table of comparison p. x1. Pap. 
L. 1. 11 évxéxdecxev évxkXin. 18, 19 cvrna- 

radvve. Philod. wr. öpy. m1. 14 dyrocei. 
xvi. 13 rdywodAc. 

5 ’Oiwrla "Oddvyrws is absolute- 

ly the usual spelling on the ancient 

Olympian inscriptions; assimilation 
in general was much more carelessly 
carried out in early times than 

later on. “Eraye C. I. A. um. 61, 

aovans 603; adyxupa 811 2,18; drin 

constantly C. I. Gr. 1840 (Corcyra). 

On the ancient Attic inscr. vide Cauer 
p. 288 f. On Attic in general Meister- 
hans ed. 2, p. 85-8. 

6 J. Schmidt Vokalismus d. indog. 

Spr. p. 116 ff., who calls this a nasal 
vowel and transliterates niyphe. G. 
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no doubt before 8 m & y the u was not pronounced as a full 
m as at the beginning of a syllable or a word. We have 
express testimony to this, with reference not only to u but 
to Latin m’, and the same applies to the German pronuncia- 
tion of mp mb, the closing of the lips not being completed 
before the sounds p b have been reached. This then and the 
habit of dividing into syllables, causing the nasal to become 
in a certain degree final, gives a sufficient explanation of that 
manner of writing’. A yet more undefined pronunciation of 
the nasal, especially before labials, led to entire assimilation or 
even omission: Boeot. &rmacıs = &umaoıs (Eyarnaıs), “OdvtT- 
qwiya*®; found sporadically in the most various localities 
"Adırpira, vidn, "Odvirixés, “APaBBos, etc.‘ The most im- 

portant phenomenon of this kind is the so-called v éded- 
KkvoTırov, i.e. a nasal after-sound following final -e (ec) and 
-ı (especially oz), which was present in Attic and Ionic from 
an early period and thus made its way into the common lan- 
guage. This nasal, which naturally took a special colouring 
from the initial letter following, was not strong enough in all 
cases to exclude hiatus and thereby prevent synalopha, but it 

Meyer also opposes this view p. 284, 

with regard to Latin Seelmann 289 f, 
1 Mar. Victor. v1. 16 Keil: clari in 

studiis viri, qui aliquid de orthographia 

scripserunt, omnes fere aiunt inter m 
et n litteras mediam vocem, quae non 

abhorreat ab utraque littera, sed neu- 

tram proprie exprimat, tam nobis 

deesse quam Graecis (i.e. is unrepre- 

sented in writing); nam cum illi Sam- 

byx scribant, nec m exprimere nec n. 
Also in Latin spellings such as Septen- 
bris Ponpeii, Schmitz Beiir. z. lat. 

Sprachkunde p. 66-. 
3 xéxpuypos can only be explained 

by division into syllables (Athens), 
Kaibel Epigr. no. 96, xaduyydrwy con- 

stantly Inscr. of Epidaurus ’E¢. dpx. 

1886, p. 147 sqq., 1. 57 sqq. dypa»- 
pdrever C. I. A. 11. 4896 3, 

3 The latter occurs in Bullet. de 

corr. hell, ııı. 385 (xowh d:dA.). Also 

in Attic we have £ußßdAXcodaı, C. I. 

A, ıı. 52°; in Crete adgavw aubarw, 

wowndy, weparmwércé Comparetti Mus. 

Ital. 1. 147. G. Meyer? p. 267. 

4 Ib. p. 284; J. Schmidt l.c.; op. 

Seelmann 273. This rejection of the 
nasal appears in Modern Greek too, but 

only before ¢0x owing to a special ten- 

dency: dgands dudands, peBlAe épéBivBos, 
cuxwpw, Foy p. 79, 80. In the ancient 
language constant in Cyprian and 

Pamphylian, and before dentals and 

gutturals as well as labials.—On the 

Corinthian clay tablets (Röhl no, 20; 
Dial. Inschr. 3119 f.) "Augurpira is writ- 

ten twice with u, twice with », and twice 

without a nasal, Zit, for Zolhyf, C. 

I. Gr. 8139 (Athenian vase); ruxdvo 
and ruxxavoı Ion. Papyr. (cp. p. 44, n. 
3 above). Addition of nasal also 

occurs in éumplaro C. I. Gr. 1840, 
2, cp. Seelmann 274. 
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often did effect this and as time went on its tendency to do so 
increased ; in like manner it did not necessarily make length 
by position with a following consonant, but it could do so. 
Homer and after him the whole range of poetry has made free 
use of the means here presented for convenient versification :— 

gor’ Eotı Eotıv; Edey EXeye EXeyev; the prosaic language of 
the Attic inscriptions neglects to denote this weak sound more 
often at an early period than later on; indeed finally from the 
Macedonian period onwards the nasal was written regularly in 
all cases or at all events completely predominates’. Accordingly 
the pronunciation may have undergone a gradual transition 
from elegé esti to a tolerably defined elegen estin. Our custom 
of placing the v ebeA«. in prose to prevent hiatus and in all 
cases where there is a definite pause, but elsewhere of leaving 

it out, has no foundation whatsoever. 

Initial # on the other hand in contrast to its weak pro- 
nunciation when final or medial is in isolated instances written 
with aspiration: MHETAPEI, MHEIBI1O%, Me&i£ios’; in 

Latin also initial m had its fullest sound, and the aspiration 
of initial liquids appears also in Welsh”. Some would assume 
the guttural nasal, written y, before w and v, on account of 

the traditional name agma; for in this name, a transposition 
of yaupa, the sound itself ought according to them to occur‘. 

1 Meisterhans ed. 2, p. 88-9, based 

on the valuable treatise of Hedde 

MHO; C. I. Gr. 7382 where MHOYOZ 

must be read with Stuart for Maoyos. 
Maassen: de litera » Graecorum para- 

gogica quaest. epigraphicae, Leipziger 

Studien ıv. p. 1 ff.—The use of » é¢. 

on Ionic inscrip. contrasts sharply 
with our texts of Herodotus (Ermann 
Curt. Stud. v. 278); eg. the longer 

Chian inscrip. (Bechtel 174) and that 
of Halicarnassus (238) have » in all 

cases.—Cp. also Rh. Mus. xu. 279. 
The name édedx. is founded on an 

error, Maassen p. 43: the original 

mode of expression is 7d € EdeAkvorınöv 

€or TOO PD. 

2 Röhl no. 514, 344; also on the 

inscript. of Sillyon in Pamphylia (ib. 

505 Dial. Inschr. 1266) 1. 10, 21, 23 

G. Meyer? § 244 Note. (Cp. Ditten- 
berger Jahresber. f. AW. xxxvı. 146.) 

3 Prisc. 1. § 36; Lepsius Stand. 
Alphab. p. 172. 

4 Westphal Griech. Gramm. 1. 1, 
17; Brugman Curt. Stud. ıv. 108. 

Evidence as regards agma is furnished 
by Varro in Prise, 1. § 39 (A. Wilmanns 

de M. Ter. Varr. libris gramm. p. 221): 
ut Ion scribit quinta et vicesima est 

litera, quam vocant agma (éyyua ten 

Brink and Wilm.), cuius forma nulla est 
et vox communis est Graecis et Latinis, 
ut his verbis: aggulus aggens agguilla 

iggerunt. Subsequently he adds to these 
agceps agcora; neither he nor any 
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For this very reason however others emend dyypa. For 
our part we are inclined to pronounce throughout, yéyvopuar 
ginnomai, signum sinnum, and Greek yivopaı yivwonw thus 
receive an immediate explanation; moreover yv yp, although 
combinations of mute with liquid, always make syllables long 
by position. Still the latter is the case also with du dv, and 
on the papyrus pa -yya is thus divided where there is a break 
of the line, not mpdy-pa’. This question hardly admits of 
decision ; certainly we cannot regard as decisive the softening 
of ex to ey before „ and », for this softening takes place before 
other liquids. Modern Greek has in such cases no nasal, 
omission on the other hand occurs as in yivouat: mpdupa 

(prama) mpayya’ 

SECTION 23. 

Pronunciation of P (and A). 

On the pronunciation of X there is nothing to note except 
that it too appears in a few instances initially with an aspirate; 
AHABON AaBov*, AHEON. - P according to the description 
given by Dionysius was pronounced with the tip of the tongue’, 
and accordingly was as in modern Greek’ dental, not guttural. 
Singularly enough its aspiration when initial or doubled is 
supported by only one example on inscriptions PHOFAIZI 
of an ancient Corcyrean epitaph*; it is however vouched for 
by Latin transliterations as well as by the Grammarians: 

other Grammarian says anything about 

the occurrence of the same sound before 

m n, and in the latter case g is written 

in Latin, while in the former the usual 

way is to write n. On Latin gn cp. 

K. L. Schneider Gr. 1. 272 f. ; Corssen 

1. 106; Rumpelt p. 99. 

1 Hypereid. 1. 11, 5; 27, 9; 29, 

8; 34, 28; 11. 3, 7 etc.; never divided 

otherwise in this manuscript.—’Id- 
para of Epidaurus (Egy. 1883) 1. 

49 ori-yuara.—Inser. of Antiochus 

(Ber. Berl. Akad. 1883, 49 f.) ıv®. 14 

ÖLarera-yueraıs. 

2 Foy p. 77, also dvasrevauos (-aouös), 

Bpenévos = (Be)Bpeyuevos (Psich.). 
8 Röhl no. 360 Agina, according 

to Comparetti’s reading which is rightly 

approved by Röhl (Jahresber. f. AW. 

xxxvı. [1883] p. 2). AHEON Attic vase 

(archaic) "Ed. dpx. 1886 p. 87. 
4 Dionys. de compos. p. 79 R. : rd de 

p (Expuvetrac), ris yAWoons xpas dmoppa- 

aıfobons TO mveina, Kal wpos TOY ovpavoy 

(palate) eyyis rév ddévrwv aviorapévys. 
5 Foy p. 8 f. 

6 Cauer Del. no. 23 (=84)=Röhl 
343, = Dial. Inschr. 3189. 
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Rhesus, Pyrrhus, which on their part shew also, that the A 

was heard after the r*. Aspiration of initial liquids is, not 
to speak of other languages, not unknown even in German’, 
especially where we speak with much emphasis; in Greek. 
we find besides MH PH the F’exaözuoe of an epitaph from 
Tanagra®. Analogies for the different values of p are furnished 
by Spanish, where also r when initial and when doubled in the 
middle of a word has a quite different and much more emphatic 
sound than medial r alone. Modern Greek, which has lost not 

only the aspirate but also the doubling of medial consonants, 
appears certainly to know no such distinction. The ancient 
language on the other hand not only as a rule wrote double 
p* where initial p either in composition or by reason of the 
augment became internal, but also treated initial p itself from 
a prosodial point of view as a double-consonant: ica xal Ta 
pnpata tixrew Aristophanes (in anapestic verse)’. On the 
other hand its aspiration after an aspirate, as taught by some 
Grammarians (xpovos, Opovos, abpos, but campos), is not borne 

1 Varro’s doubt whether hr ought 

not to be written (or again retor with- 

out h) was grounded on grammatical 

theories. Priscian 1. § 25; Cassiodorius 

K. va. p. 152. The Copts indeed 

write hretor Stern Kopt. Gr. p. 19, and 

Bechtel Inschr. des ion. Dial. p. 133 
would take AHPZIQN (Amorgos no. 
228) as’Apolww, PHPAHZO (Naxos no. 

23) as Ppahoov. 
2 [This emphatic pronunciation in 

German is described by Dr Blass as 

follows:—We are accustomed to pro- 

nounce (in emphasis) t-hage (Tage), 
n-hein (nein), s-hage (sage), and even 

’haber (aber), that is to say we pro- 

nounce the spiritus asper after the 
lenis.] 

3 Rohl no. 131. Dial. Inschr. 876. 
4 It is true that this rule is often 

violated; for instance mapaptpara 
in the att. Seeurkunden as C. I. A. 

74d, 9, 16, 38, 60, 78 etc. ; xarapdxrous 

C. I. A. ı1. 167; amopayrhpıov ete., 8. 

Cauer Curt. Studien vit. 282, Meisterh. 

ed. 2, p. 73, n. 675. Doubling of 

other liquids in similar position : 

’Apxevvnlöou Seeurk. 809 d, 29 f; inser. 
from Eleusis Ed. dpx. 1889, p. 49 ff. 

B, 20 dprhnarappvuois (i.e. dprinara 
pupots); dubılNeyouevww Crete Bull. de 
corr. hell. 111. 290. Op. G. Meyer? 

§ 289. 
5 Cp. rappıdevra on & papyrus of 

the Ptolemaic era, Wessely Wien. Stud, 
1886 p. 205; in Homer forms like 

dvdpparyas, xardppboy, Töppa, La Roche 
Hom. Textkr. 389, though Aristarchus 

certainly wrote not only 70 da, but 
dtapaloe: (-—---), rodpnves. The same 

fluctuation however appears in Homer 

in the case of the other liquids. 

6 B. A. ı1. 693: of dpxaloı ypaypa- 

rixol Td wey pera Wot eüpioköneron p 
éyldouv, TO 5¢ pera Sacdéos éSacuroy* olow 
16 ’Arpets xal xawpos éyldour, To 8 
xpovos abpos Opovos Eddouvor. 
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out by its treatment in prosody, since xp no more than xp 
makes length by position. Among the dialects, aspiration of 
the p as well as the vowels was unknown in folic’; in other 
places it was omitted in the few words, where the second syllable 
began with p (aspirated ?): "Papos Rarhos*, while 6 ¢ y in the 
second syllable produce no alteration: pedos, pady, paxia. 

SECTION 24. 

Pronunciation of 2. 

In the case of o we have no reason not to recognize in the 
modern Greek pronunciation, which gives to s the sharp, or 
according to present nomenclature surd sound, that current in 
ancient times. The case, where a medial or liquid follows the 
o, is and was an exception: Zyvpva pr. Zmyrna, with the 
French pronunciation of z, ie. with soft or sonant s; in like 
manner éopév ezmen, oBévvupe zbennymi’. <A proof of this is 
given by the writing with & not infrequent in antiquity after 
the Alexandrine period: Zuüpva, &ßevvuu*; it was actually 
a point of controversy among the Grammarians, which spelling 
was more correct’. In this instance Z cannot express a double- 
consonant but only the soft s which had always been contained 
in it. In the interior of a word before a consonant the Greeks 
were uncertain, whether the right division of syllables was &o-ri 
or é-ori°, and perhaps the pronunciation was essti (éo-ori), not 
unlike the German in similar cases. In fact the doubling of o 

1 Ahrens D, A. p. 20. Meister Gr. 

Dial. 100 f. 

2 Herodian 1. 547 L.; G. Meyer? p. 

176. (According to Herodian himself 
the p was yor in both syllables, 1. c.) 

3 On the modern Greek pronuncia- 
tion of B y » » Foy p. 50; the same 

holds good before & X p, even in the 

case of words in connection like xaNos 

douXos (Psich.). 
* Franz. Elem. epigr. p. 247; G. 

Meyer? p. 224 f.; the oldest example is 

IleAafycxd» (Argos, time of Alexander) 

Le Bas 1. 122. On the corresponding 

spelling in Latin (zmaragdus) s. K. L. 

Schneider Gr. 1. 381 f., Seelmann 315. 

5 Sext. Empir. p. 638 Bk. (cpuAov 

Zubpva or {uAlov Zudpva). Cp. Lucian, 

guv. kplo. 9. 

6 Sext. Empir. 1. c.’Apıo-rlwv or’ Apı- 
otlwy (6B-pıuos or 6-Bpiuos, that which 
follows is certainly perplexing). On 

papyri and inscrip., which end the lines 
with a full syllable, the division is 

sometimes éo-7i sometimes e-ori Prefat. 
Hyper. p. rx. xvi. The’Iauara (Eon. 

1883, 1885) also divide after o, also the 

inser. of Antioch (n. 323). 
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is found very frequently on old dialectic inscriptions; in isolated 
cases even. on Attic inscriptions: A&ooßov, ypayaccdaı, eio- 
ornv, and instances continue to be found down to a late 
period’. Boeckh* was inclined to regard this as an indication 
of the sound 3, English sh, and his suggestion has found many 
to repeat it; it is however as unwarranted as it is unmaintain- 
able and is at present given up”. The sound $% is unknown 
even in cultivated modern Greek ; if the ancients had possessed 
it, they would doubtless have made use of the proper Phoenician 
symbol to express it. 

SECTION 25. 

Spiritus asper. 

At this point we must treat of the rough breathing, which 
also belongs to the fricatives or semivocales, although the 
ancients did not reckon it in among the letters at all. Besides 
the ZEolians of Asia Minor the Asiatic Ionians‘ lacked the 
breathing, and the alphabet of the latter having the value ¢ 
for H became that used throughout the Greek world. In 
Magna Graecia however after the adoption of the Ionian alpha- 
bet a new symbol was employed for h, namely the divided H F°, 
and this very symbol was used by the Grammarians perhaps as 
early as from Aristotle's time onwards’, not however written in 

1G. Meyer? p. 225 f. Attic e.g. 

dpora C. I. A. 1. 9, 20, "Acoruradacijs 

233, 28; AdooBou 1. 52°; ypayacodaı 

320 ; écrepaywocay 567 ; eloorip eloord 

272, 573; even gdroripwookal 603. 

Meisterh.? p. 68-9. In a few isolated 

cases « is similarly doubled: "Exkrwp 
Corinth. Vase Dial. Inschr. 3122; 
éxxrav C. I. A, 11. 314 ; Exkr[o]ü 1060; 
exxrentwkorwv 224: éxxredécavre This- 

be Röhl no. 284; éxxravras and ’Ac- 

oxdamux Elateia Bull. de corr. h. x. 
380; with division of syllables at end 

of line éx xOéuara (i.e. €x0, €x0.) Cos, 
Bull, de corr. h. v1. 249 1. 59 f. 

2 Boeckh on C. I. Gr. 1. 25. 

8 For instance by G. Meyerl.c. I 

have treated this point exhaustively in 

the Satura philologa H. Sauppio oblata 

p. 121. See also Seelmann 144 f. on 

the same point in Latin, 
4 Giese Acol. Dial. 389 ff. 

5 Occurring on inscr. of Tarentum 

and Heraclea. Also on Vases, so C. I. 

Gr. 7612, 8351, 8391; but HIAPIENZ 
Tralles ©. I. Gr. 2919 does not exist; 

see p. 80, n. 4. 

6 Aristot. El. Soph. p. 177b 3 on 
öpos and Spos: Ev pév Tols yeypapevors 

ravrov dvona, bray éx raw atrwv crot- 

xelwy yeypaupévov 7 Kal woatrws, Kaxet 
5° fin wapaonua wovotyra’ ra dd pbey- 
youeva ov Tara. 
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the same line with the other letters, but written above as a 

diacritic mark A At a subsequent period the corresponding 
symbol 4 was invented for the spiritus lenis, i.e. the absence of 
the breathing’, and the rounding of these symbols gave our 
present mode of representing the spiritus. Its representation 
in Latin shews that the h was still heard in the Hellenistic 
dialect; moreover the aspiration of the tenuis in elision was 
consistently observed, although not always in a way identical 
with our own; for we find for example, pePomwpivds, xal’éros 
and Öwdexerns, ebion, abeotarka”. Similar fluctuations are 
well known in Latin from the first century B.c. and onwards 
both in the case of consonants and vowels’; Catullus’ poem on 
Arrius and his chommoda, hinsidiae illustrates this best* In the 

case of consonants aspiration came in about this time from the 
Greek, in the case of vowels it must conversely from this time 
onwards have lost ground in the popular language, so that 
it was in the cultivated language that uncertainty prevailed, 
where to pronounce and write h and where not. That educated 
people continued to pronounce the h even during the Empire is 
shewn, to take an example, by a passage of Quintilian, where he 
laughs at those people as affected, who greet one another with 
avé instead of havé on account of the derivation from avére’. 

1 The definitions wpoowöla yiAy or sumption, that Greeks or Romans 

veüua Yı$öv (the latter properly speak- 

ing an unsuitable expression) can mean 
absolutely nothing else: yds is devoid 

of breath, and Seelmann p. 262 is mis- 

taken, when he takes the expressions 

daceta and yA} to mean not something 

absolutely opposite, but only different 
degrees of aspfration. Latin writers 
have been (as so often) awkward in 
their translation of the terms, and 

the passages spoken of by S. from 

their grammarians, which would not 

allow to h the value of a letter, have 
no value for phonetics whatsoever, 

but only shew like countless others the 

dependence of Latin grammaron Greek. 

For my part I see no reason for the as- 

pronounced the unaspirated vowels 

differently from the Germanic and 

Romance peoples of to-day. 

_ 2G, Meyer? p. 244. Dittenberger 

Syll. Ind. p. 781 f. 784. Me@or. is the 
regular spelling Pap. L. 1; öwöexerns 
Kaibel Epigr. 112, cp. 190, 205, 222; 

Rich. Wagner de epigr. gr. (Lpz. 1883) 

p. 90; on adésradrxa etc. cp. Keil 

Schedae epigr. p. 7 ff. 

3 Corssen Ausspr. 1.2 104, 

4 Catullus carm. 84. 

5 Quintil. 1. 6, 21; multum enim 
litteratus, qui sine aspiratione et pro- 

ducta secunda syllaba salutarit (avere 

est enim). In the whole section he is 

speaking only of correctness of pronun- 

v 
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But after the second half of the second century A.D. h in 
inscriptions is more and more frequently wrongly put in and 
wrongly omitted’; the letter was therefore evidently dis- 
appearing, and the same development took place in Greek. 
The Copts, it is true, continue to represent the spiritus in 
Greek loan-words almost without exception with their & (h): 
hoste, hina, hote etc.*; it cannot therefore have disappeared in 
the second century. The cultivated pronunciation certainly 
retained it much longer, just as in Latin, where we find 
Augustine testifying to the offence taken in his time at pro- 
nunciations such as ominem®. Modern Greek however knows 
the aspiration no more than the Romance languages; for 
the French owe their h aspiré to the Germans. If however 
we infer from the growing uncertainty in the use of the symbol 
in Latin that the sound was beginning to disappear, are we not 
bound to make the same inference with regard to the Attic 
of the fifth century B.c.? For here too the cases are very 
numerous, where H ought to stand and does not“. The 
converse of this is of less frequent occurrence, except on one 
inscription which was evidently cut by a foreigner, where &, 
oixey etc. are written in the most surprising manner”, It has 
indeed actually been maintained, that the breathing was no- 
longer heard among the Athenians of the 4th century’, and this 
view receives support from passages of Aristotle, where the 

ciation; he comes to orthography in 

c. 7. The question is also settled by 

c. 5, 17 ff.; Vel. Long. K. vir. 68 f., etc. 

1 Corssen 1. c. p. 110; Seelmann p. 

265 f. (the wall inscrip. of Pompeii 

shew the same uncertainty as early as 

the lst cent., cp. on the confusion of 

ae and e in the same, p. 69, n. 1). 

2 Stern Kopt. Gr. p. 19. 

3 August. Confess. 1. c. 18 § 29 

(Seelmann p. 265).—Among Greeks 
compare (Oros) Prolegomen. Hephaest. 

p. 93 W.: ylveraı Bpadurns res rob xpdvou, 
ws kal &v Ty Sacela Adyerar, dia rhs 

ö£elas (Aos in xadds longer than in 

&lXos). 
4 Collected by Cauer C. St. vim. 

232 ff. On the inscript. of Eleusis 

found subsequently (C. I. A. rv. 27 b) 

the symbol is omitted about once in 
every ten instances. Bull. de corr. h. 

x11, 131 it is always written except in 
composition; C.I.A. rv. 53* (B.c. 418/7) 

only in the word lepdéy, being left out 
everywhere else, evidently owing to 

the influence of the Ionic writing, 
traces of which appear there in other 
instances. 

5 C. I. A. 1. 324. (A@nvatios Bull. 
v. 178 (on vase) is krasis, cp. C. I. A.ı. 
423 ff.) 

6 v. Schütz Hist. alphabet. Att. p. 
54 ff.; G. Meyer Gr.? p, 242, 
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distinction between od where and ov is designated as one of 
pitch without the least mention of breathing’. But on the 
opposite side we have another passage of the same author, 
according to which pos and öpos were identical in writing but 
not in sound*; moreover we find the aspiration of tenues in 
elision constantly taking place in Attic, in contrast to the Ionic 
xatatrep, THPHI (77 “Hpy), aayynows®. Moreover Plato’s 
Kratylus contains two important passages, of which the reading 
is it is true corrupt, but the sense of which cannot be mistaken. 
Socrates derives the word ewiornun on one occasion, starting 
from the philosophical standpoint of Heraclitus, from é&ropaz, 
according to which it must be é7ror., on another occasion how- 
ever, considering it from the Eleatic standpoint, from tornps, 

that is er-iornun. The former is expressed according to the 
recorded text thus: 820 87) eußaAAovras dei TO ei (€) emiornunv 

aurmv ovonateıv; the latter: dpOorepov dati Bamep viv avrod 
THY apyny Aéyey wadrXov 7 éuBarrdovtas (éxP.) TO € (E) emiorn- 
PNY, adrAa THY EußoAnv moınsaodaı avri TAS Ev TO Ei (E) ev TO 

intra‘. Since euwßaAXeıv often occurs in the Kratylus of the 
interpolation of a letter, and that which is here interpolated is 
the breathing, the object to eußaAAovras in both places must 
have been the name of the breathing. I suggest therefore that 
the symbol F was already known to Plato, as a rapaonyov 
written over letters, and that the name answering to its form 

"was the first half of ra, accordingly 4. If then we substitute 
To 4 (or ro F) in both places for ro eı, I think we shall have 
restored these much abused passages. To return, the chief point 
is, that such an inference proves too much. For there is scarcely 
a dialect, where there is not fluctuation’; even on the tables 

1 Aristot. El. Soph. p. 166 b 1. 178 
a 2 (TO uev d&drepoy ro ÖL Bapvrepov 

Pn@&v). K. E. A. Schmidt Beitr. z. 
Gesch. d. Grammatik p. 155 f. wishes 

to explain this on the assumption, that 
in the combinations py ov (me-nu) and 

To o§ mentioned by Ar. the spiritus 
was not peroeptible; but in that case 

where was it? Only at the beginning 

of a sentence ? 

2 Here also Aristotle is speaking of 

wpoowdla, and must therefore have used 

this word in the same more general 

sense as later writers (cp. Schmidt 1. c. 
187 f.). 

® Röhl no. 500, 1. 19 (Halic.), 384 

(Samos), Bull. de corr, h. ıv. 115 = 
Dittenb. 349 (Teos). 

4 Plat. Kratyl. 412 a, 437 a. 

5 Hiero’s helmet, R. 510, ‘Idpwy 

and o —; Locris R. 821, ‘Omovriwy 

and 'Orovriwv. Thespie R. 146, p’ 0 
and ds (of!] R.). 
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of Heraclea we find faos and icos side by side. But if the 
breathing began to disappear at an early period in all the 
dialects, it could not very well have continued to exist in the 
Alexandrine and Roman periods in the common Hellenistic 
language. We must therefore seek for some other explana- 
tion; such an explanation is furnished by the weakness of the 
breathing, which also serves to make the great inconsistency 
and capriciousness in the aspiration of isolated words more 
intelligible. We say immos but TAav«crios Aevaımmos, and 
as the cognate languages shew, the spiritus has no etymological 
warrant whatever. We find too side by side dyw (in Locrian . 
it is true Ayo) and yeonaı, nuap and npépa, nos and éws; 
there is no etymological reason for the fact, that initial v 
is always aspirated’. This weakness of pronunciation also 
made it natural, that the Athenians and most of the other 
stems on adopting the Ionic alphabet should not trouble them- 
selves about any new symbol for the sound of the breathing. 
In the interior of words in Laconian and other dialects the 
breathing was a late development from o: “Ayniorparos, éroi- 
Fe = érroinoe®; according to the Grammarians the Attic dialect 

knew this internal spiritus only in the foreign word rads®. In 
composition it was not generally written in Attica‘, on the 
Heraclean tables not always’; Latin as a rule represents it even 
here: exhedra (exedra), parhippus, Panhormus, Euhemerus®. It 
had undoubtedly in this position a still slighter sound than at the 
beginning of words; the Alexandrine Grammarians themselves, 
who wrote the ‘interaspiration’ in the texts of the poets for the 
sake of clearness, renounced the rough breathing, if the real 
significance of the word lying hidden in the compound appeared 
to be no longer felt: wxvddos vnüs from ads, Evalıwv from aipov. 

1 G. Meyer? p. 243. 

2 The latter is Argive, R. no. 42, 

44a, 

3 Athen. 1x. 397 er. (Attic vase 
inscription vlös, C. I. Gr. 8202, cp. 

8203.) 

4 Cauer Stud. vııı. 240 f., Meister- 

hans ed. 2, p. 67. In Elision IIAPH- 

EAPOI C. I. A. ı. 34 and rv, 116°, 10, 

MEAHENI 1. 77, 6 (also with pleonasm 

KAOHAITIEP tv, 51%, 43), although 
Giese Aeol. Dial. p. 333 maintains, 

that the aspirate in this case was quite 
inaudible. 

5 wapekövrı once by wapétdvre (the 
preposition in this dialect took the 
form rap). 

6 K. L. Schneider p. 192 f. Also 

Coptic ahoratos, Stern Kopt. Gr.p. 19. 
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SECTION 26. 

Pronunciation of the Tenues. 

Among the nine mutes the Tenues (ie. Aa, the surd 
letters) have on the whole retained their pronunciation. At the 
present day however the media appears in pronunciation after 
a nasal: Aaumpos pr. lambros, évrpérropar endrépome ; dvayxalw 
avaykn anangazo anangt’. The same thing takes place in 
close combination of words: Töv moAeuov tom bdlemo, Tov 
romov ton ddépo, Tov xoopoy ton gézmo*. The assumption of 
a similar pronunciation in ancient Greek leads at once to pure 
impossibilities: how could the ancients have kept évros and 
évdov, avabavdov and -dayro- so strictly distinct, as they 
certainly did? For we are not entitled to appeal to the 
Aristotelian évtedéyera by the side of évdereyns: the word 
must have been évdedeyera, but being of infrequent usage it 
was remodelled on the analogy of reXos. Next we are con- 
fronted with aumAareiv and außAareiv, "Aumparia and ’Au- 
Bpaxia, finally the Aristophanic pun BX&reıv BaAAnvade (IlaX- 
Anvade, TlaAXryvn and Badrewv)*, those who cite these instances 
not perceiving that the very infrequency with which they occur 
contains a full refutation of the inference they draw. For tenuis 
and media or as we now say surd and sonant explosives approxi- 
mate so closely in sound, that to say nothing of the license of 
word-plays, actual instances of interchange are not wanting in 
Greek any more than in other languages, for instance on Attic 
inscriptions torw for d0Tw, aypomrdder, Mexaxdys*. Above 
all in Egypt r and 6 could not be kept distinct owing to the 
peculiarity of the national language, which did not possess a 
d, although it had b; accordingly mistakes such as Tiövuoı, 
röde for tore, Evto£os are among the commonest on papyri’. 

1 The pronunciation of «AX as yA Curtius @ött. Nachr. 1857 p. 303. 

which has often been maintained is 4 C.I.A. u. 603,272. Bull. de corr. 

denied by Psichari for the general fh, 1. 552 (ib. m1. 64 Scyros xuvy for 

language. yuv). 

2 Foy p. 47. 5 Praefat. Hyperid. p. xvıt. 

3 Aristophanes Acharn. 233; E. 

P. 7 

/ 
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But the position in which the sound occurs, makes in these 
cases no difference whatever. Apart from this in the case 
of k a twofold pronunciation is current in modern Greek’: 
guttural before consonants and before a o u, and inclining to 
palatal before e 7 (i.e. % according to Lepsius’ alphabet, being 
to k as ch in ich is to ch in ach). Consequently in the xai 
of the present day a sound is heard somewhat like kye, in 
which the & is produced so far forward on the palate, that it 
approximates to £. In many cases this palatal k like the c 
in Romance was and is further developed to ch ts, so that 
Psichari gives four further pronunciations for xe xai:—chye 
che tsye tse’, and this pronunciation as Italian ce, although 

at the present day it is not considered worthy of imitation’, 
nevertheless made itself distinctly felt side by side with the 
other at the period of the revival of letters‘. Something 
analogous to k k’ might be found in ancient Greek in the 
contiguous use of ? (koppa) and K; this however seems in 
point of fact to have been more a matter of orthography than 
pronunciation. The syllables xo xpo «ro were written with 9, 
because the letter was called koppa, xa «pa etc. were on the 
other hand written with kappa for the same reason’; the rest 
of the work fell to the share of the latter, as standing before 
the other in the alphabet, except where a u still retaining - 
its proper u-sound appeared to demand similar treatment to 
o°. Subsequently was given up as superfluous, just as k 
in Latin gave place to c. 

SECTION 27. 

Aspirates and mediae; contrast between ancient and modern 
Greek. 

The pronunciation of the aspirates @ PX is one of the most 
difficult pointe. The name aspirata littera, Sao ypdupa points 

1 Foy p. 5. p. 530. 

2 Psichari Rev. Crit. 1887 p. 265. 5 BOQAZ (?) Boot. Röhl 183 
3 Foy p. 56. stands alone; Meister Dial.-Inschr. 881 
4 Cp. the edict of Chancellor Gardi- Bwf[A]as? 

ner (p. 3 above), which on this point 6 Cp. p. 35 above, 
allows a certain licence; Smith Sylloge 
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to the addition of a breathing, ie. an h; accordingly they are 
written in Latin th ph ch. In pronouncing ph as f,and ch in 
the German fashion, we make out of the aspirate a spirant, and 
such also is the English th. Modern Greek also makes them 
spirants, 9 being pronounced as English th in think, & as f, x 
before consonants and before ao u with a guttural sound like the 
ch in German ach (x in Lepsius’ alphabet), before ei on the 
other hand with a palatal sound like ch in German ich (y’). It 
has however also made the mediae into spirants in the same way. 
Media, uecov, denotes the intermediate pronunciation between 
yudov and dao, that is to say neither quite without breathing 
nor yet with a particularly strong breathing’. But in modern 
Greek 6 is the soft English th as in this; $ is v, that is to say 
the soft sound corresponding to the hard f; y either a soft 
guttural ch or a soft palatal, being wholly analogous to the 
x; Lepsius writes these sounds too with Greek letters: y y'. 
The Germans give the g this pronunciation in many cases, 
especially in the interior of words, and make y Y' when 
medial correspond to x x at the end, just as in German other 
consonants which are soft when medial are pronounced hard 
when final: Tage, Tag (Taye-Tax), Berge Berg (Bery’e-Berx‘) 

corresponding to Leid pronounced Leit while leiden has the 
proper d-sound. Palatal y’ is identical with English y German 5, 
and accordingly the Greeks now pronounce evoıro yénito, yn 
yt. The explosive pronunciation, as a media in the Latin sense, 
only remains to the modern Greek mediae where a nasal 
precedes, consequently at the present day vr vd, ur uß, and 
partly also y« yy are identical in sound’. 

1 So Dion. Thr. B. A. 631; Dionys. 
de compos. p. 83: yida perv TO Te x Kal TO 
w xal TOT, dacéa öl To Te x Kal TO > Kal 
ro 0, xowa 5¢ aupoiv (repeated subse- 

quently as pécovy augdoty, rot pev yap 

YıÄörepov Tod dt Saci’repov) TO Te y xal 

7) ßxal ro 6. Cp.also Aristid. Quintil. 
p. 89 f. Meib. (54 Jahn), 44 (29 J.), 

p. 101, n. 1 below. 

2 Psichari Rev. Crit. 1887, 266, 

according to whom the pronunciation 

Such a sound- 

komvos (xéuBos), anöros is simply arti- 

ficial and owes its existence to the 

written form. Another instance of 

artificial pronunciation according to 
Ps. is the sounding of the » of the 

article in röv Yduov, rhy yuvatka: dia- 

lectally this is assimilated (toyyamo, 

tiyyineka), in the ordinary language 

it disappears without any compensa- 

tion (to yamo, ti yineka). 

7—2 
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system as this transferred to the ancient language must of 
necessity alter its character most violently. It 1s however 
perfectly impossible to transfer it. For all spirants are frica- 
tives, that is according to the ancient nomenclature zulbwva, 

having even without the addition of a vowel a certain percep- 
tible sound ; but in ancient Greek 8 y 6 are always and dx 6 
generally reckoned among the dbwva. That the latter were by 
some, apparently by the Stoics, considered as nulbwva', is fully 
explained by the fact, that the added breathing is of itself a 
nulbwvov ; in like manner Er ¢ are reckoned as nuidwva owing 
to the « which forms one of their component parts. In the 
modern Greek pronunciation on the contrary no one could ever 
maintain these letters to be mutes. Moreover Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus gives a closer description of the pronunciation’ ; 
he says that in the case of vr 8 ¢ the mouth is shut and then 
suddenly opened, in like manner in r @ 6 the tongue is pressed 
against the teeth ; in «xy it is raised to the palate, and there is 
no further distinction between these letters according to him 
beyond that of the breathing®. Aristides Quintilianus also 
writing in the third century expresses himself to the same 
effect :—in the case of the media 8 and the related sounds 

a and & the stream of air, he says, breaks through the closure 
of the lips in the centre, and so on, he too making the only 
difference between the related sounds to consist in the fact, 

that the tenues were articulated in the front part of the 

1 Sext. Empir. p. 621 f. represents 

the aspirates as nuldwva, adding, that 

‘some’ reckon them as ddwva; Pris- 
cian 1, 14 says conversely: hic quoque 

error & quibusdam antiquis Graecorum 

grammaticis invasit Latinos, qui ¢ et 

0 et x semivocales putabant, nulla alia 

causa, nisi quod spiritus in eis abun- 

det, inducti. The Stoics according to 

Dion. L. vu. 57 reckoned only six 

dgpuwva, ßyöxrmr. Dionys. Halic., 

Dion, Thrax etc. reckon the aspirates 

as mute without expressing any doubt 
on the subject. 

2 Dion, Hal. Comp. p. 78 R. 

3 Dion. Hal. Comp. p. 83 f.: r ® 

ß are pronounced, drav roi créuaros 

miecbévros TO mpoBaddduevoy éx Tijs 

aprnplas mveüna Avon Tov Seopdy avrod. 

—TOA: rijs YAurrns dxpy TY orduari 

wpooeperdouevns Kard Tovs METEWpoUs 

ddévras, Exec’ bxd Tod wrvedparos drop- 

pimivonévns Kal rhv déEodov abr xdrw 

wept rovs dddvras dwodcdotons.—KXI: 
Tis yAwrrns dvicrapévns wpös Tov obpa- 

vov Eyyds Tis pdpuvyyos kal THs dprnplas 

urnxovons TH mvebuarı, oböev obbe Taira 

diadépovra TY oxhnarı ad\dA\jAwy, why 

bre 7d ev K Yrds Abyerau, Td Be x 

dagéws, TO Oe y perplws xal peratd 

appoiy, 
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mouth and softly, the aspirates energetically from the larynx, 
the mediae with moderate force in the central part’. Accord- 
ingly all these sounds were instantaneous and explosive ; 
f ch etc. on the other hand are fricatives, being produced by 
a contraction not amounting to complete closure of the vocal 
passage ; for neither are the lips closed in producing f, nor in 
making the th-sound is the tongue pressed against the teeth, 

but only brought near. It is then already placed beyond doubt 
and will receive further confirmation, that the aspirates and 
the mediae during the classical period had a different pro- 
nunciation from that now in vogue. 

SECTION 28. 

Pronunciation of the Aspirates. 

To understand what the aspirates really are, we must turn 
our attention to the living oriental languages, especially those 
of India. There exist in Sanskrit as in the derived languages 
combinations both of the tenuis with the breathing: kh th ph, 
and of the media: gh dh bh; both classes are considered in the 
alphabet as simple sounds, but are really formed by a com- 
bination of mute with breathing. Germans in general pro- 
nounce their so-called tenues when initial with a similar 
breathing, generally without being themselves aware of it; 
other nations however, as for instance the Hindoos, perceive 
the distinction between their own true tenues, and the approxi- 
mation to their own aspirates. We must then, as G. Curtius 
especially has shewn’, consider this to have been the character 
of the Greek aspirates, their prior member being a tenuis: k pt. 

1 Aristid. Quintil. p. 89 Meib. (54 

Jahn): ra» dbwrwv TA uev dia Tov xe- 

Alwv xeiraı povwy, To wvedparos Thy 

Eugpaty airuv xara pécow Exßıafouevov, 
ws To B xal Ta rovrou meptexrixd, Ta de 
«re. (The description is less lucid in 
the case of the gutturals and dentals.) 

Then: rotrwy dé rd uev ypepalws wpod- 

yovra Tov dépa Kak Tay wept rods ddévTas 

romwy KékAynral Te Wrrd nal Eorw evou- 

pérepa’ rd, 5° Evöoder Ex pdpvyyos wrs- 

pacra dacéa xal Eorı Alay rpaxea ra 

Ö' Ex pécou rod dwunrıxoü rémrou péoa re 

elpnraı kal rns dugorépwy elinxe hicews. 

Similarly only more briefly expressed 
before p. 44 (29). 

2 Curtius Grundz.5 414 ff.; W. 

Schmitz, Beitr. zur lat. Sprach- und 

Litteraturkunde p. 118 ff. 
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Out of this a spirant has been developed by assimilation and 
fusion of the elements, the breathing according to the view 
usually held being changed to a spirant of a nature homo- 
geneous to the tenuis (pf or pv, tO, ky), the latter finally 
crowding out the tenuis. It is still a matter of dispute, 
whether this assumed intermediate pronunciation: pf kch tth, 
had already begun in the classical period, a view maintained 
first by R. von Raumer and finding after him its principal 
champion in W. Roscher’. This question too ought however 
to be decided by the classification of letters discussed above ; 
for pf etc. are certainly not mutes, and one may go further 
and say that they are clearly double-consonants, just as much 
as & Ww ¢ In the next place if this view had been correct, 
it must have been possible to have cited in its support 
transliterations, especially in Latin, since pf or ts or something 
similar would have been written, if only in sporadic instances, 
for Greek $0; but as a matter of fact nothing of the kind 
is found. And I fail to understand how v. Raumer and 
Rumpelt can argue, that, because according to Quintilian 

Cicero in the speech for Fundanius laughed at a Greek witness, 
who could not pronounce the first letter of Fundanius*, Greek 
& was at that time pf or according to Rumpelt a simple 
spirant®. According to Quintilian we must suppose that the 
man said Hundanius ; but even supposing that he had, as they 
think, made the f into a &, his representation of the foreign 
sound by p+h would not have been any further from the 
mark, than the Slavonic and Lithuanian representation of late 
Greek ¢ or German f as p*. The only inference that can be 
made from the passage is that there was a fundamental 

UR. v. Raumer Aspiraten und Laut- 

verschiebung p. 96 ff.; W. Roscher 

ei; ita adspirare without ei also has 

authority; f ut $ Christ. Halm; Spal- 
Curtius Stud. 1, 2, 117 ff. 

2 Quintil. 1. ıv. 14: quin fordeum 

foedosque (scil. was the pronunciation 

in the mouths of ancient Romans for 

hordeum hoedos), pro aspiratione velut 
(other mss. vel f ut; Christ. Halm) 
simili littera utentes; nam contra 

Graeci adspirare ei (others read ¢ for 

ding rejects ei) solent, ut pro Fundanio 
Cicero testem, qui primam ejus litte- 

ram dicere non possit, irridet. 
3 Rumpelt p. 56. 

4 Kurschat Litt. Gramm. p. 22, 50. 

(Franzose Prancuzas, Christoph Kris- 
tups); Miklosich Altsloven. Lautlehre 
p. 236. 
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distinction between Latin f and Greek ¢, more fundamental 
than between labial f (pronounced entirely with the lips) and 
dentilabial f (pronounced by laying the under-lip against the 
teeth, as we do), and also certainly more fundamental than 

between pf and f; for any one who can pronounce pf can also 
pronounce f. The fact that the Greeks always represented f 
by &, is easily intelligible, since the simple breathing did not 
even exist as a Greek letter, and among the aspirated tenues the 
labial enjoyed a distinct preference. The whole theory of the 
pf is also overthrown by metrical considerations. For when we 
find in isolated passages of Homer, Hipponax, and Aristophanes 
words like ödıs Birocodbos used with the penultimate long’, 
we are not to infer, that & was a double consonant. Rather 
the fact that, if we except this dozen or so of instances, the 
aspirate in the countless other cases does not form length by 
position, ought to shew clearly, that it was only the breathing, 
which cannot produce: length by position, which was added 
to the tenuis. In like manner no Latin writer thinks of 
treating the aspirates ph th ch, which made their way into 
the language after the Ist century B.c., as double-consonants. 
We can explain the fact, that the Greeks here and again 
actually do this, by a doubling of the tenuis which in this 
case was not at all unnatural: we may compare the spellings 
dxXOS, OKXELY, oxUTdos, Observing that this doubling also is 
found only in a very few words among a very large number 
not so affected, and is accordingly a special peculiarity or 
licence*. The fact, that dp xp Op form length by position in 
no higher degree than map xp tp’, alone forms an irresistible 

1 This is the principal argument 

of Roscher (p. 121 ff.). “Ogus as trochee 
Hom. Il. 12. 208, Hipponax fr. 49 (Anti- 

machus fr. 78?); @tAécdgos Arist. Eccl. 

571 (in a hexameter, consequently as a 

matter of necessity). Christ Metrik, 

p. 24. 

2 Spellings such as dedéxxar (Sa- 
mos, Cauer Syll. 134, 26), which are 

appealed to by Roscher, are in the 

first place extremely infrequent, in the 

second place the accumulation of let- 

ters is in no way different from that 

in &s, Buotdvrio, exstra. The later 

forms cuvditareptAaxxey (Mylasa Bull, 

de corr. h. v. 102), nernAXaxxöres (Ala- 

banda ib. x. 302 1. 39), eivayewxxéra 

(-xxev) thrice ib. x11. 84 f. (Stratonikeia) 
belong to the grammarians. 

3 The remark of Aristides Quinti- 

lianus (p. 46 Meib. 30 Jahn), that a 
final short vowel can be used as long 

with especial ease when an aspirate 

follows, can scarcely have any founda- 
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refutation of the theory. I am not myself convinced, that this 
transitional stage obtained general acceptance at any period 
whatsoever. At all events I can not find it absolutely estab- 
lished for any period, and it may accordingly for our purpose 
be disregarded. The following facts may serve as a confirma- 
tion of the pronunciation as p+h etc. Those Greek races, 
which did not possess the non-Phoenician symbols & x, in those 
cases where they were not satisfied with the simple tenuis, 
adopted the writing ITH KH, exactly as the Romans did, when 
the representation of the aspirates by the tenues p c ¢ usual 
at an early period seemed to them not sufficiently accurate and 
aspiration of consonants had ceased to be regarded as strange. 
Secondly the contact of tenuis with aspirated vowel produces 
aspirates: é 6, av ov (ephöt, anthu). On the other hand 
aspirates readily pass into tenues according to a definite rule 
in inflexional formation and composition: Tedeanaı, éréOny, 
uvrjoßnrı, Erexeipia, apxeOéwpos, "Aumdarns, "Apxedav', and 
if on the other hand violations of this principle are not 
infrequent” on inscriptions, these errors and the other very 
numerous alternations of aspirated and unaspirated mutes’ 
only serve to shew, how slight was the distinction between 
the two. Moreover the doubling of aspirates gives tenuis + 
aspirate, which is quite regular, supposing that the latter 
consists of tenuis + breathing‘; in like manner the Germans 
write quite correctly tz for double z. It is true that a diffi- 
culty arises from the fact that before an aspirate a tenuis 
pronounced with a different position of the vocal organs 
becomes likewise aspirated ; for to many it appears impossible 

tion, although this treatment would 

not be unnatural in the case of the 
pronunciation p +h etc. 

1 The two last examples from Delos 

Bull. de corr. h. v1. 25, 27. 

2 Roscher l.c. p. 98. So &vdaudor 

and dve#é07 on the Eleusinian inscrip- 

tion C.J. A. ıv. 276. Cp. also Meister- 

hans p. 78? f. 

3 Roscher p. 79 ff.; Schmitz p. 114 

ff.—The BdpBapo: in Aristophanes, the 

Scythian in the Thesmoph. and the 

Triballian in the Birds always put 

tenuis for aspirate; see also the Athe- 

nian vase C. I, Gr. 8076%. On a 

Phrygian inscrip. Bull. de corr. hell. 

11. 255 f. ‘Povwios, Tpöriuos, dxdos ; 

Sterret Arch. Inst. of America m1. no. 
366 1. 35, 100, 39 Acordyns Tecudreos, 1. 

109 Krıuevnvos, for which subsequently 

Xu. 

4 There are naturally here and 

there violations of this rule, Roscher 
p. 89. 
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to pronounce ekhthos (€x@os), phtheiro with doubled breath- 
ing’, > also has a similar aspirating power, at all events at 
an early period; hence arises the writing ®2, X2 for w and &; 
Plato says, that & Wo & are letters with a strong breathing’. 
Is it possible then to pronounce p h sin succession? We must 
however be on our guard against speaking too readily of 
impossibility ; for to others, as for example to Lepsius, khth, 
phs appears perfectly possible, and only khkh impossible, since 
here the organ is the same; where the organ is different on 
the other hand, the breath, according to them, comes out simul- 
taneously behind the first letter, before the mouth assumes the 
new position. Accordingly we have no need of the way out of 
the difficulty, which was adopted by G. Curtius’® following 
the lead of others. This was that the breathing heard after 
the ¢ or with the s in combinations such as pth ps was liable to 
be transformed in the sensorium of the hearer and consequently 
also in script to the p which was equally susceptible of aspira- 
tion, and these combinations being of frequent occurrence 
habit did the rest to establish an orthography ®® etc.‘ 
This form of writing is as a matter of fact much too well 
established for such an explanation to hold water; the four or 
five exceptions on archaic and later monuments: AIIOITON, 
KATAII@IMENH® etc. can hardly count‘. On the other 
hand the entirely different treatment of such combinations in 
modern Greek must be made prominent. The modern Greek 
spirants shewing an exactly opposite tendency combine with 
the tenues: dravo <p0dve, KNEbTNS erérrys, OXT@ Sard: 
neither a combination of hard (surd) spirant with spirant nor 
of tenuis with tenuis is in accordance with the genius of the 
language. In like manner o admits of a surd spirant neither 

1 Ebel in Kuhn’s Zeitschr. x11. who uses it (for want of better proof) 
266 ff. 

2 Plato Kratyl. 427 a: 5a rod pet 

kal rou Wet kal Tov otypa Kal rod (Ara, 

dre mvevparwin TA ypdunara, rdvTa TA 

roaura newlunra avrois bvond(wv (the 

giver of the names), olov TO Yuxpov 

kal ro f€ov Kal rd celecOac xr\. The 

passage is quoted by v. Raumer p. 101, 

to establish a spirantic element in ¢ 
in Plato’s time. 

3 Curtius Grdz.5 p. 414 ff., after 

W. von der Mühl Aspiration der Tenues 
(Lpz. 1875) p. 21f. See on the other 

side J. Schmidt K. Z. xxvıu. 179 ff. 

4 Röhlno.314 (Phokis), 382 (Chios). 
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immediately preceding nor following it: -evoa Le. -ebdra becomes 
eva—epsa, oxitw becomes oxitw, picOos puoros, aloddavonas 
otavopat’. In the same way a surd spirant does not allow a 

preceding nasal: either this is assimilated and in some cases 
expelled as dv@os a00os aos, vuubn niffi nifi*, or a tenuis took 
the place of the aspirate and then a media the place of the 
tenuis, as in the word Köpıvdos which I have myself heard 
pronounced Kurindos (written Kopuvtos). Finally we must 
remark the effect produced in many cases by a preceding p: 
npra for npda Ada, Kopro popular name for Corinth, épyopae 
pronounced erkome or erxome‘. The same applies to the 
voiced spirant in combination with a nasal, neither is this spirant 
allowed without exception to stand combined with p. Where 
the phonetic laws are so different the sounds themselves of 
ancient and modern Greek must be fundamentally distinct. 
In the next place there remains to be produced in support of 
the long continuance of the real aspirates not only Quintilian’s 
testimony, who regarded & as a dulcissime spirans littera, 
Roman f and also the v in servus on the contrary as odious 
and offensive sounds‘, but also that of the Coptic mode of 
writing which arose at the end of the second or the beginning 
of the third century. The Egyptian Christians, when they 
devised a new alphabet, mainly borrowed from the Greek, for 
their national language, employed the symbols @ ® X for the 
real aspirates which are found in Egyptian; on the other 
hand for the sounds / and ch, which they likewise possessed, 
they adopted peculiar symbols which were annexed to the 
Greek alphabet. In the numerous words borrowed from the 

1 Foy p. 134. 2¢ holds its ground 

according to Psichari (Mem. de la Soc. 

linguist. v1. 305) in the ordinary lan- 

guage, but in Trapezus has become 

or. 
2 See p. 85, n. 1. 

3 Psichari Rev. crit. 1887, 265. 

4 Quint. xu. 10, 27: jucundissimas 

ex Graecis litteris non habemus (v and 

¢)—, quibus nullae apud eos dulcius 

spirant. He goes on to speak of the 

grecizing spellings Zephyrus, Ephyra, 

and adds: quae si nostris litteris scri- 

bantur, surdum quiddam et barbarum 

efficient, et velut in locum earum suc- 

cedent tristes et horridae, quibus Grae- 

cia caret (f and u). Nam et illa, quae 

est sexta nostrarum, paene non humana 

voce vel omnino non voce potius inter 
discrimina dentium efflanda est.— 

Aeolicae quoque litterae, qua servum 

cervumque dicimus, etsi forma (f) a 
nobis repudiata est, vis tamen nos ipsa 
persequitur. 
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Greek ® X occur, but instances also are found of the resolved. 

spelling, EIIZOZON as well as EBOZON, just as in the case 
of native words the combination of tenuis with A alternates 
with the aspirates’. At what time then did the spirants 
appear in the ordinary speech? Priscian about 500 A.D. 
evidently found it difficult to adjust to his satisfaction the 
difference between & and Latin /, which he found emphasized 
by the earlier grammarians; it appears to him quite absurd, 
that & should be a mute and f a semivowel, and accord- 
ingly he ends in making f likewise a mute* A spirantic 
pronunciation of ¢ x 9 is unmistakeably described by the 
Byzantine scholiast of Dionysius Thrax, who brings into pro- 
minence the decisive absence of closure in contrast to 7 « 7°. 
The description is entirely at variance with that of Dionysius 
of Halicarnassus. But even Ulfilas makes no difficulty about 
representing & by Gothic /, @ by p. Latin monuments with very 
few exceptions shew ph and f unconfused up to the time of 
Severus; after that however the alternations become numerous, 

and after the middle of the fourth century there is no longer 
any distinction even in the best documents“. 

1 Lepsius Stand. Alph. p. 202; 

Schwartze Kopt. Gramm. p. 79 ff.; 

Stern Copt. Gr. 16 f. On hierogly- 

phics the name of Philip Arideus was 

written according to Lepsius with OT) 

ph, at a later period Si\wrédpa, Tpvpaiva 

only with p. 

2 Prise. 1. 13: quare cum f loco 

mutae ponatur (in fama din etc.), 

miror hanc inter semivocales posuisse 

artium scriptores—(14) sciendum ta- 
men, quod hic quoque error a quibus- 

dam antiquis Graecorum grammaticis 

invasit Latinos, qui ¢ et 6 et x semi- 

vocales putabant.—Hoc tamen scire 

oportet, quod non fixis labris est pro- 
nuntianda f, quomodo ph, atque hoc 

solum interest. This sounds quite 

differently from what Quintilian says, 

although Priscian also, true to his 

predecessors, makes & pronounced 

with closed lips. 

Before this and 

3 B. A. o. p. 810, on ¢ x @ in suc- 

cession. I is pronounced with 

closure of the lips; dvoryouevwv 5¢ rar 

xethéwy mdyv, kal mvevparos moddod 

e£ıövros, éexpwvelrac ro d. In the case 

of x the tongue is pressed against 

the palate, in ¢ against the teeth; x on 

the other hand is pronounced ris 

yAuwrrns ah mpoomıkovuerns und’ ddrws 

owvarrouevns TY ovpavloxy, and 6 dro- 

xwpovons Tis yAwoons ra» ddévrwv Kal 

wapexovons E£odov TO WOAAW #Vveunarı. 

v. Raumer puts a right value on this 

testimony, p. 103 f. 

4 W. Schmitz p.122£.; Th. Momm- 

sen Herm. xıv. 70 ff. The graffiti of 

Pompeii furnish only four exx. Or- 

thographic precepts on f ph are given 

by Caper vir. p. 95 K. (time of Trajan 

but not preserved in its genuine form) 

and Diomedes p. 423 f. K. (4th. cent.), 
Schmitz p. 126; cp. also Mar. Plot. 
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as lung as ph and f were distinguished ph and p, th and ¢, 
ch and c had been liable to be interchanged: the contrast 
between the earlier and later pronunciation is therefore 
evident. This later pronunciation however will not have arisen 

all at once, it must have needed time to have made its way 
from the lower to the upper stratum of the people and to have 
become general. But its beginning or, if you prefer it, its 
prelude, is perhaps already to be found in the ancient Greek 
dialects; on this point we go on to speak in connection with 
the transformation of the mediae. 

SECTION 29. 

Pronunciation of the Mediae ; dialectal pronunciation of the 
Mediae and Asmrates. 

We have scen above, that the name media denotes a half 
aspirated sound, and not by any means a weak or voiced sound, 
with which names b dg are now denoted in contradistinction 
to ptk. The Greeks then heard a certain breathing in their 
86; and who shall maintain, that their ears deceived them ? 
Moreover there is this confirmatory fact, that the mediae as well as 

the aspirates became spirants. It certainly may be maintained 
that the name mediae suits the present pronunciation also, in 
so far as the breathing in 8 v is really weaker than in & f". 
On the other hand, since Latin b gd and Greek 8 y 6 correspond 

to one another with perfect regularity, and the value of the 
Latin mediac is certainly identical with that of the present 
Romance and German, the pronunciation of Greek 8 y 6 must 
have been approximately the same as that of our mediae. In 
the case of 6 this is made especially clear by the fact, that it is 
so frequently confused with ¢ by Egyptian scribes ; consequently 
there can have been no such wide difference as that between 

Sacerdos (3rd. cent.) K. vi. 451.— notae Tironianae, also Sehuderico for 

Schmitz p. 134 furnishes examples for Theoderico on an inscrip. 

the confusion of th and s from the 1 Cp. also B. A. 810, n. 2. 
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modern Greek r and 5’. Strangely enough it is only the 
pronunciation of the 8 which has really been made a matter of 
controversy. However that this was during the Attic period 
not v appears sufficiently proven, in case there is still any 
doubt, by Plato*, who calls it a mute, and by the An B7 of 

the comic dramatists, and it is by no means the case, as has 
been stated, that in the Roman period it was employed without 
scruple for v. On the contrary the inscriptions of the time 
of the republic shew almost without exception Ovanrépuos, 
®örovios, and this mode of writing, tedious though it was, 
even in the period of the empire was never quite ousted by the 
far more convenient 8°. There existed then a pretty consider- 
able difference between 8 and v, greater than that between 
semivocalic v (English w) and consonantal v (English v), for 
this would not have prevented the universal adoption of the 
writing with 8. In the time of the Empire, especially from 
the second century onwards, this difference must have become 
smaller; otherwise the earlier usage would have been pre- 
served. The Latin 5 too in many places had a similar develop- 
ment, being pronounced in the same way that survives at the 
present day among the Spaniards and many of the French of 
the south, whose vivere is according to the well known witticism 
bibere‘. This indistinguishable confusion of the two sounds 
gave rise next to such spellings as 3eovacrös, which is often 
met with on Greek inscriptions in Italy’. But in the fact, that 
even at the present day 8 is an explosive sound when following 

1 See Plat. Crat. 427 a: ris Tod 

ÖeATa oupmriécews kal rob rab xal amepel- 
gEews THS yAwrrns. 

2 Theaet. 203 B: roi 3 ad Bijra 

otre pwvh oüre Wddos (cp. Dion. cur. 
72). 

3 8. Dittenberger Herm. vi. 302 ff., 

who has only two exx. from the time 

of the republic of 8 for v (yet in Delos 

about 180 B.c. Bull. de corr. h. vi. 38, 

43, Dittenb. Syll. no. 367, 86, 130 
AcBlov Bıßlov); the Monumentum An- 
cyranum also still shews ov consistent- 

ly. The same writing was used in 

verse also; C. I. Gr. 67 sq. ZiAdvlov 

eb£auevos with consonantal pronuncia- 

tion. The name of L. Verus is com- 

monly written Ovjpos, much more 
rarely Bijpos, Dittenberger p. 304. In 

many exx. also v internal is omitted, 

Bawvıos, BorAXae, in short it is quite 

evident that the Greeks possessed no 
quite appropriate expression for v. 

4 Corssen 1?, 131; Diez Gr. 1, 280. 

376 ; Seelmann p. 239 f. 

5 Dittenberger p. 304, 
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a nasal, Psichari’ rightly finds a proof, that it was originally 
this in all cases; for komvos could not have produced kombos, 
but an original v would have done away with the nasal As 
regards y, this letter seems at all events when between vowels 

to have become a spirant at a very early period in the popular 
pronunciation. For a frequent misuse of it on papyrus is to 
bridge over a hiatus: vyiyaivis = iyualveıs, KAaiyo = Kraiw, 
Tavyns Tayns for Tavns Tans, Zapamıynov’, and conversely it 

is frequently wrongly omitted: vsaivns, oddos*, which latter 
form is also attested as Tarentine and is cited by the Attic 
comic poets as a barbarism of the demagogue Hyperbolus‘. 
Compare further Pıareıa = Diyarera, aynoya for aynyoya, 
Beeotian (wy for eyw, dyeO\a in Pamphylian®. All this points 
to a softening of the guttural explosive to a y, or in the case 
of a back-vowel to the g, which the Germans usually pronounce 
in Tage; but the sound was so undefined and weak, that it 
was thrust in and left out at will. The phenomenon was 
however in any case strange to the standard Attic, as is shewn 
by the sneer at Hyperbolus and probably neither Hyperbolus 
nor any one else at Athens who pronounced oA/os, on the same 
principle pronounced Aéyw as Aéw, any more than a Beotian 
said Adm because he had icy for éywv. Such cases as these 
have their source in isolated words of frequent occurrence— 
compare Italian io from ego, but not lio from lego—and may 
subsequently develope into a principle of universal application. 
In some of the dialects however other mediae also and not less 
other aspirates to all appearance became at an early period 

t Psich. Rev. crit. 1887, 267. 

2 Pap. L. 63 col. 1 iyıyalvıs and 

conj. üyıyaluns; xAalyw 51; Tavyns 
Téyns 23. 55 Bis; Zapar. 40, 41. 

3 Jualvouev and vıalvıs 42, ÖXlos 63, 

4; 26 twice. 

4 Herodian 1, 141, 19; Plat. com. 

frg. 168 K. (in Herod. m. 926); v. 

Herwerden 60 (C. I. A. 11. 594, 8). 

Also on the inser. of Chersonesos on 

the Crimean Peninsula (Bull. de corr. 
hell. v. 70 Dittenb. 252), &Alwı is found 

at 1.10; see further Ed. dpx. 1884 p. 

89 1. 22 (Peiraieus, decree of Mace- 

donian Period); Bull. vır. 166 (Im- 
bros) Meisterhans, p. 59. 

5 G. Meyer Gr.? p. 218; dyedAa 
Röhl no. 505 1. 24. 

6 Cp. Wessely Wiener Stud. 1882 

p. 197, who draws the general con- 
clusion, that + was pronounced like y 
before an E- or I-sound. The indica- 

tions or suggestions of such a pro- 

nunciation are however found with 

much greater frequency in the earlier 

than the later period, 
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spirantic. In the first place so early as the pre-Roman period 

Laconian employs 8 in the place of the digamma: Bouve[cdas], 
Bacrias (from doru Faotv)’; it also appears with this function 
in numerous Laconian glosses’. In the latter instances it 
might have been used as a matter of necessity, the scribes who 
wrote at the dictation of the populace not possessing the usual 
symbol for the digamma: but the Laconians themselves must 
have preserved the symbol with the sound, as the Heracleots 
of Italy did, had not the appropriate symbol ceased to 
be indispensable owing to the similar sound of 8. We must 
accordingly believe this to have been the case. These same 
Laconians had a 0, which they themselves wrote certainly for a 
long period with the old symbol, but which the other Greeks at 
an early time represented with o, as in the well known vai te 
oi. It can hardly be doubted that this was at least for a 
time the modern Greek spirant; if it had been a real o it 
would have been so written by the Laconians themselves, while 
it is quite natural, that the Athenians should have represented 
the strange spirant in Laconian words by the allied sound of o. 
This mode of writing has also made its way into Alcman’s 

poems, and we are able here, in the Egyptian fragment, to 
make out the limits of the phonetic change: @ remains after 
ao (notncOw), after v (Emavdet and four other examples), 
before A and p (aePAoböpov, opOpiar), after d (POeyyeraz), 
where the next syllable begins with o (doornpia)‘. T appears 

1 Inscr. of Taenarum R. no. 84 

(fifth cent.??); Baorlas eumo\&MON 
ib. 78 (epitaph of one fallen in war; 
period??). Further EößaAxns ib. p. 33, 
n. 1(EödAxns 77°, epitaph of a warrior 
killed at Mantinea); Bidd\as Evpufd- 

vacoa EvBdd\xeos Le Bas u. 163%, 

$aßervos a Lacedaemonian Delphi 
Dittenb. Syll. 189 (beginning of 2nd 
cent. B.c.); Müllensiefen de titul. 
Lacon. dial. p. 46 f. 

2 Ahrens D. D, 424 ff. 

3 The first instance of this o is in 

’"Edevolg =’EXevdla = El\ebula (Ross, 
Keil), Le Bas 162°-Dittenb. 191, in 

case the Machanidas, who appears 

here as the dedicator, is the well- 

known tyrant 210—207 B.c. But here 
we find also dvé@nxe. The other in- 
scrip. with o in proper names (not 

without exception) Le Bas 163* etc., 

are placed by Foucart in the second or 
first century B.c. 

4 The last case is attested as an 

exception in Cramer An. Oz. 1. 197, 7 
(Ahrens D. D. 66). The Lakon. gloss 
dxkakavolp (dxayOvANs) in Hesychius 
shews change after »; we have on the 

other hand a proper name in -v6/s Röhl 
no. 72. 
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to be found for @ after o on an old Laconian inscription’. In 
the next place Apollonius testifies, that in Doric poets, among 
whom judging by the character of the quotations we must 
understand Aleman to be included, the tenuis in elision and 

crasis is ‘times without number’ not altered before the spiritus 
asper: «x@ To£öras, KdddtoT’ Uiravrév*, Now this cannot be 
explained in the same way in the Laconian dialect as the same 
phenomenon in Ionic; for in that dialect the spiritus had 
disappeared, in Laconian it was still living when medial. 
If on the other hand the aspirates had become spirants, it 
would be quite natural, that in this case the tenuis should 
not become a spirant, but should remain. Did the Laconian 
dialect then really have the modern Greek sound-system ? 
We cannot reconcile this view with the phenomena we have 
described in Alcman, corresponding, as we must assume, with 
the cultivated Laconian of about the fourth or third century 
B.c.; for we do not find there anything like dravrei, 
gréyyerat, so that the sound must be considered as the 
‘aspirate which has stood its ground in these cases. But if 0 
was still often an aspirate, why should not the same be true 
of & x? Moreover ovyopns (ovx öpns)’ on the Alcman- 
Papyrus goes against the argument taken from Apollonius. 
I would therefore prefer the following explanation. In Laco- 
nian in cases of elision and crasis the breathing might dis- 
appear together with the elided vowel, instead of as in other 
dialects changing its place; in ovy öpns, where there is no 
elision, aspiration naturally took place. According to this there 
remains for this dialect a spirantic 8 and a partly spirantic 6. 
Similar phenomena are to be found also in other Doric dialects. 
Cretan, especially as we know it from the Gortynian inscription, 

1 Röhl no. 72, infinitive in -eora:. 

2 Apoll, Synt. p. 335 (Bergk Lyr. 

111.4 p. 697): drepdkıs yap TA Awpırd 

dia Yılav dvriorolxwv Tras cuvadadds 

moreiraı kw rotdras ‘Hpaxdéns. Kdd- 
hor’ travréy xré. DBergk refers at 

least the first three fragments to 

Alcman. 
8 Col. 1. 16; wer’ dAtor 11. 7 (with 

Lenis, cp. Rh. Mus. xu. 2) obviously 

stands apart. In the other fragments 

there are not very many examples for 

the one or the other; in frg. 60 Bergk 
gtdrAa 6 Eprerd 0’ Boca, but the mss. 
pord re épwera 6’ ca. But 76 xwwdpay 
=xal érdpay (cp. ‘Orwpls on a Laco- 

nian inscr.) seems to be rightly pre- 
served. 
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entirely ignores the usual and well-founded rules, according to 
which the aspirate is neither doubled, nor does it begin two 
syllables in succession: -o@ is assimilated to 00, for which 
we have sometimes 9, but never 76, and the forms from rıdevaı 

always shew repeated aspirates: 0101, O:Oeuéver, catabibcO Oar, 

unmıdıderw'. If then 9 was a spirant, all is perfectly clear ; for 
modern Greek also knows forms like yadrw (karTw), xayavilw 
(cp. cayalw), yayravitw (cp. Kayralw), xoxXarı (cp. Koyda€) 

etc.” The Gortynian inscription has T for ® before and after 
v: dvrpwmos, Tervaros”, which again agrees admirably. Here 
then we seem to be really on safe ground; it is however 
absolutely wrong, to go further and explain ¢ x as spirants; 
for the Cretans wrote for these right on to a rather late period 
a x, which they certainly would not have done, if they had been 
f and ch. It is evidently rather the case that the one dental 
aspirate had become a spirant, and that this was the only 
one which had a special symbol in the national alphabet. 
With regard to the mediae we have not sufficient material 
for drawing any conclusion; for even the replacing of F by 8 

‘only occurs in isolated instances*. On the other hand a 
spirantic ö appears certainly to have existed in Elean: for 
many of the old Olympian inscriptions use ¢ for 6, which can 
only signify the spirant: £&e, &ixaua, "OAvvriatov. PB also 
occurs for F in the same dialect: Baöv place-name = növV”, 
Bo.xia on the great Damocrates inscription belonging to the 
Hellenistic period. The latter has also roınaccaı for mom- 
cacdaı; on the older inscriptions on the other hand or appears 
regularly for 00: Avoaotw; maoroı also for maaxoı appears 

1 Karaél@. Gortyn. inser. c. 6, 4; 

01071 Orden. Gort. Comparetti Mus. Ital. 

11. 635 ; unmıd. Cnossus ib. 678. 

2 Psichari Mém. de la soc. de lin- 

guistique vi. 303 f.; who sums up as 

follows:—en grec moderne, les spi- 

rants sourdes s’attirent au commence- 

ment de deux syllabes consécutives ; 

quand les deux spirantes sont conti- 

gués, la seconde se change en l’ex- 

plosive correspondante. Nous avons 

P. 

le traitement inverse dans les aspirées 

anciennes. 

3 "Ayrp. avrpwrıva Gortyn. inser. x1. 
24; x. 43; rvarwv ib. v. 39; rervaxés 

rervaxne Gort. Rh. Mus. xuı. 119 f. But 

avO@pwros Cnossus Mus, Ital. 11. 677/8. 
4 See p. 76n. 3. G. Meyer assumes 

spirantic 5 2nd ed. p. 262 (on Cret. & 

as spirant cp. ib. 261). 
5 Ahrens D. A. 226. 

6 Dial.-Inschr. 1172#. 
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to be a corresponding instance’. Whether this or ox is an 
indication of spirantic pronunciation, I do not know’; or is 
found just as regularly in Lokrian, which is allied to Elean, 
and sporadically also on Phokian and Beeotian inscriptions. In 
the case of Lokrian we again find the same apparent indication 
which we found in Aleman; that is to say although the symbol 
for the aspirate is in use, the tenuis is never aspirated in 

cases of elision and crasis, as for instance HOPKO®, wevropkia, 

HATEN (ayev) OIATON orayov, érayew; Kxati? opevov 

«adırönevov’. Finally here also 0é@yutov occurs with doubled 
aspirate; in Olympia we have for the same word @E@TMON 
with one of those perplexing errors which characterise these 
bronzes*. On the other hand vd etc. are found in both places 
quite as usual, and on an inscription which is apparently Elean 
tutOov*. It might be safer, with regard to Lokrian to maintain 
nothing and with regard to Elean only a spirantic 6 and £. 

SECTION 30. 

Pronunciation of BW. 

Of the three double-consonants = W Z the two first demand 
but very little discussion. The older Greek races, as the 
Athenians and Beeotians, employed as has been mentioned above 
xa oo for the symbols which they did not yet possess; the 

grammarians on the other hand unanimously consider this first 
member to have been a tenuis « 7°, and according to Theo- 
phrastus this was done even by Archinus, the reformer of Attic 
orthography in the archonship of Euclides’. 3 being a ypauua 

1 ZT Röhl no. 109, 111, 117, 119, 

121 (D.-I. 1147, 1157, 1159, 1161, 

1168), maoxo. R. 112 (D.-I. 1152). 

2 G. Meyer? p. 262 is much too 

precipitate: ‘‘ which proves a pronun- 

ciation as in modern Greek.” 

8 R. 321, 322 (D.-I. 1478, 1479). 

Also 32114, af x’ o; but the aspirate is 
never found written in the case of the 

article. 

4R. 3214; 113> (D.-I. 1154). 

Also on the Xuthias inscrip. (R. 68) 

GcOudv twice; but always 00. Oeduör 

Epidaurus 'Ednu. 1885, 65/66. G. 

Meyer? p. 291. 

5 R. 552 (D.-I. 1161). 

6 Dion. Thrax B. A. p. 632: (ovy- 
kecrat) TO & Ex Tod k kalo, 7d be W Ex rob 

a xato. Dion. Hal. Comp. p. 82 R rd 

E dia rot K Kal TO W did Too © TOP cup- 

ywv amoölöwoı, yrddv dvrwy augorépwr 
(cp. p. 78, 79). 

7 Syrian Schol. Ar. Met. p. 940: 

raury 5¢ rn arodéce (that these are 
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mveuuar@öes‘, x $ were liable to be heard instead of «7; 
but that actual assimilation also took place dialectically and 
absolutely destroyed the explosive, is shewn by the ancient 
boustrophedon inscription of Naxos where étaoyos, Natoio 
(Na£iov) are written with the symbol for the spiritus asper’. 
Unfortunately or a substitute for it does not occur on the 
inscription; on the island of Amorgos, which was colonised by 
Naxians, on inscriptions in the same alphabet the tenuis occurs 
in the case of & as well as yy: Ko, mo’. 

SECTION 31. 

Pronunciation of 2. 

The third double-consonant Z presents a most difficult 
problem. In modern Greek this is always a simple sound, 
namely a soft or sonant s (French zero, German sagen, English 

zeal); the ancients from the time of Archinus and Aristotle‘ 
always regard it as a double-consonant, just as much as E w; 

and indeed the grammarians make it consist of o and 8° (in 

three double consonants, owing to the 

three positions of articulation, as laid 

down by Aristotle himself Metaph. 
1093 a, 23) xal ’Apxivos Exphro, ws 
isropet Oedppacros: Edeye yap 6 A. N 

Ew Tı wapd Thy pow Tov xethOv éexpw- 

veiodaı, wowep TO ", Kal 5a ToiTo To Y 

wpös TH akpy yevvaodaı THs YAwrtns ws 
éx TOU m o ovykeluevov‘ N TO mAarei TIS 

yAurrns wapd Tovs döövras, worep TO 5, 

kal did Toro To {Kara Tavrny yYevvaodaı 
THY Xwpay’ N Tw Kupr@ kal mielouevw 

Ex Tov doxdrov, worep TO x, ödev TO E 
mwpoéva. (cp. for inscriptional forms 

note 4 below, and Styra Bechtel 1996 

Xäpors, though on 263 Mosolöns ; ava- 

yparyaı Mykale B. no. 144 does not 

tell us much). 

1 Plato, cp. p. 105 n. 2 above. 

2 Röhl no. 407=Bechtel no. 23. 

3 Bechtel Inschr. d. ion. Dial. no. 

29 Aaumoayöpew ; ib. note (Diimmler 
Mitth. x1. 99) ’Arexooi. 

4 Aristot. Metaph, 1093 a, 20: éret 

\% 

kal TO EVZ ouudwvlas pacly elva (the 
three double consonants are compared 

with the three musical chords, octave, 

fifth and fourth), xal drı Exeivar rpeis, 

kal raira tpla, drı dé pvpla dv etn Tor- 

aöra (that the possible number of 

double consonants would be countless) 
ovdev wéder* 7d yap T’ xal P ely av & 
onneiov (& simple symbol might be 

devised for yp). ef 3° Gre durddovoy Tüv 
dA\\wv (as the others) &kacrov (scil. of 
those three), &AXo & od, alrıov 8’ örı 
Tpiav Övruv ev &6’ exacrov émipéperat 
Tw co (v.l. 7d co, cp. Schol. p. 381), da 
totro Tpla ubvov éorly, GX’ od>~ Ore al 

ovubwvlaı rpeis (the construction and 

argument are confused here, the schol. 

certainly had a different reading). 
5 Dion. Thr. l.c.: rö ¢ éx rod o xal 

5; cp. Schol. p. 780, 814, 815. Dionys. 

Halic. p. 78: dda 82 Abyovow adra 

gro. dua. TO ovvOera elvar, To wey F dua Td 

oxald, 7d dé § da Tod x nal o, To Sey dea 

‚Tod m Kal o cwedpbappevwy lölav gwvrhy 

8—2 
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this order). Archinus also says that it contains a 6, and on 
this point certainly there ought to be no dispute. The German 
pronunciation giving it the sound (ts) of their own z is of 
course a mere misuse and is not defended, but many modern 
philologists imagine its sound to have been somewhat like zz 
(double sonant s) and endeavour not without a little violence 
to bring the authorities into harmony with their theory’. 
Such speculations as these I cannot follow but rather believe, 
that the sound, which men like Aristotle and Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus heard, must have really existed. But with refer- 

ence to the sequence of the two elements G. Curtius also has 
entered the lists against the ancients supporting the pronuncia- 
tion ds (more correctly dz, with the French value of z)*. This 
pronunciation too can be designated as traditional; for in Italian 
the z of Greek words has still this sound (zelo, zeta), and it is easy 
to shew that the tradition goes back to an early period?. On the 
other hand, according to that excellent authority Psichari, the 
pronunciation of & as dz which is at present current among the 
Greek islands is not to be regarded as in any way traditional, 
any more than the pronunciation of oo o as ts (TEroapa, atanyı 
=ao.“silver”). Psichari states that in Chios, the various 

stages of this modern development may be observed side by 
side: nomi"zo, nominzo, nomindzo*. Moreover, as dy is etymo- 

avykeioOa, ovddrore de Néks "EAAnvınn 
els dbwvov xaradtye). The evidence 

from Greek sources is therefore un- 

AapuBavovra, 7 dia TO xwpav éréxew Öveiv 

ypapparwy Ev rats cvA\aBats mapadap- 

Bavéuevov exacrov.—p. 82: rpiwy de 

rwv drwy Ypannarwv & Sh SuwdG Kakei- 

rac TO £ pGdAoy HOvver Thy axohy Tw 

érépwy> TO uev yap ¢ dia rod K Kal To W 

dia roo wr Tov cupiypov droöldöwer, Yı$lwv 

övrwv duborepwv, ToÜro 8 hovxy TH 
mveiuarı Sacvverac (on account of the 

media 6 contained in it), kal ore rwv 

dpmoyev av yevvacérarov (the noblest, most 

euphonious sound). This passage is 

wrongly interpreted by Ascoli Krit. 

Stud. p. 365 f. of the German trans., 

who finds in it an indication of the 

sound z’z’/).—Sext. Empir. p. 662, Bk.; 

Bekk. Anec. p. 1175 (¢ cannot like gy 

stand as a final, dcére éx roto Kal 6 Soxet 

animous except the scholia on Aristotle, 

in which certainly (p. 331 », 33, 42) 

the o is denoted as the second sound 

for all three double letters. For the 

Scholiast thus understands the ém- 

g@éperat of Arist., which however in 
this author (s. Bonitz Index) by no 
means has the later meaning ‘follow’. 

1 Ascoli (see preceding note). 

\? Curtius Grdr5. p. 615. \ 
3 We have also the testimony of 

the Latin grammarians, see below. 

4 Mondry Beaudouin Bull. de corr, | 

hell. ıv. p. 366 (Carpathus). 
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logically at the root of &, dz may easily have been developed 
from this just as in Italian mezzo 1.e. meddzo comes from medius 

(medyus), orzo from hordeum (ordyum); diurnus giorno (dzorno) 

also is essentially analogous. Accordingly this pronunciation 
too has its claims, and moreover the origin of the modern 
Greek pronunciation as simple z requires illustration; the 
third and not the least warranted pronunciation is that main- 
tained by the grammarians, namely sd or more accurately, since 
s must be soft before the media, zd. Let us endeavour then to 

do justice to each one, assigning to it its province and period. 
It is a well known rule that in Attic and Hellenistic Greek 

the preposition avy loses its v in combination with initial ¢: 
autnteiv, culevyvuvat, avbnv. If now d was the prior element 
in the compound letter & (syn-dsen), there was no reason for 

the rejection of the v; we find ouy&ew, aiurndos. But if the 

pronunciation in Attic was sd, sy(n)sden is perfectly analogous 

to au(v)orayv, au(v)orevateıv. Here then we have our first 

confirmation of the tradition of the grammarians’. In the 
next place the preposition é€& must of necessity lose its s before 
5; before o it need not. Now we find on the Attic maritime 

documents in big letters as a title e£ Zéas, ie. eks sdeas”. 

Moreover the distortion of d Zed öeomora into @ Béed öcomora 
by an Attic comic poet would be very harsh if the pronunciation 
were Aced, but quite easy if it were 2ded. We often find in 
Attica, Boeotia, Delphi, that is in central Greece generally, the 

spelling of for &: Bvo&avrıoı, avvaywvıodoönevor, emeirndiotev.. 
If &= 08, this is analogous to the spellings mentioned above 
A&ooßov, ypaıraocdaı etc. ; for of 1s then equal to gad. We 

1 C.1.4.1n.793f. 54. I can not 

appeal to é& {ws Kaibel Epigr. no. 

155, since judging by the very late 

date of the epigram we must rather 

suppose the simplified pronunciation 

as z to have belonged to the ¢ It can- 

not be denied however, that the as- 

similation of &£ sometimes does not 

take place or takes place wrongly: é& 

‘Pédou é& ‘Pnvelas C. I. A. 1. 259; 1. 

814, 27; éy Tlecparws often 834° ır. (ib. 

éyxaldexa). 

2 Meineke Frg. Com. tv. 688. 

3 Thebes Dial.-Inschr. 705, 20; 

C. I. A. uw. 352, 315 ; karadovAletorro 

Delphi W.F. 218,11. Cp. my Miscell. 

epigraph.in the Satura philologa Herm. 

Sauppio oblata p. 124 f. (kaprloteodaı 

consular letter to the Oropians, ’Ed. 

dpx. 1884 p. 101 ff. 1. 28; also Monum. 
Ancyr. pelogova, col. 15, 15; other 

later exx. G. Meyer? 225.) (Old Attic 

tt in Buffavrıoı, KrAagfopevlor, ’Afteio, 
C. I. A. 1. 230, 238.) 
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find similar pleonasms in és on an inscription of Chios’ and 
the as which is so common in Latin for simple x; se and of 
on the other hand still require authentication, as also fo. The 
s-sound then preceded in &, while in & it followed.—éfwyv for 
&otwv on a Delphian inscription is a very instructive error in 
writing, which would be impossible if the pronunciation of & 
had been ds, but is easily intelligible supposing it to have been 
o5*. In the next place in cases of contact o+5 frequently 
become & It is true that as a rule és0cdoT0s Oedcdoros are 
written just as éxo@lw not é&etw; but we find on Beeotian 

inscriptions side by side with ®eöcdoros+ Qioféra ®ekoros 
®eöctoros Acoforos’, and in Attic inscriptions as well as in 
authors @eoforos ®eoboriöns‘. BuvEnv also appears to me to 

be undoubtedly equal to Bvaönv, cp. BéBvopar and wréydnv; 
and ’A@nvate yapate Epale Ovpafe to ’AOnvacde Ovpacde etc., 
although now there is a tendency to analyze them rather 
into Bu-Env, 'A0nva-&e etc. For if this supposed % had been 

added, the word would have been ’Adnun&e just as “AOnvnbev 

and in Homer Oupnf like Oupndı OvpnOe’. According to our 
view épafe xanäte are formed on false analogy, just as "OAup- 
miaoı from the singular 'OXvurla, Meyapot from the plural 
Meyapa.—Lastly we find the zd sd of foreign names represented 
by &: ‘Opopafns Auramazda, "Atwros Ashdod, "Apraovatıns 
Artavasdes, in Plato, Herodotus and later writers® Accord- 

THE PRONUNCIATION OF 

1 Röhl no. 381 a, 5 (Bechtel d.arch. Inst. 1889, 59 sq. 

Inschr. d. ion. Dial. 174); Dial.-Inschr. 

3130, 3136. Cp. Na£elov (=lwv) on 
an old coin of the Sicilian Naxians, 
Eckhel D. N. 1. 226; avayparya 
Mykale C. I. Gr. 2909 (Bechtel 144). 

2 Wescher-Foucart 189, 13 ; also in 
253, 11 not ETQ which the transcrip- 

tion gives, but ET 2 no doubt is to be 

found on the stone. 

3 @eadcd. Röhl no. 151= Dial.- 

Inschr. 567; with ¢ Tanagra D.-I. 982 

two sepulchral pillars ; 914 col. 3(=R. 

157); 1043 (-of-); Thebes 708, 714; 

Thesp. 807°; Aust. Kopai 556 ; Thebes 

700 (R. 300); Thessaly 34571, Mittheil. 

4 Dem. 21, 59; Plat. Apol. 33 &; 

C.J. A. m. 944 a, 39; C. I. Gr. rv. 

821, 1 ff. 
5 xauaßer (Att. Ion., not in Homer) 

might be cited in opposition. But 

the other form xanaider (from xapat) 

appears to me correct (accordingly at 
most xaugdev). Cp. Osthoff, 2. Gesch. 

d. Perf. 596 ff. Forms like ’Ayaprijfe 
(Lentz Herodian 499) have been found 

neither in authors nor inscriptions as 
yet. 

8 ’Npon. Plat. Alc. 1 122 a, Plut. 

Mor.369D; YO coins of the Satraps, 

Mazdak head of a sect 500 A.D., see 
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ingly from all this I infer that in Attica and central Greece 
generally €, so far as it occurred in the dialects, had the sound 

of zd, and that this pronunciation was circulated and main- 
tained at least in the case of the grammarians in the Hellenistic 
period up to the second century A.D. 

But we must now go back to the oldest form of Greek and 
especially of Ionic, as we find itin Homer. Here &pöw is found 
beside péfm from the stem Fepy; why not épfw, if [=ds? 
It is on the other assumption quite intelligible’, that éocdw 
should not remain, but that the o should fall out. Moreover 

initial & does not make length by position in ZéXea ZaxuvOos, 
from metrical necessity ; the same is true of ox in I«auavöpıor, 
okemapvov, okın. Now here the reading Kauavöpıov has 
authority’, and vreip Aa xidvatat nos is read universally ; 
moreover o often falls out before a and &, and accordingly it 
could easily be dropped in 3öa@«uvvdos also’. I do not think 
its omission in Acdxvvdos would be so easy.—Aa stands in 
the place of the prefix fa in dadowes and Öaoxıos. This is 
quite natural and easy, if fa= oda, adaboıvos just as ZaxvvOos 

and odacxios, is difficult to pronounce.—Also it is admitted 
by all that ö&os comes from öcdos (Germ. Ast); according 
to my view there is here no change of sound whatsoever. 
Matos is the Homeric and Ionic form for paords, wacdös of 
other dialects: the former is uaröos. We must add ifm Le. iad, 
efounv i.e. &odoumv which are analogous to icyw, éoyov, where 

likewise, in Homer as in Attic, the original sound has simply 
remained. And, I think, in Ionic also; &pöw at all events is 
used by Herodotus, and the latter writes "A&wros, where, if the 

sound was shd and Greek € was ds or 2, there was nothing 

certainly to prevent him writing "Acöwros. 
If the undoubted origin of z in dy be brought forward in 

opposition to this view, it would at once be easy to shew that 
zd too may originate in this, since it 1s a fact that in old 

Nöldeke Ber. Wien. Akad. 1888, 414f. time of Herodotus downwards. 

"Apraovagys Plut. Crass. c. 19, 22, ac- 1 Osthoff Perf. 596, 1. 

cording to cod. N Matrit. (see Charles 2 La Roche Hom. Unters. p. 42 f. 

Graux, de Plut. codice Matrit., Paris 3 Cp. Thiersch Gr. Gr. § 146, n. 8, 

1880, p. 55). “Agwros universal from 
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Slovenian dya regularly becomes zda’. It is true that there tya 
also becomes sta, whilst in Greek rya becomes -tra or -coa 
according to the dialect. But those who adopt Curtius’ 
assumption are equally unable to shew any analogy between 
the treatment of ty in Greek and that of dy, and they have to 
explain what is absolutely surprising, namely that the same 
language admitted dz but not ts”. According to my view, it 
has (at least universally) admitted even dz, since not only 
has this in many dialects become 6 86, as ts has become tr in 
Thessalian, Boeotian, Attic® and also Cretan, but also other 

dialects have transposed the two elements. Attic might very 
well reject 58, although it preferred rr to oo, and the Doric 
of Delphi, which had oo for ty ts, might nevertheless avoid 
the corresponding assimilation in the case of dz, especially as 
the sound of the soft s only existed in the language in 
combination with a consonant, while here it would have been 

independent. On this side then there is really no obstacle; 
on the other hand it is certainly perplexing to meet with a6, 
ie. the Attic sound of ¢ as a dialectic peculiarity of the 
Lesbian and some other poets as Aleman and Theocritus‘. 
Be it remarked however, this is only in books, not on in- 

1 Miklosich Altsloven. Lautl. p. 

275. 

that rr and oo both go back to ts. 

Ascoli’s proofs of the origin of rr in 
2 I would however suggest, that the 

sound ts is hidden beneath the writing 

T, which occurs in Halicarnassus R. 

500 (5th cent.): AAIKAPNAT[ER]N 

and AAIKA[PNH]SZERN AAIKAPN- 

HS3SON, OATATIOZ, IIANTATIOZ; 

also on coins of the Thracian Me- 

sembria: METAMBPIANQN (Kirch- 

hoff? p. 12), and according to Röhl’s 

suggestion (p. 139) in OAAATHZ Teos 

497 8. 23. For in these Carian proper 

names on other later inscriptions 

-accıs -agts is written for -ATIZ, Bull. 

de corr. hell. ıv. 316, v. 580, vr. 191 

(Bechtel 104, 239, 240). 

3 ] still have no doubt in spite of 

Ascoli (Krit. Stud. 324 ff.) and in spite 

of G. Curtius’ recantation (Ztym.? 666) 

oo are all of a very problematical 

character. It seems to me also suffi- 

ciently certain, that rr was a peculi- 

arity of Euboea and Oropus, although 

Bechtel Inschr. d. ion. Dial. p. 13, 37, 

still doubts it. Klous Styra no 19,38 5, 

and Kica- do.%2 are too obscure in 

their derivation, to be of any use as 

instances,—On Crete see p. 122, n. 4 

below. 

4 Ahrens D. A. 45 ff.; Meister 

Gr. Dial. 1. 129. This usage is not 

constant either in the Aeolic poets or 

in Theocritus; the rule which Ahrens 

tries to institute is doubtful. Cp. 

Morsbach dial. Theocr. Curtius Stud, 

x. 31 ff. 
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scriptions; the Lesbian inscriptions as early as the fourth 
century have always &'. But an antiquated spelling might 
easily be transmitted in the manuscripts of poets”, and be 
adopted by artificial poets like Theocritus. It appears to me, 
that considering the few fragments which we possess of the 
Lesbian poets and the almost entire want of early Molian 
inscriptions, we cannot yet expect a satisfactory solution of this 
riddle. I would suggest however, that the Molians pronounced 
sd as the Athenians, but wrote this with two symbols, employ- 
ing & for that sound, which in their dialect arose from é:- before 
a vowel: a= 61a, xapta; this sound must have been z (dz), 
and for such a & no one cites any instance of the writing a6. 
A difficulty of a different sort is the Delphian xaradovAı&unı‘, 
evidently pronounced -zmoi, in a dialect which we have claimed 
for the pronunciation zd. This orthography Zuvpva CBevvivar 
is, as was mentioned under o, very widely circulated in the 

Hellenistic and Roman period’; in itself however it by no 
means proves the simplification of the € For Zuvpva did not 
represent the actual pronunciation zmyrna (with soft s) with 
greater propriety than Zuvpva, in which latter spelling the d 
became mute spontaneously. Thus in the Attic period also 
we find beside ’OQpouafns, where €= 2d, PapvaBalos Tupi- 
ßa&os, with €= Persian z°. It is however noteworthy, that 
Cu appears so often subsequently, and moreover the alterna- 
tions between o and & are not entirely limited to this case. 
We find on an ‘inscription of Cnidus &ndaba (Encaca)', on 

1 gpooovuudederda: on an inscrip- 
tion of Cyme of the Roman period 

(Cauer no. 127=Dial.-Inschr. 311) is 

of course only an affected archaism. 

2 The grammarians themselves re- 

gard it merely as a matter of spelling, 

putting it in the same category with 

folic xoevos Iédoms lépaxs (Ahrens p. 
48 f.; Meister 127, 1; R. Schneider 

Bodleiana p. 43). 

3 With dd—¢d cp. rıa (riva) od in 
Doric (Ahrens D. D. 277). 

4 Wescher-Foucart 433, 13. 

5 of also occurs occasionally before 
a: &vdéoguous Ath. (Macedonian period) 

"Ed. 1883, 125 f. y, 12; ’Epactula 

C. I, A. ım, 1553; xpmotusv Cos 

Bull. de. corr. h. v. 228 (to be divided 

as xpno-Sudv). 
6 Coins of the Satraps ‘23°95, 

Wa Nn, Nöldeke Ber. Wien. Akad. 

1888, 415, 419. 

7 Kaibel Epigr. 204°; a few other 

exx. Keil Bullet. de l’acad. de St Pet. 

1857, p. 179 (Mel. Gréco-rom. u. 

38 f.). 
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ordinary papyri Ußpıdav, éovyn (e£üynv)'; as a general rule it 
is true the writers of the papyri know how to distinguish the 
two letters. In the next place, against the value zd we have 
the Hellenistic spellings 'Acöpoußas, "Ecdpas, ’Acdwo, "Apra- 
ovacdns, "Npouaodov”; for in the case of ks ps E yy are always 
used in these transliterations and adaptations, and I would 
also confidently suggest, that the presumably Carthaginian 
name AZIOTBQ (gen.) on a Theban inscription is really 
ALPOTBQ’. So far then we should conclude that the modern 
Greek pronunciation prevailed in the Hellenistic popular 
language, while for the preceding era we have as yet only 
found the sound zd. And certainly zd could be simplified to z 
by a gradually weakened pronunciation of the d; but this is 
true to a still greater degree of dz, the claims of which must 
now be put to the test. Now & occurs to all appearance with 
such a value, ts or dz, on old Cretan inscriptions: öbos Le. daos : 
(from éryos = öroos), avddtabar = avddroadaı av(a)Saccacba: | 
(Leos = food). But this disappeared in Crete at an early date, ' | 
and rr or 66 according to the circumstances, and initially ö was: ., 

J. 
u-er. 

written for it. Thus the Gortynian inscription; later on we; N 

1 Pap. L. 40,41 (88p.); pap. Weil 
col. 4, 14; ib. 5, 1 gopyrlgew ppovri- 

ow. All these pieces are more than 

averagely faulty ; e.g. the Papyrus of 

Hyperides on the contrary shews no- 

thing of the kind. (The attic yndicecba 

for -feodaı Boeckh See-Urkunden p. 

467 does not exist; see C. I. A. 11. 

809%, 35.) 

2 We find on the Monum. Ancyr. 

col. 5, 26 Artavasdis Greek ’Apraovdc- 

dov, 29 Artaba(zi) 'ApraBdfov, 30 Arta- 

vasdi ’Apraovdoön, 6, 11 Artavazdis 

"Apraßdfov. Cp. Mommsen p. 110, 1; 

p. 118, n. 6 above.—’Qpopuac dou Inser. of 

Antiochus of Commagene (69—34 B.c.), 
Puchstein Berl. Monatsber. 1883, 49 ff., 

col. 1P 19; 11° 10.—AptoBaptdvns is 

written by Greeks and Latins with 

z; the pronunciation was probably 

here, where in any case there was 

position-length, generally simplified. 

In Herodotus however (7, 2 f.) we find 

(‘Apro)Bagdvns, and I think the Athe- 

nians wrote it thus, though now we 

find in the texts ’Apoßapf. (the latter 

also C. I. A. ıı 481 c!, 1st. cent. 

B.C.) 

3 Nwßav (Accus.) ‘A. Dial.-Inschr. 

719; Meister writes here ’A(cdp)ovBw. 
The inflection according to the 2nd 

decl. is certainly strange, especially 
beside NdéBav. 

4 Comparetti Mus. Ital. nm. 131, 142, 

162, 172, 194, 202 f., 210, 212, 224, 674; 

hitherto ¢ had not occurred on old 
Cretan inscr. Further discoveries are 
certainly pressingly wanted, in order 

to throw light on zAıfla (=HAıxle) 

Fol{na (=Folxna) and such monstrous 

forms. 
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find also dara00da and also Thva Tryva Anva (Znva)'. 

Of these @ara0Ga with spirantic @ appears to be a sort of 
compromise between real Cretic daAarra and the ordinary 
Oaracca; but Tryva might be something like ddena, with 

a stronger articulation of the initial letter, to express which the 
tenuis was brought into requisition. In any case the original 
ts dz in Crete disappeared in later times without leaving any 
trace, and where in the Greek-speaking world can it be said to © 
have continued its existence? As a matter of fact we find no 
trace of it on Greek soil, but only on Italian. For the Italian 
peoples, the Latins, Faliscans, Oscans and Umbrians, employ Z 
always either for the soft S-sound or, and this must be the more 
original, for ds ts; consequently those Greeks too, who brought 
the alphabet to them, that is especially the Chalcidians, must 
have possessed the & with the value of dz*. Whether they 
retained it with this value, or later on like the Cretans rejected 
the sound-combination dz, is of course another question; in 
Italy however z may have been maintained as ds ts, whatever 
the Chalcidians did, and this would explain the fact, that this 
value appeared again in the time of the Empire and has 
continued to the present day. The Latin Grammarians, 
although sometimes under Greek influence they resolve z into 
sd’, nevertheless maintain elsewhere, that it is equivalent to 

1 Meyer? p. 217, 256, 273. It is 

best however not to venture on such 

far-fetched solutions of the riddle as 

Meyer, who finds a palatal g in the 

initial sound of Tryva. 

2 On this cp. Corssen Auspr. 1? 

395 (Osk. horz hortus, -azum -arum; 

Umbr. pihaz piatus, menzaru mensa- 

rum). The whole subject of ¢ in the 
Italian languages has been worked out 

by L. Havet, Mémoires de la société de 
linguist. 1. 192—196; I owe my 

knowledge of this to a kind communi- 

cation of the author himself. Besides 

the three values of ¢ which we have 

discussed he gives as the fourth and 

most universal zz, as an instance of 

which he gives the Latin badisso; but 

this I cannot at once follow. The 

curious Oscan Nuvycdints (Messana, 

Mommsen Unterital. Dial. p. 192), 

where a6 represents the simple soft s- 

sound (the name is written elsewhere 
Niumsi-, Niumpsius, Nv(u)yros), is ex- 
plained by Havet by the assumption, 

that with certain Greeks o5 too had 

become the simple sound z. Itis quite 

as possible however to say that the 

Greeks not possessing the simple z 

without 6 interpolated a d after it, 

zd being familiar to them. (For o6 

instead of ¢ cp. on the same inser. 

wo in ovrcevs for Y.) 
3 Vietorin. K. vr. 196, on the 

Virgilian Mezentius with the vowel of 

the first syllable long by position : quae 
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ds (ts), if they do not actually deny altogether the compound 
nature of the letter’. Moreover in the vulgar writing of the 
later empire z appears representing dz followed by a vowel: 
Aziabentcus or Azabenicus, zeta (diaeta), and also for 7 (y):— 

cozugt, Zanuarı?, no doubt in the same way and having the 
same value as in the common Italian mezzo and the Venetian 
mazore. 

To sum up then, the following seems to be the result of the 
whole investigation. In ancient times the Greeks possessed 
the sound-combination zd, in ö&os éfouny etc., and beside it 

a dz which was developed from dy, to which corresponded a ts 
from ty. The latter sound-combinations however did not hold 
their ground, the result being that hizdo and nomizdo, the 
former original, the latter from nomidzo, coincided in sound. . 
To denote zd the Phoenician Sain was taken, which in Semitic 

signifies simple z (soft s), partly also as it seems dz; similarly 
Samech (s) had to serve for ks. 

(z) si adsumpta non esset, per s et d 
Mesdentium scriberemus. Cp. Terent. 

Maur. v. 921. 

1 Mar. Victorin. K. vi. p. 6: sic et 

z, si modo latino sermoni necessaria 

esset, per d et s litteras faceremus 

(obscurely p. 34). Vel. Long. K. vır. 

51: atque has [tres] litteras (x also 

as well as z) semivocales plerique 

tradiderunt, Verrio Flacco (time of 

Augustus) placet mutas esse, quo- 

niam a mutis incipiant, una a c, 

altera a d (mss. & p). quodsi quos 
movet, quod in semivocalem desinant, 

“sciant,” inquit ‘z litteram per sd 

scribi ab lis qui putant illam ex s et 

d constare, ut sine dubio muta finia- 

tur.” mihi videtur esse aliud z, aliud 

olyna kal dé\7a, nec eandem potestatem 

nec eundem sonum esse, sed secundum 

diversas dialectos enuntiari. Dores 

enim scimus dicere peNrlcdev, alios 

perlfew, nec ideo tamen eadem littera 

est, non magis quam cum alii xeßaAyp, 

alii kedaAnv, alli Samara alii öuuara, 

alii HaAarrav, alii O4\accay dicunt, cum 

In those places where dz 

idem dicant. He goes on to deny that 
z is according to its actual sound a 

double consonant ; for it is, he says, 

susceptible of being doubled and in 
pronunciation it has not, like x, a dis- 
tinct sound at the beginning and end 
of its utterance. This grammarian 

then (time of Trajan) evidently pro- 

nounced a simple modern Greek {¢. 

For the very reason that z in itself was 

not a double consonant, some wished 
to write Mezzentius in Virgil, K. L. 

Schneider p. 380.—Martian. Cap. m1. 

§ 257 considers the sound of Greek ¢ © 

to be TZ.—Against Seelmann Auspr. 
308 I remark, that the passage Quintil. 

x1. 10, 27 f. does not refer to ¢ and 

v, but to @ and uv: quos mutuari 

solemus refers to speaking, while he 
comes afterwards to writing, and in 

doing so speaks of f (and u) as com- 

pensatory letters belonging to Latin, 
wanting in Greek. So Spalding and 
before him Gesner. 

* Corssen 1, 215 f.; Seelmann p. 
239, 320 ff. 
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was in use, as long as it held its ground, it too and also ts were 
represented by Sain =Zeta; with this value it reached the 
Italians. In other localities it was otherwise, according to the 

wants of the dialect; in Elis Z was used for spirantic ö'. In 
the pronunciation zd however the sibilant gradually over- 
powered and extinguished the d; if in spite of this the sound 
continued to form length by position, the sibilant must have 
been doubled, and this certainly presents difficulties in the 
cases where it was initial. There is however no reason to 
assume that the simplification of the compound took place 
before the Hellenistic period; possibly the Macedonians were 
the originators and propagators of the change, the sound zd 
being strange to them. During this period there is no cause 
for surprise, if we find ¢ for Sain in transliterations, as in Tata 

and the numerous Hebrew names such as Zayapias, or for 
English 7=dzZ, in Indian names such as ’O&nvn Ujjayini. 
Correspondingly on a bilingual Attic inscription we find Sain 

as the Phoenician equivalent of € in Bufavrtia’. 

SECTION 32. 

Assimilation in Word-nexus ; Hiatus. 

We have yet to make some general remarks on the 
combination of words and on their accentuation. With regard 
to the first point the Greek language appears to stand midway 
between the Sanskritic method, where the single word is 
modified by the surrounding words in the main in the same 
way, as the elements of a single word are modified by one 
another, and the method of our own language, which allows 
single words, and indeed any separable parts of a word, entire 
independence. We have spoken above of the assimilation of 
the final nasal, probably this was carried out still more in 
pronunciation than in writing. On the other hand in the case 
of final p and o, as well as & and y, assimilation does not take 

1 See p. 113 above. cent. B. 0.2): nat Noyd NIAN=EL)- 
2 Corp. Inscr, Semitic. no. 120 (3rd. phvn Bugavria. 
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place or only in a very slight degree. For instance the 
combination «a is not suffered in the interior of words, but 

o is rejected (merAexdaı for memwdéxoOar); in the case of 
final & however this takes place only in very close combination, 
namely in the case of e£ and at most also in & wv&Aak. As. 
regards the prepositions we must remark beforehand that the 
language, and this is true of Latin as well as Greek, made no 

distinction between their combination with a verb, where we 

write one word, and that with a noun; there was the same close 

connection and consequently the same assimilation’. The only 
way in which we practise this in the case of &£, is to write 
ex before a consonant, i.e. to reject the o; but the Greeks even 
in writing assimilated the mute to the following sound with 
great regularity, the tenuis only standing before « rt 7 x a, 
before 6 ¢, and at an earlier period before a also, éy was written, 
before media or liquid ey’. And this was so established as a 
usage in writing, that it is found regularly even on the papyri, 
though there in the case of ev and ovv contrary to our custom 
the assimilation is omitted. ”Eryyovos also comes under this 
head, i.e. &xyovos, certainly not to be pronounced erigonos and 
derived from év*. The Boeotians and Arcadians however 
assimilated the & in quite a different way, namely by rejection 
of the x: éodédXrew (éxBarrAcww), és Tot Epyor Arcadian, &oryovos 
and also before a vowel escapxı (EEapyxeı) Boeotian. The 
absence of the preposition eis és, for which ev Arcad. iv was 
employed, made this possible without ambiguity. The numeral 
EE can in Attic in like manner become & &: &&« rodap, 
EydarrvAos‘; still even in composition it is just as often or 

of é (above); other irregularities also 

appear (ib. and Meist. 2nd. ed., p. 84), 

1 On those early inscriptions, where 

the words are still separated by punc- 

tuation, the preposition is never separ- 

ated from the noun; in Latin also 

such separation is often omitted, or 

on the other hand it is extended to 

the prepositions compounded with the 
verb, v. Corssen Auspr, 11.7 863 ff. 

2 Meisterhans 2nd ed., p. 82-4; 

Dittenb. Syll. Index p. 781. Before p 
éy ‘Puyod Athens ’Ed. dpy. 1883, 123 

1. 58, on the other hand two instances 

and the intermediate form éxy: e.g. 
éxy Mayvnolas Ditt, 171106, 108; omis- 
sion of consonant before ox in é Zxöpov, 
Athens ’E#. apx. 1883, p. 123, 1. 62. 

3 ’Evyövors, Dittenb. 132,% is a 

blunder due to &yy.—Cp. éyypdyaoda: 

ib, 126, =éxyp. 1. 68. 

4 Cauer Curt. Stud. vim. 294 f.; 
Meisterh. 85, 125, 2nd ed.; Lebadea 

(Vulgar dialect) Adj». tv. 369 éxrddous. 
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oftener written é. According to a similar rule we have Aax- 
mareiv from AaE, muypayos from mv&.—Since assimilation went 
no further than this, very harsh consonantal contacts always 
remain possible in Greek, for instance not infrequently that of 
final o with rr, 60, xr, x0, a contact which even in composition 

the language has no means of obviating: mpoorraio. The 
author however was to a great extent at liberty either. to avoid 
or to permit such contacts, and thus give to his composition 
either a harsher and stronger or a softer and more polished 
character’. The Greeks were in general far more sensitive 
about the contact of vowels. But they avoided a very close 
combination of words by contraction of the vowels which came 
in contact, as was the practice in the interior of words, and 
preferred to slur quickly over the first vowel, so that in the 
case of prepositions and such small words it entirely disap- 

peared: mapeoti, em’ avt@. Short initial vowels disappeared 
after long ones in the case of such words and in familiar daily 
combinations; an inscription of Chios has 7’s, an Attic inscrip- 
tion oxtw 'BoA@v’. Proper contraction generally takes place in 
the case of preceding monosyllabic words, which in any case are 
closely dependent but whose presence must somehow be made 
evident: tovpyov, kaorı. It is quite another question, how far 
these processes appear in writing; in the earlier period men 
preferred to spare their material and trouble, later on they 
thought more of clearness”. Thus even in poems we frequently 
find such combinations written in extenso on old manuscripts 
and inscriptions, where in pronunciation elision must have taken 
place‘, and the Romans always write in extenso, but according 
to the testimony of Cicero pronounced in ordinary conversation 
just as in verse, that is they slurred so quickly over the first 
vowel, that it formed one syllable with that following and a 

1 Dionysius of Halicarnassus in- 

vestigates this point in his treatise repl 
ouvbécews. 

2 Röhl no. 3818 2; C. LA. 1. 

834? 11. 70. 

3 For this reason the preposition is 

commonly not elided before proper 

names, also before titles of office, 
Meisterhans p. 32, after Geyer Obs. 

epigr. de praep. Gr. forma et usu, Lpz. 

(Altenburg) 1880, p. 5 ff. 

4 Kaibel Epigr. 39: dperf re ovk, 

49 re Eralpoıcıw, 52 dé Epywv, 53 yuvark? 

écOAtv, 55 dé dperns etc. 
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hiatus did not take place’. The Greek poets were at all 

periods except the latest one, that of Nonnus, contented to allow 
only those vowels to come into contact, in the case of which 
elision or crasis was possible; but: when the prose writers began 
to pay attention to this point, they went farther and put limits 
even to this kind of combination of distinct words, leaving all 

words that had any importance and independence separated. 
Accordingly we find aA, 8, Tadr, or ÖmAwcaıuw dv, but 

according to strict observance nothing like exrnoar’ 'Apıoro- 

reAns was readily allowed, but "ApıororeAns eéextTnoaTo was 

substituted, so that the hiatus did not present itself at all. 
The same punctiliousness as is well known characterised the 
Roman poets from the time of Augustus onwards. Moreover 
it appears that in the time of the empire the Romans avoided 
this combination of vowels, which had been customary before, 

no less in ordinary conversation, while the hiatus on the other 
hand was no longer avoided; the pronunciation at that time 
must have been, so to speak, purer giving every word and every 
syllable of a word its proper expression and value. Quintilian 
gives rules as to how far the use of hiatus is permitted to a 
speaker, discriminating between the several cases; nevertheless 

in the nexus of early Latin neither the quantity of the vowels 
nor their quality made any appreciable difference, except that 
in an example such as that cited in the ad Herennium as to 
be avoided, baccae aeriae amoenissumae impendebant, people 
in ordinary conversation must have omitted the harsh combi- 
nation and allowed hiatus’. But Quintilian cites as an example 

of dexterous hiatus in opposition to synalepha, the occasional 
advantage of which he allows, pulchra oratione acta®. The 

searcely contradictory to $ 77 (on the 

occasional use of hiatus by the humilis 

1 Cic. Orat. 150: quod quidem 

Latina lingua sic observat, nemo ut 

tam rusticus sit, qui vocalis nolit con: 

jungere (in pronuriciation), 152: sed 

Graeci viderint : nobis ne si cupiamus 

quidem distrahere voces (i. e. vocales) 

conceditur. Indicant orationes illae 

ipsae horridulae Catonis (in which 
therefore a hiatus must frequently 

have been suppressed even in script), 

indicant omnes poetae, etc. This is 

orator). 

2 Quintil. rx, 4, 33 f.—Ad Herenn. 

ıv. $ 18: fugiemus crebras vocalium 

concursiones, quae vastam et hiantem 

orationem reddunt, ut haec est: Baccae 

etc. 

3 § 36: et coeuntes litterae, quae 

ovvaXoıdal dicuntur, etiam leviorem 

faciunt orationem, quam si omnia 
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case must have been the same with the Greek of that period. 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus found the hiatus uaAAov de orov 
in his Demosthenes, and imagined that this was really intended 
by the orator’, evidently only because there were speakers at 
that period, who allowed this in speaking and did not get rid of 
it by synalepha. Demetrius who is somewhat later considers 
it actually more euphonious, to pronounce the vowels separate 
in the sentence wavra pév Ta véa kal Kara eorıv, than with 
synalepha xaAa ’oriv*; the people however no doubt even 
at that period pronounced in the latter way. For even the 
Greeks of the present day are accustomed to annul the hiatus, 
at all events in speaking. 

SECTION 33. 

Transference of final consonants. 

In ancient Greek, just as in French, though hardly to such 
an extent, final consonants were liable to be carried on. The 

teaching of the grammarians is*, that where elision of a final 
vowel has taken place the consonant preceding this must be 
given to the following syllable: «a-re-yod, a-me-kei-vov, just as 
in French en-tr’eux. Wherever in composition a consonant 
comes before a vowel it belongs to this vowel without any 
exception, even in the case of e£ eis mpos öve-; on the other 
hand, if a consonant follow, the final consonant remains with the 

preceding vowel; thus é-£s-évas, ÖV-ceA-mıs, but dve-pop-dos. 
In vhe case of o indeed, as has been already remarked, the 
right analysis even in the case of simple words was a matter 
of doubt; hence these rules, which were of course capricious. 

verba suo fine cludantur, et nonnun- owvakelyas efros xara 'orw, Svopwvé- 

quam hiulca etiam decent faciuntque repov fora: ro Aeyduevor xal edredéc- 
ampliora quaedam : ut Pulchra etc. TEpoV. 

1 Dionys. Dem. 42. 3 Theodosius Bekk. Anec. 1127 f.; 

2 Demetr. wr. épu. § 70: wodrda de ed. Göttl. p. 62; Lentz Herodian, 11. 

kal dAXa Ev owvaloıdy pev deybueva 390ff., 407f. Vid. K. E. A. Schmidt 
 Sbopwva nv, StatpeOdvra 5é kalavyxpove- Beiträge p. 134 ff. 

bévra evpwvdbrepa, ws TO mavra Kre. el de 

P, 9 
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We are at liberty to doubt, whether the pronunciation really 
was so entirely established and certainly whether it continued 
the same through the different periods. The writer of the 
great Hyperides manuscript indeed always separates a | re- 
oréAXere and so on where the line breaks off, but he writes 

more frequently eio-ayyeXia than ei-cayyedla, and moreover 
sometimes rad | rovy, sometimes ovö | doris’. On the long 
Epidaurian inscriptions, which sing the praises of the miracles 
of healing worked by Apollo and Asclepius with classic men- 
dacity, the following examples of line-division occur: @ | aöe 
(beside raxıo | ta yao | rpi? ö | arpana), EE | EXOm, a | ma- 
yovra, € | vimrviov, € | xrovrov. The pronunciation and separa- 
tion ov | xeotı ov | xnkıora® was certainly established. A 
transference between article and noun (ro | vépywv) and also 
between other looser connections may have taken place fre- 
quently‘, but they did not divide so (in writing) except in 
rare instances, which are paralleled by instances of the opposite 
such as do-os of equally little significance. A peculiarity 
worthy of mention, which appears on the Gortynian inscription 
and elsewhere sporadically, is the doubling of final » in short 
words in close connection, so that it belongs to both syllables: 
Tavynuivav, ovvvne (i.e. ovvn), Ovvav, Hvvexov‘. Although 
Biicheler is of a different opinion, I think that this pronuncia- 
tion gives the explanation for corresponding instances of licence 
in prosody in the Molian dialect :—dcoivérnu, évoydrns, adv 
oAlyo“. 

1 Hyper. Praefat. p. rx. 

2 "Ed. apx. 1883 p. 199; 1885 p. 15. 

Cp. later Attic inscr., which also finish 

the line with a complete syllable: 1. 

469, 35 & | v dora, 403, 17 é | x rav.— 
Inscr. of Antiochus (p. 122, n. 2 above) 

11.* 23 po | oddous; Iv.* 15 xpog | xap- 
tepelrwoay is necessary, because on 
this inscription o is always separated 

from r 6 etc. 

3 ib.; C. I. A. 1. 467, 81 od | 
keacas, 379, 3 od | KéAlya. 

* Several occur in the second 

Hyperides mss. Praef. p. xvı. 

5 Gortyn. Inse. 2, 49; 10, 41; 

Museo Ital. 11. 599 col. v1.,9; also voo 

in röveoerıBa/l\örravs 7, 9; but not 

cuwecodéa 3, 16, which comes from 

éxodrrw.—Samos Dittenb. Syll. 132, 
12, 15. 

6 Meister Gr. Dial. 1. 148 (Büch- 

eler Rh. Mus. xu. additional fasciculus 

p. 9). 
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SECTION 34. 

Accent. 

With regard to the accent of words it is well known, that 
in Greek this consisted in voice-pitch, not voice-stress and still 
less voice-duration, although in both the classical languages 
the latter was united with voice-pitch in the period of their 
degeneration’. For the Greek of the present day pronounces 
accented vowels long, unaccented short: xénits (Eévous), yenitö 
(yévorro), dOröpös, abrépits. The period, at which this extra- 

ordinarily important transformation took place, may be to a 
certain extent ascertained from prosody. For the versifica- 
tion of the classical period makes no account whatever of 
word-accent’, and indeed, since the accent was purely musical, 

there was not the slightest reason why it should; but even 
tunes, according to the testimony of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 
were set without regard to the accent, that is the tune (cp. 
mpoowdia, accentus) of ordinary speech”. But in the post- 
Christian period we find it the rule in Babrius’ fables, that 
the penultimate syllable of the choliambic always bears the 
accent, and Nonnus (end of the 4th century) never ends a 
hexameter with a proparoxyton‘. In the case of the pentameter 
an ever-increasing effort can be traced right on from the 
Alexandrine period, to limit accented final syllables, and finally 
almost to banish them, and this was done for the most part in 
favour of the paroxyton termination which prevailed also in the 
Byzantine trimeter”. In just the same way in the Latin of the 

1 This is not the place, to enter on 

the controversy with regard to Latin, 
for which Seelmann also maintains an 

original predominance of the factor of 

stress over the musical. The evidences 

of the grammarians, to which he 

appeals (28 f.), are certainly all late, 

while the musical factor (and that 

exclusively) is testified to so early as 
by Nigidius. 

2 Attempts have indeed been made 

to shew that there was some such 

regard (v. J. H. Heinr. Schmidt Metr. 

211 ff.); I cannot however regard his 

attempts as successful, and see little 
trace of anything of the kind in Latin 

versification. Cp. H. Weil Göttinger 

Philologenvers. (1852) p. 85 ff.; Weil- 

Benloew Accentuat. lat. p. 66 ff. 240 ff. 

8 Dionys. Compos. p. 63 R., with 
examples from Eurip, Orest. 

4 This law was discovered by A. 

Ludwich (Fleckeis. Jahrb. 1874, 441 ff.). 
5 F. Hannsen Rh. Mus. xxxvım. 

226. 

9—2 
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same period the transformation in the pronunciation may be 
ascertained from the metrical phenomena’. Further accurate 
observation of the Greek poets has of late led to the assump- 
tion, that there existed in the language from the earliest period 
side by side with the variety of pitch a variety of stress 
following laws coinciding with those of Latin accentuation: 
namely the stress is said never to have rested on the last 
syllable and on the last but two only when the penultimate 
was short”. It appears to me however still doubtful whether 
this is the true significance of the observations. With regard 
to pitch and tone we are told by Dionysius, that the interval 
between high pitch and low pitch syllables amounts pretty 
nearly to a fifth®, Now our accentual system, based on the 
statements of Dionysius Thrax, Dionysius of Halicarnassus and 

others, distinguishes only three kinds of syllables, high pitch 
(öfeia mpocwdia), low pitch (Bapeta mpocwöla) and those in 
which high and low pitch are united (in that order) (mpoo. repı- 
omwuevn, so called from the ‘drawing round’ the accent from 
high to low)‘. This kind of accentuation or that corresponding 
to it, in which the sequence is from low to high, occurs in 
modern languages also; for instance the ancient circumflex is 
heard in Italian in the case of double consonants (donna, stella). 

Since the time of Aristophanes of Byzantium the low pitch 

syllables have been denoted by +, the high pitch by +, the 
circumfiexed by the combination of the two symbols A, which 
gradually became rounded. Originally every syllable had its 

accent : AETOMENOI: but in course of time the notation 

1 Weil-Benloew p. 255 ff. 

2 Isid. Hilberg, das Prinzip der Sil- 

benwägung, Wien, 1879. Cp. Hannsen 

Rh. Mus. xxxvıı. 252, who, though 

agreeing in principle, makes the law 

of accentuation run quite differently; 

the last syllable, if long, has the strong 

stress; if not, the penultimate. 

$ Dionys. Comp. p. 58: dtadéxrou 

pev ody pédos évi perpeirac Ötaorhuarı 

TP eyouevy 5a mevre, ws Eyyiora’ Kal 
ore émrelverat mepa TÜV Tpidy TovwV 

kal nurovlov Emil rd d&0, obre avleraı TOU 

xwplov rovrov wAelov éxi TO Bapd. On 
the contrary, afterwards page 62: # 8 

öpyavırh Te kal woth podoa diacrhpacl 

Te xphrac wieloow, ob TH dd werte 
ubvov, KTE. 

4 Dion. Hal. p. 60 ff.; Dion. Thrax 

p. 629 Bk. : rovos éorl pwvijs darhxmoıs 

évappovlov, 7 xara dvdraow &v ry dtela, 

7 xard opadtopov év TH Bapela, 7 xara 

weplkAacıw Ev, TH wepioxwpévy. Varro 
([Sergii] explan. in Don. K. tv. 581) 

hands down to us several other names 
for meptor. : Slrovos, cdurdexTos etc, 
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was simplified ; the gravis being placed only on the penultimate 
syllables of oxytones and perispomena instead of thosé accents 

being used, or on final syllables, where the high pitch was partially 
suppressed in the speaker’s context, to serve to denote such 
suppression’. Here the imperfectiun of this accentual system 

becomes evident; for it is obvious that in 6 8 ayadös avnp 
ael... all the syllables do not really have the same pitch. 
Accordingly even in ancient times more accurate systems were 
put forward, which, we may say, fortunately never attained 
general circulation, but unfortunately have not even been 
properly handed down to us”. For example many distinguish 
a péon, which was recognized also by the Roman Varro; this 
middle pitch probably comprised besides the final syllables 
which properly speaking were oxytone all syllables following 
next after a high pitch and likewise the second half of a 
syllable having the circumflex®. Glaucus of Samos made the 
number as many as six: aveıuevn (= Bapeia), ueon, emırerauevn 

(= 0Eeia), kerkacyuevn (=Tepiomwuern), avravariwuevn and a 
sixth accent, of which not even the name or indeed anything 
else concerning it is established, except that it belonged to the 
subdivisions of the circumflex‘. The avravariwuern however 
has its origin in the union of gravis and acute on the same 
syllable: Sais Sas, &av Hv, and since the high pitch never 
occupied more than one mora, appears to have been the 

ANCIENT GREEK. 

1 See Bekk. Anec. 674; confirmation 

of the ancient writing in the Egyptian 

fragment of Aleman. The papyri of 

the Iliad in London (Pap. Bankes and 

Pap. Harris) have likewise examples 

of several accents on the same word: 

EIIECCETONTO; still both in them 

and in the fragment of the Iliadin the 

Louvre (Pap. 3) the Bapeia is principally 

employed to represent the oxytone or 

circumflex which properly belongs to 

the following syllable: A®NEIOY, 

AOIOI, ONHTOQI, EIIEI (Pap. B.); 
EILEIAH, YIIOAPTI, EBETMaC (Pap. 
H.); IIäPa, ATTAP, but THOT (Pap. 
L.). In these instances it is remark- 

able, that this gravis is often pushed 

so far to the right; but this must not 

lead us to suppose that it belongs to 

the last syllable; for we also find 
IIOAIONTE (the symbol being over 

to), and in words with more than one 

gravis AMOIBHAIC, AASOINEON. 
2 See Varro l. c. p. 528 f. 

3 Weil-Benloew p. 13 ff.; Misteli 

Ueber gr. Betonung (Paderb. 1875), 
J. Hadley Curt. Stud. v. 417 ff. 

4 The mss. give HC (joined to the 

preceding word); early editions give 

ynrn after a conjecture of Wase, Weil 

suggests ton, Keil wepıxerkaouevn. 
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accentuation of all long vowels to which we give the acute’. 
The grammarians, who only employed the accent for the texts 
of poets who wrote in some particular dialect, rightly considered 
the system of Glaucus too complicated; but the real language 
may nevertheless have been still more complicated in this 
respect, and this illustrates well, what terrible difficulties Greek 
pronunciation must have presented to foreigners. Our position 
is easier, since no one can control us, and though perhaps it is 
not right to be entirely indifferent as regards a better or worse 
pronunciation, there is no need on the other hand to be 
pedantic, as though the ancient Greeks might some day rise 
from their graves and call us to account for murdering their 
beautiful language. 

1 Boeckh de metr. Pind. p. 47, 52; Weil-Benloew p. 12 ff.; Corssen m* p. 803. 



APPENDIX. 

M. J. Psıcuarı of Paris has placed at my disposal, besides 

_other abundant information as to the pronunciation of the Greeks 

of the present day, a translation of the Lord’s Prayer (Matth. vi. 9 ff.), 
prepared by himself, together with an accurate phonetic transli- 

teration, which is fundamentally the pronunciation of a Greek, 
who, born in Chios like M. Psichari himself, has spent ten years 

in Athens and speaks the common language of Greece. It will be 

of interest, if I give this translation here, with the necessary expla- 

nations which also I owe to M. Psichari. In order to remove 
any ambiguity I have myself changed the transliteration into 

Roman letters. 

[4 A \ > ‘4 e a ” [4 nd Ilarepa pas, mov elvaı oToVv ovpave, vayıacrıy) TOvona cov, vapOy 
€ ’ \ [4 € [4 [4 g \ 9 ld 7 x n Paoıkeia cov, va yivy 7 OéAnoy cov, STws orov ovpavo, Erg Kat 
orn yis. To Pupil pas to Kabnpepvo Öoopas To oypepa, Kal cvxupece 

pas Tis Auapries pas, cay Tou Kal pets TvXwpvodpe TÜV aAAwrwv Tis 
apapties. Mn pas bepys we meipaouo, pa oadce pas azo Tov movnpo‘ 
"Aunv. 

TRANSLITERATION. 

Pätörä& mäs, pwisé stn üränG, näyästi töndmä sii, närdi västliä 

sü, näyini O8lisi_ sit, öpds tin Grind, &tsi k’é sti yls. TS psömi mis 

tS k&dimdrnd S$zmis td simdrä, k’é slySrésé mis tis Am&rti%s mis, 

sabi k’S ml siy3rnimé’ tön &löndn (18nd) dis Amartits. Mi mis 
‚för sé pirizmé, m& sös® m&s Xp t8n bönird. Ami. 

It will be seen that Psichari distinguishes the open (a) and the 
closed sound (a) in the other vowels also, and not only in the case of 
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eo; the former is predominant throughout, except in the case of 1. 

Those vowels remain without any special designation in this respect, 
which are spoken too quickly to allow of their exact quality being 

observed (“voyelles réduites”). With regard to mas (plural of 
oblique cases of éyw), when it is itself unaccented and follows an 

accented syllable, Psichari remarks, that it would be more correctly 

represented by mas, the a here inclining towards the e.—d i denote 
nasal vowels similar to the French sound.—The quantity is however 

according to our authority just as fluctuating as the quality ; 

it depends on quickness of pronunciation, on context, on the inten- 
tion of the speaker; a word may have a different quantity and 

quality of its vowel when isolated to that which it has in connected 
speech.—In the case of the consonants I have made use of the 

Greek letters ö 0 x to denote the spirants (English this, think; 
German ach); k' expresses the palatal k& (ky, articulated in the 

middle of the palate) ; s and z the hard (voiceless) and soft (voiced) 
sounds. 

As regards matters of detail I add (after Psichari) the following 

definitions and rules of pronunciation : 

(a) O is in general open; thus in all cases above with the 
exception of the final syllable of aAAwvaov, where owing to the 
nasalized sound (-nö dis) produced by the closely connected ris (dis), 

the sound became closed in the pronunciation of the individual taken 

as a standard. Psichari himself however does not pronounce so, 

though he uses an analogous pronunciation in the case of e: dev gw, 
but dev tpéxw. In his own pronunciation he gives the closed sound 
to final o, whether accented or not; oxrw Oxtö, mrepov flérd, xirrw 
peftö. This as will be seen does not agree with the notation given 
above, but Psichari states that this pronunciation of final o as o is 
very widely spread. On the other hand he gives /¢é as his pronun- 

ciation of raiw; in the case of ftéré (arepov) he leaves the e without 
designation. 

(6) Accented z is almost always given as closed; when 
unaccented it appears to fluctuate; in both cases the origin of + 
(from ı 7 v etc.) is perfectly indifferent. With reference to the 

dialectal pronunciation of v (oc) as ü noticed above Psichari remarks 

that the statements of G. Meyer (Gramm? p. 108) are very accurate ; 

M. speaks there of the pronunciation as tw and gives as examples 
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from the dialect of Attica xiovAia Kkowdud, Axıovpa axupa, KLovpros 
xvptos. Psichari however is inclined to regard this ö in all cases as 

a modern development after palatals, not as a survival from an older 
period; rupé will be found to be in the dialect, where such phenomena 

occur, not Züri but tsiirz with palatalisation of the ¢. 

(c) The transcription wovnpov bonirö militates against the 

rule we have mentioned above, according to which unaccented tr 
(ip, np, vp) must become er. I assume that the Chiot thought it 
necessary to pronounce this word with its ecclesiastical associations 

(“the Evil One”) in accordance with the writing. The apparent 

retention of the e-sound of n in the dialect of Trapezus is much 

doubted by Psichari: rév = ryv, “EAAeves etc. might rest on modern 
phonetic laws; a scientific investigation of the matter has yet to 
be undertaken. 

(d) Both Baowcia and apaptia remain free from the detri- 
tion of ı before a vowel following, which has been referred to 

above (vasilyd, amartyd). The reason again appears to be, that 

they are ecclesiastical words, which are not subject to popular 

treatment. 

(e) Nayıaory nayasti is written by Psichari with 7, though as 
a rule in such cases the written form contrary to the pronunciation 

retains the 6. The rule that two voiceless spirants, just as two 

tenues, are not tolerated in immediate proximity, is in general 

extended to o also, except that the ordinary pronunciation does not 

follow this out consistently in the case of od. On the other hand 

do is not allowable (except in the artificial pronunciation of the 

educated): dovAetiow pr. SovAdw, and so always in the interior of words, 

while in the case of final syllables evs, i.e. eds, becomes’ es: BacıXes, 

"Opdés. There are indeed no words, which terminate with two 

consonants in the nominative.—No exception is taken to the 

collision of voiced spirants (such as 86, evd evd). 
In order to place in a true light the contrast of the old and the 

new, I add myself a transliteration of the Lord’s Prayer, according 

to the original text, in the Hellenistic pronunciation of that period, 
without however venturing to denote the quality of the vowels; for 

the popular pronunciation of the first century A.D. is not known 

with sufficient accuracy to render that possible. Only in the case 

of ot I have given the closed pronunciation of the o. I denote the 
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aspirates by k, p,& (=k+h, p+h, t+h); sand z are the hard and 
soft s-sounds. I give the accents in the ordinary manner, except 

that I dispense with the grave in the case of monosyllabic 
words. 

Pätör hémén hd &n tois üränois, hä(g)läst‘tö td Indmé (töndm& 9) 

si, 21t’&tö he bäsil&ä (bästliä) sa, gönst'6tö td t'élem& sii hos én ürän6 
kai &pi gés. Tön drtdn hemén tön &plüsiön dds hémin sémérdn, kai 

{p%és hémin t& opil6mätä hömön (topilémat‘émén 1), hos kai hémis 
(k‘émis?) X%p'ékimén tois dp'ilétais hemén; kai mé istnéikes hamäs 
is piräzmön, All& rhüsai (rbüs&?) hémas &pé ta pdnérd. 
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A 

ABaeddopos (Tanagra) 56 
äy(y)uwa, name of nasal + 85, 88 

dyedXa (dedXa) 110 
dyw Locrian for dyw 96 

AE Boot.= ac 56 

AE diphth., its phonetic value and his- 

tory 67 ff 

AF EF for av ev 75 ff 

AFTTO avrov Naxian inscr. 76 

"Atwros 'Acöwö 118, 122 

’ AOjwage 118 
AI diphth., phonetic value and history 

52 ff, 64 ff; ac in verb-endings 65; 

de for ac Boeot. etc. 45 ; change of a 
to & before a vowel 52; ac seldom 

confused with e in script 65 

AI diphth. phonetic value and history 
43 fi; a: before vowel becomes a 52 

Alaln 66 

Alyels for Alyjs 47; Alynts poet. 47 

n. 5; became later Alyls ib. 
Alyıpa not Alyeıpa 59 n. 2 

alerös Att., not aeros 53n. 1 

AIH (AIE) for AH (AE) Ionic 53 
aiuwöla not nu. 70 

a\ eX in Cretan became av ev 80 

dAddea (Lesb.) 52 
AAHON (dAX&wv) 26 

AAIKAPNATERN 120 n. 2 

’AurıddAns 104 

dumrdaxety and dußX. 97 
dvatpalpnuat? Thasos 64 f, 
avödladaı (Cret.) 122 

äveo (ev) 75 

äyrpwros (Cret.) 113 

dvw not dyw 50n.1 

AO EO Ionic for AT ET 74; ao con- 

tracted to av 74 

AOT for AT 83 

dmedéprepos 84 

"Apıornlöns -elöns 48 

’Aplornxuos (Bosot.) 27, 57 

’Aprepür 104 

dpoupa with real ov 73 
*Appevnins -ddns 48 

doddea (Dor.) 52 

-aot (a:oı) dat. plur. Att. 45 

aro earov for avrod éavrod 79 ff 

dronm 116 

AT diphth., phonetic value and history 

73 ff; av contracted to w 80 

avdra, avepopévar, adws 78 

avd (ad\xn) 80 

adpnxros (Lesb.) 77 
avowrod (Dor.) 80 

’Adırplra 87 
dbrbs (avrés) 73 

dxupa 21, 42n.3 

B 

B its phonetic value and history 108 ff, 

in the dialects 111 ff; 8 for F dia- 

lect 76, 111, 113; the same after ev 

77; ß for Latin v 109 
pads 113 
BacıXela (acc. of Bacıkeus) 34 

Baorlas 111 

Bde, distortion of Zed 117 
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87 By 16, 27, 109 

BıßXlov, BuvBAlov 41 n. 1 

BAéwrew, BaddAnvade (Aristoph.) 97 

BownOdv 53 

Bora, 109 n. 3 

Bodoevrios ("OAovrlor) 76 

Bpaxéa Ion. for Bpaxeta 52 

Bvgny 118 

Buwrav Bwot. (rare) for Bowray 58 n. 2 

r 

T' its phonetic value and history 108 ff; 

+ between vowels 110 f 

I nasal = n 85 ff 

Tepagrés 53 

Ye yy pronunciation 88 f 

A 

A, its phonetic value and history 108 ff; 

in the dialects (Elis) 113 

da- for fa- (Sacxcos, dadoivds) 119 f 

dacd ypduna 97 
AHMOAIKHO (Anpodixew) 26 

Al for Act 18 

diaBerwapevos 76 
SiapavO7je 26 n. 2 

öwdpua 37 n. 5 

Aouérios 35 

dodAos with real ou 72 

Öveiv 58 

E 

E-sounds, their oldest development and 

representation 24 ff; later develop- 

ment 33 ff 

e for Latin i 35 

EBöw (ede) 73 

Eyyovos 126 

&Fooxos 113 

éduvéaro (Ion.) 54 

{wy for Eorwv 118 

-éns Att. nom. plur. of -evs 33 

EI, real and unreal 25, 29 ff, phonetic 

value and treatment of real EI 52 ff, 

change in Beotian 56, later history 

of « 59 ff; e for e (before vowels, 

before o) 34 f, 53, sporadic 35; e 

for nı (middle and late Attic, Doric 

GREEK INDEX. 

etc.) 47 f. 57; « and ı confused in 

Ceos 26 n. 2; «& Boot. and Thessal. 

from n 28, 31, 56; e for o (late 

Beotian and late Attic) 57; « in 

Roman (Hellenistic) period written 

for i 10, 60f; uncertain representa- 

tion in Latin before vowels 61 

-ec 2 pers. midd. for -y 47 

el udv Dor., el uf» Hellenist. for 7 un 

34 

eiauroy (Attic) 34 

elow not elay 50 n. 1 

elréa Elreator 63 

e\aa 52 

Nav for Aaıov 65 

’EXevQua ’Eievdw for ENeldua 73, La- 

con. ’EXevdla 

’EXevola 73 n.7,111n. 3 

’EXevünıa 41 

éuBrevoavres for éuBréy. 81 n. 2 

évecpdova 34 

évetoay 34 

evvela 53 

évredéxeca and evöekexns 97 
éfevcx Get 26 n. 2 

EO Ion. for ET once in Attic 74 

EOT for ET Ion, 74; Corinth. 29, 75; 

in Roman period 75, 82 

€ouray 44 

érelxera 63 

erıcrtearaı Ion. 54 

erıoryun Er-iorhun Plato 95 

&rracıs (Boeot.) 87 

Edw from Eprdw= Epfw 119 f 

éplxn, "Epixeıa 63 

€o- éoo- Boeot. Arc. for éx- &£- 126 f. 

ESTFEAIITS (’Aowévdtos) 77 

ET phonetic value and history 73 ff; 

ev from nu 44f; ev before a vowel 

becoming e 80; in Cretan ov 80 

edade Hom. evdddwxe Lesb. 78 

e(Ü)Fpnrdoaru Cypr. 77 

eddouos (€85. Boot.) 81 

evOny (EXdeiv) 80 

evinon (avidvw) evxovunv (avxéw) 44 

EvpvolAaos Lesb. 77 
evbhßorcı in Attic epigr. of Roman 

period 82 
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Z 

Z, phonetic value ts ds in old Cretan 

and Italian 116, 122 ff; zd in Attic 

etc. 117 ff, soft s in Hellenistic and 

modern Greek 115, 123; spirantic 

6 in Elean 113, 125 

td Lesb. 121 

ZdxuvOos, ZeAcıa 119 

Zöeus 117 

Zev dXetjrop (Sophocles) 78 
(ixara etc. (Elean) 113 

Zpvpva (fu for cu) 91, 121 

H 

H in ordinary Greek, represented by 

E in Ceos ete. 25; supposed double 
value of n in Ionic 26 n, 2; n from 

et before vowel (p) 60, from m 46f; 

n Boot. for a 27, 57; HI, pho- 

netic value and history 43 ff; dat. 

3rd decl. (vöAnı, ypapparne) 48 

HKHBOAOI 26 n, 2 

jueplovos not nuepnoros 39 

nusoéas 52 

nulpwva 100 

juvov 41 

HT, phonetic value and history 43 fi ; 

Doric from ew 74 

nxov for elxov (strict Dorism) 28 

8 

0, its phonetic value in the dialects 

111 

6arab0a 123 

Odrepov 55 

Gedtoros, Oedcforos etc, 118 

Oepl (Anplov) 21 

Onpedeı 78 

6% etc. (Cretan) 113 
Ordpecaros 34 

OpaovZIOZ 83 

Opacéa 52 

Ovum (Ion.) 27 

I 

I, according to ancient ideas not a 

pleasing sound 17, 36f; sporadic 
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change with v 40 f; from « in Boeot. 

50, 80; outside Boeotia in older 

period 69 in more modern 59 ff; 
ı before vowel becomes y in modern 

Greek 13, 85; before p becomes e in 
modern Greek 21, 38 n. 3 

ı adscriptum 50; see AI, HI, Q) 

lepjov 45 

IHPON 26 n. 4 

tiw (todw) 119 
IOT Boot. for T 42, 52; modern Greek 

42 

*TovAcHrac and lovAos 33 n. 1 and 3 

Fidixaprlins 76 

lyvedwv (Pindar) 78 
io» 110 

K 

K modern Greek pron, 13, 98; in the 

16th century 98 

xadnpeplaros 89 

ka\eüvres (Dor.) 74 

Kdpupos not Kdyueipos 63 

xamrmwras (Dor.) 80 

xdpta 121 

kdpova (Lacon.) 40 

kareokeßace 84 

xa7w not Kkdrw 50 n. 1 

Kaw, Kraw 52 

xeveuf dy Cypr. 78 

x} Boeot. 27 

Kravls = Kvavls 39 

xeoupé (rupés) Tzakonian 42 

xAalyw 110 

-kAlöns (in proper names) 59 

kolpavos, küpıos 71 
Kovoovpets (=Kuvoc.) 40 n. 3 

kpaımdaAn (crapula) 67 n. 1 

xpéuaco in Aristophanes 54 

Kuvéyecpos not Kwvaly. 70 

xx in the perfect in late Greek for x 

103 n. 2 

wi (kal oux) 44 n. 2 

A 

A pronunciation 89; became v (Cret.) 

80 
AHABON 89 
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AdBuxcuw 46 
Aevyedw, Néyrcop (linteum) 35 

Ayroupyla (Aeır., Ayr.) 47 nF; 49n.4 

ov«xo for A\éxos Tzakonian 42 

Aotyos, Auypös 71 

M 

M pronunciation 85 f, aspirated when 

initial (Mel£ıos) 88 

ndyeıpos, udyıpos 63 n. 5 

pages, uacrös 119 

payreda 56 

MATEIP (Boot. and Thess.), MHTEP 
(Ceos) 28 

pelyvupe not ulyv.. 62 

METAMBPIANON 120 n. 2 

Méruxos (?) for -oıxos 58 n. 5 

pnvefay i.e. elay 61 

Moépixos (Tanagra) 57 
Movrixıöv and Movvuxidy 41 

N 

N 85 f; » égpedrxvorixdy 87 f 

Nafraxriov 75 

Nafolo (Na£lov) 115 

vaios (Lesb.) 78 

vuxreplavos 39 

vign 87 

5 

= pronunciation 114 f; &s written for 

£118 
£ei, not £i 63 
tepbs 21 
fov6ds with real ov 72 

O 

O- sounds, their oldest development 

and representation 24 ff, later de- 

velopment 35 f 

O for Latin @ 35 

ODaxlöros "ANS. (= Fad.) 76 n. 3 

"Oatos 76 

öyöolns 53 

OE Boeot. for OI 57 

’Ofn»n (Ujjayini) 125 

INDEX. 

öfos (branch) 119 
ötos (Sryos Cret.) 122 

OI diphthong, its phonetic value and 

history 51 ff, 70f; oc for w: Boot. 

eta. 45 f; o confused with w: 46; o 
before vowel becomes o 53; confused 

with v 72 n, 1 

öida (Lesb.) 55 
OTH for on 58 

étenv (olkeiv Lesb.) 55 
olxripw not olxrelpw 63 

öxxos 103 

öXeılov 30 n. 3 

öXlos for öAlyos 110 

’OAurrlixa 87 

OT real and unreal 24, 29 ff; phonetic 
value and extension of real OT 72 ff; 

both sorts of ov become @ 32f; ov 

Thessal, for ordinary Greek w 28, 41; 

ou in later Boot. (Lacon.) written for 

v i.e. 4 40; ov from wy (?) 44; from 
ev in Cretan 80; sporadic for o 35; 

for Latin v 109 

ovıös (Boeot.) 51 
Sts 103 

II 

wadaorh not radkaorh 53 

IlaovAAlva 83 

warpoveay 45 

wet not xt 63 

weiv for wıeiv 18, 63 

wemolxes 37 n. 5 

woe ronrhs 53 

wotoa for rojoa 37 n. 5 

wodjas 26 n. 4 

worn dat. of réds 48 

wont from rodu 18 

IloAtoborparos (Baot.) 42 

Ilooıdewv (month) 59 
Ilorelöa:a not Ilorlö. 63 

TlorecdeGrar not -asaraı 54 f. 

Ilpauxa 74 

wpéoBea (ea) 34 n. 5 

axpntoow 46 n. 3 

rpoowöla wiry 93 n. 1 
wporépw not wrporépy 50 n. 1 
wis 51 
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pP 

P pronunciation 89 f 

’Papos 91 

paüödos, pauros for pdBdos 81 

& 

= pronunciation 91f.; aspirating power 

105, 114f; o Lacon. for @ 1l1f; o 

doubled in writing before x 7 etc. 91 f. 

Zaparınv for -mıeiov 66 

Zaurpdreıs 74 

cö Lesbian for ¢ 120 

Zeovacrds 109 

Zeovnpos, Levijpos 82 

of written for ¢ 117, 121 n.5 

onpela not onuala 70 

ZuAnvos not Leer. 63 

otpés not aeıpös 63 

ow 111 

ZxuAAn koldys (Hom.) 71 

oxuxgos 103 

co, rr 120f, 122 

Zrdyıpos not Zrdyerpos 63 

ordvouaı (aloddvonaı) 106 
orod from crad 53 

Zrparns (-éas) 27 
ovvrekeira. (conjunct.) 24 

owe 46 

T 

T for 6 in Egyptian frequent 97 f, 108; 

i for 0 after o in dialects 111, 113; 

the same in modern Greek 106 
rapetov for rapıeiov 18, 61 

raws (Attic) 96 
TeBépos, Teßepıs 35 

ret and 76 for rw (late Boot.) 57 
reıpeiv 34 

relow Ereıca not ricw 62 

téroapa 115 

Tırdapldaı 40 

rıovxa (rvxn Boeot.) 42 

rolouros 53 

TOTON (rovrwv) 32, 73 

rovvn (Lacon.) 40 
rplBAıov for rpvBr. 41 

Tpofjv. ancient not Tpat. 53 

143 
Triva Cret. for Zijva 123 

rypl ‘rupds) 21 

Y 

T phonetic value originally u 39 ff; 

generally modified at early period to 

üib.; in diphthongs (av ev etc.) re- 

mained u 43, 73; v for F 76; for vi 

in foreign names 41 

iyeta, vyela from vyleıa (-cela) 18, 61 

 byıyalvıs, vıalvns (dyıalveıs) 110 
"Tödpvns Vidarna 41 
vepywv (Fepywv) 76 

TI diphthong, its phonetic value and 

history 41f, 51ff 

ul vis (Dor. ‘ whither’) 51 
‘Topiva='lophvn 89 

‘Tordowns Vistaspa 41 
bus (vl Js) ancient for vids 41, 96 n. 3 

} 
| @dBevvos 111 n.1 
PapydBagos 121 

Pawyios 109 n. 3 

pid\ocogos 103 

Precovs not BAroüs 62 

@édouos (Fulvius) 109 
$poupös real or unreal ov? 73 

x 

Xatperhdys -Aclöns 48 

XaAxn Dor. from Xadxéa 27 
xdpuBdis dvappoıßöet (Hom.) 71 

xdgrw ete. (mod. Grk.) 113 

xet not xt 63 

Xlpwv not Xelpwy 59 

Vv 

Y pronunciation 114f 

YıÄAos meaning 93 n. 1 

Q 

N from av 80 
woe not @öe 50 n. 1 

QI diphthong, phonetic value and his- 

tory 43 ff; becomes w before vowel 

46, 52; confused with o 46 

-w ancient for -w nom. 3rd decl. 45 
"Npoudins -udoöns 118, 122 

OT phonetic value and history 43 
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A 
Accent 130 ff 

AEI Lat. for ai ae 67; of similar 

phonetic value to Corinthian AE 

i.e. acı 30, 57 

Aeneas 61 

Agaue 81 

Agustus Agosto 79 

Aleman 40 n. 3 

Aldus Manutius on pronunc. 2, 66 

Alexandria and Alexandrea 61 

anquina (&yxowa) 71 
Archinos on the double consonants 

113 ff 

Aristides Quintilianus, his period 69 

aspirates, their phonetic value and 

history 98 ff, 101 ff, in the dialects 

118 ff 
aspiration of initial consonants in 
modern German 90 n. 2 

assimilation of final nasal 85 f; of 

medial 86; in word-nexus 125 f 

AV Latin diphthong 81 f 

Aunisimus Gothic for ’Ovjoinos 37 

n. 4 

austrum (ostrum b8e7peov), ausculum 

68 

B 
B Lat., development to v 109 f 

Beza, Th., on pronunc. 4, 9 

Bloch,S.N., do. 5 

Bursian on pronunc. 5, 12, 37 n. 5, 

79 

LATIN INDEX. 

C 
C Lat., pronunc. 1, 15 

Callimachus, epigram 64 

cauneas = cave ne eas 81 

Ceratinus, Jac., on pronune. 3, 68 

n. 8 

Cheke, J., do. 38,7, 16 

chommoda ete, (Catullus) 93 
comoedia 50 

consonants, system of, in ancient and 

modern Greek 84 f 

Coptic h 94 

Corinthian dialect, EI and OT in 29, 

56 

Curtius, G., on pronunc. 5, 55, 116, 

120 

Cyprian mode of writing 55 

D 
Diaeresis, in Lesbian 55 

digamma, phonetic value and history 

75 f; written for v 75 f; aspirated 

when initial 90 

diphthongs, various arrangements 21 

ff; phonetic value and history 43 

etc.; mode of writing in Cyprian 55 

doubling of consonants given up in 

mod. Grk. 85; fresh development in 
dialects 85 n. 1, 99 n. 2 

E 

Egypt, confusion of r and 6 in 97; 
employment of © & X to express 

native aspirates 106 



ENGLISH AND LATIN INDEX. 

Ellissen on pronunc. 5, 16 

English orthography and pronunc. 89 
Epsilon, the name, a misusage 20 

Erasmus on pronunc. 3, 7 f 

éuoe Euander 81 
exhedra 96 

F 

F, labial and dentilabial 103 

faeneratrix (faenus, faenum) 67 f 

Filippisians for :Acwryalovs in Gothic 

37 n. 4 

French orthography and pronunc. 8, 

12 

G 

Gardiner, Bishop, edict on pronunc. 

of Greek 3, 15 n. 1, 98 n. 4 

giorno in Italian from diurnus 117 

Gothic representation of av ev 84, of 

¢ and @ 107 

H 

H in Latin, gradual disappearance of 

93 f 

Henrichsen, R. J. F., on pronune. 5, 

64 

Herodian gives no rule to distinguish 
acand e 69 

hiatus, its treatment 128 f 

hinsidiae (Catullus) 93 
Hyginus i.e. vyrewds 63 

I 

Interaspiration 96 f 

interpolation of 8 or fin Cyprus etc. 

77 
Isyllus of Epidaurus, his period 63, 

n. 2 

K 

Kaiser, modern German pronunc. of 67 

ke-ne-u-vo-n(e) xevevöv (xevedv) Cyprian 

78 
Koppa, when written 39 f, 98 

kyuminü (kduwor) Church Slavonic 
42 n. 3 

P. 
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L 
Lambinus, Dion. on pronunc. 4 

Liscovius, on pronunc. 5 

Lord’s Prayer as pronounced in ancient 

and modern Grk., Appendix 

M 
Martin, Greg. on pronunc. 5 

media, meaning of term 108; mediae 

98 f, 108 f, cp. B, T, A.; media for 

tenuis in mod. Grk. after nasals 97 

Metaro (Metaurus) 79 
Metherke, Ad. van, on pronunc. 4 

mezzo in Italian from medius 117 

myuro (uöpov) Church Slavonic 42 n. 3 

N 
Nasals 85 ff; nasal not admitted in 

mod. Grk. with spirant following 
13, 87 n. 4, 106, 110, 113 

0 
Omicron, Omega, late designations 20 

ominem for hominem mentioned by 

Augustine 94 

orzo in Italian from hordeum 117 

Oscan, diphthongs 4A, +y in 57; z 

for ts (horz =hortus etc.) 123 n. 2 

P 
Papyri, confusion of e and ı on 60 

parhippus 96 

pa-si-le-u-8(e) (BaciAe’s) Cyprian 77 
Phaethon dissyllable, 68 
Psalterium Veronense 38 

Psichari, J., on modern Greek pronunc. 
13 and passim 

Ptolemy’s son, hermit of Serapeum 81 
n. 2 

R 
Ramus, P. on pronunc. 4 

Reuchlin, Joh. do. 4 

Romance languages, their representa- 
tion of Lat. oe and ae 71, n. 6; 

ciudad from civitat—cautivo from 
captivus etc. 81. Pablo 84 

10 
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S 
Sanskrit, genuine aspirates in 101 

scaena, scaeptrum 67 f 

Schmidt, Erasm. on pronunc. 4 

Septuagint, transliterations in 69 

Seyffarth on pronunc. 5 
sh- sound, unknown in Greek 92 

Smith, Thomas, on pronunc. 3, 7 

Spanish z, early pronunciation 12 f 

spirants formed from aspirates in 

modern Greek 101; also from medial 
in ancient Greek dialects and in 

colloquial language 110 f; spirant 

for tenuis before tenuis in mod. Grk. 

13, 106 

spiritus asper 92 ff, in compounds 96 

f; dialectically not regarded in elision 

109 f; represents o in Laconian 96; 

spiritus + o for — in old Naxian 115 

Stephanus, Henr., on pronunc. 4, 8 

Snidas’ Lexicon, e 7 and s in 69 

syllables, division into 89, 91 

T 
Tenues, their pronunc. 97 f; tenuis 

ENGLISH AND LATIN INDEX. 

for aspirate (rlönm etc.) 104, 113; 

in modern Greek for spirants 106 

Thraex, Lat. form of Opa£ 50 

tragoedia 50 

transference of final consonants 129 f 

U 

Upsilon, the name a misusage 20 

V 

Latin v, phonetic value 76, 81 

Vav Hebr., phonetic value 82 n. 5 

vivere=bibere 109 
vowel-triangle, vowel-line 18 f 

vowels, Greek names of 20 

Ww 

Welsh, diphthongs ae, oe in 57; aspi- 

ration of initial liquids 88 

Wetstein, J. R., on pronunc. 5 

2 

Zaragoza (Caesar Augusta) 79 
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